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" super Radio "
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This Month-Next Month
IN this little chat month by month, I seek to introduce my special features to the always-appreciative,,and sometimes critical reader. But as my

Start Radio with the

make my bow with an announcement of things to come.
Next month the WIRELESS MAGAZINE promises to

A Broadcast Revolution. 217

be one .of. the most popular issues that has ever been
produced by me. Its special feature will be an illustrated review of the portable sets now on the market.

If Your Set Starts Motor -

At last the portable set has come into its own.

1927 saw a large number of really successful portables
almost for the first time, and this year a steady improvement.

That is why I have thought it desirable, in my

May issue, to place before my readers a special 16 -page
supplement occupied with illustrations and particulars
(including prices) of the portables now obtainable.
This supplement will show you how to choose, buy, and
operate the various portables on the market.

In addition, I shall present constructional details

of an absolutely new portable on which J. H. Reyner
has been working for some time. So far in advance
has he been able to get his designs completed that he
has found it possible to put drawings and specifications

of his set in two 'r three different hands and thus to

have the set indepbidently built so as to make assurance
doubly sure that every detail of it will be reliable.

Now, to my real job-to say a word about the chief

features of my present issue.

Our cover this month shows you a very smart
little set-the Clipper Two-which with valves and
coils can be made for ks and will prove to be an ideal
set for the beginner. The Dominions Four is a general utility set, which will have special advantages for the
overseas reader, who, although we refer to him in the

singular, is a rapidly increasing constituent of our
circulation; the Dominions Four easily becomes a shortwave super -het.

All my readers living in houses supplied with A.C.

current will look at the Dynamic Three-an all -

electric set using an A.C. screened -grid valve.

You will turn over the pages for yourselves and

find other constructional features, but I must mention
W. James' Safe H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains, which is a
companion to his A.C. Unit described in February.
W. James is the author also of an article on motor boating, and how to remedy it, a curious trouble which
has arisen co -incident with the increased efficiency of
valves and other components.

The people-often young people-who are having
a new house built, will find in Wiring Your New

PAGE

PAGE
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mind, atc the moment of writing is concerned more with

the future than the present, I must, 'on this occasion,
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50°

REDUCTION
IN PRICE

,wn

ebb

H.Q. LOUD
THINK of it ! The price of a world-famous
16 rOwit Loud Speaker cut almost in half!
Now anyone can have a loud speaker of the
very highest quality. For, remember that this
H.Q. Loud Speaker incorporates the base and
movement of the famous ORIGINAL krown H.1.
Loud Speaker-the instrument on which :16rown

SPEAKER

success is founded. Remember, too, that a horn speaker gives
greater volume on distant stations than a cone instrument.

Why this big reduction has been made
Only by concentration in manufacturing on this

Speaker has it been possible to make such an
amazing price reduction. Design is the same.
Materials are the same. Workmanship is the same.

Only the price is changed. We are out to bring true radio
reproduction within everyone's reach. Hear the 3 guineas
H.Q. Loud Speaker at your Dealer's and you'll agree that

we've succeeded. There's bound to be an enormous demand.
Don't risk disappointment ! Look in at your Dealer's to -night !

Never before

have
you
had such an
opportunity!

SAME Speaker
SAME Results

NEW PRICE!

P/

,'X47
/

NOW

3 G N S*

Advt. S. G, Brown, Ltd. Western Are., N. Acton, London, W.3.
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Whether its a

Threnody
Three
a
Fortissimo
Four
Or
Atulti-Melodian
its the Valves that matter

The Range of Mazda
Nickel Filament Valves
TWO VOLTS

Type

G.P. 210
H.F. 210

R.C.210
L.F. 215
P.227

VE-iolTts

AFTSI

oIn

120
150
150
120
120

13

14,000

20
40

28,000
86,000
7,000
2,900

7

4

FOUR VOLTS
H.T. A mpl

Type

Vo is Fact.

G.P. 407
H.F. 407
R C. 407

120 14
150
18
150 40
120
8
120 5.5

L.F.407
P. 415

Imp.
ohms.
14,1.00

21,000

WHEN your set is ready for test, see that you select
valves which will enable it to give the very best
results. There are several reasons why your
valves should be Mazda Nickel Filament Valves-Mazda
Valves are the only valves which have nickel filaments,

and it is this exclusive feature which gives them that
wonderful degree of efficiency and their ex raordinary
long life.

The construction and disposition of t e electrodes

obviate leaks and losses. These features together w th
other constructional improvements assure better results
in any circuit.

Your "Threnody Three" "Fortissimo Four" or any

other set, will, if equipped with Mazda Valves, give the
best results of which it is capable. We can't say more.

100,000
5,700

2,900

SIX VOLTS
H.T.IS

Type
G.P. 607
H.F. 607
R.C. 607

L.F. 607
P. 615
P.X. 650

Fact.

oIIT.P.s.

14

12,500

20
40
9
6

20,000
90,000
5,300
2,600

200 3.5

1,750

'FEnticP1

120
150
150
120
120

The prefix letters indicate the purpose of a

valve, and the figur s which follow, the

THE NICKEL FILAMENT

amplifying valve taking 0.15 ampere.

VALVES

filament volts ana' amps. For example .
L. F.215 represents a 2 -volt low frequency

313 8

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., Crown House, Aldwych, London W.C.2
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rSet

TWO -VOLT VALVES: Three -electrode Types
Make.

Amp.

Fil.
impedance. Factor. Volt.

Type.

Ediswan
Mazda ...
Cosmos ...
Six -Sixty

Ediswan
Cossor ...

Mullard...

RC2

RC2io
SPI6B
210RC
RC210

2I0RC
PM TA

Marconi ... DEH210
Osram ... DEH2xo
Mazda ... HF2x0
Six -Sixty
2101-1F

Ediswan

Marconi ...
Osram ...
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Six -Sixty
Cosmos ...
Mazda ...

Ediswan

HF2Io
HL2 1 o

1

FIL210
PHI H I'
2 I oHF

f

210LF

3o

86,0oo
70,000
68,000
67,000
6o,00o
51,00o
50,000
28,000
27,000
25,00o
23,000
22,500
20,000

40
35
35

1(

G P210
1,F250

Cossor ... 2 I OLF
Marconi... DELzio

.

1.8

.09
.1
.1

2

36

2

1

35

2

i

20

'

13

2

20
20

/

.1

,

2
2

15

2

8.5

10,700
10,00o
7,300
7,00o

i

I .N
2

10

2

11

II

2
2

11

2

13.5

2
1.8

.06

2

9

.25

09
.15
.15

2

5,000{

8

2

5
7

2

15

.2

.15
.15

7

4,500
4,400
4,000
2,900
2,700
2,600

6.5
7.5

.2
.2

2

83,

2

2,poo

{

4

2

3

2

5.4

2.

.3

.27
.25
.3
.4

I

2,000

4

2

I

2

LF4o7
PV4 x 0

DEP4io
DEP4io
LEI.' oa
P1\14

410P
425SP
PM254
P415
P425
P425

t

,I
.3

Type.

Impedance.

Mazda ..
RC4o7
Six -Sixty 40751(C
Ediswan
R C4 t o
Cossor ... 4 toRC
Marconi.. DEI-14 Jo
Osram... DEI1410
Mullard ... PM3A
Ediswan
1-1F410
Mazda.... I1F407
Cossor ... 410HE
Six -Sixty 407511 IT
Mazda ..
G P4o ;

Mullard..
Ediswan
Cossor ..

PM.;
1.1;410
4 1 °LE

Marconi... DEL4,o
Osram ... DEL4 to
Six-Sixty
410P

100,00o
64,00o
f

.

13,000
10,500
)
,'-

8,500

/

8,090

4

.1
.1
.1
.1

4

.075

4

.1

,I

.075

4
-1

4

25
18

20

4

13

4

13

15
15

15

7.3

.075
.075

4

4o
40
40
40
38

14
14

Fil.
Cur.

I

31

l

55,000
22,000
21,000
20,000
[6,500
14,000

Fil.
Volt.

40

6 i ,000

60,000

Amp.

Factor.

4
4
4

4
4

t

.

.075
.075
.075
.1
.1
.1

4

I

4

.1

208

Fil.
Cur.

7,500
5,700
5,500
5,000
4,500

15

4

8

4

.075

5.5

4
4
4

.1

4

4,45°
4,000

8

.1
?-

3,600
3,500
2,900

3.2
3.15

7'5
7-5
9

2,25 0

.1

.1

1

4
4

8

.1

.25
.25
.15
.25
.25
1.5
.25

4
4

.5.5

4

1

4.5

4

1

4

4

(

3

4

1

4 x 5X P
PV4 2 5

4

2 000
,

Amp.
Ed.
Impedance. Factor Volt.

Type.

Mazda ... RC6or
Six -Sixty 6075RC
Cossor ... 6IoRC
Marconi... DEH6 to
Osram .. DEH6 1 o
Mullard ..
PM5B
Ediswan
R.C610
Marconi..
I IL6I0

Osram...

Marconi...
Osram ...
Ediswan
Cosmos ...

90,000
74,00o
6o, 000-{

)

1-11,6.50

1

25,00o
21,000

.L.S5B
H176.10

DE5o
Cossor ... 610FIF
Mazda ... HF6o7
Six -Sixty 6075HF
Mullard ... P1\15 X
Mazda ... G P607
Ediswan
LF6xo
Mullard:.. PM6D
Cossor ... 61 oLF

i
I

20,000 I
,

14,700
12,500
10,000
9,000

20
20
25
9

I

15

6'000 i

5
5

I

c

3,500

1

)

1

i

l

.I
.1

6

8

6
6

6

.8
.8
.1

.09
.1

.075
.075
.075
.075
.1
.1

.5
.1
.1

.8
.8
t

.075
.1
.1

.25
.5
.1

.25

6
6

.r

1

2.5
2.5
6

5.25
5.25

.8
.8

/

6

6

1

6

6

1

5
5

6
6

3.5

6

1

1.7

6
6

1

3.7

6

2,75°
2,600
2,400
2,000
1,750

)

I6
,0()

.1

3

3,000
}

6

3.2

8

.075

6
6
6

3.15

6
6
6
6

5.25
5.25

5

8

,1
.1

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

7.2
9
7.1

5,30o
5,20o
4,200
3,600

.1

6
6

5.25
5.25

20
20
20
17.5

15
15

1

.075
.075

6

4o
30

)

Fil.
Cur.

6
6

14
15
18

7,500

Osram ... DEL610
Marconi...
LS5
Osram ...
LS5
Six -Sixty
610P
Mazda ... LF6o7
Mullard
P1\16
Ediswan
PV6 1 o
Six -Sixty
625SP

Cossor ...
61013
Marconi... DEP61 o
Mullard ... P1\1256
Osram ... DEP6io
Ediswan
PV625
Marconi...
LS5A
Osram ...
LS5A
Mazda ...
P61.5
Marconi...
P625
Osram ...
P625
Cossor ... 6I oX P
Mullard... DFA9
Mazda ... PX65o
Ediswan
PV625A
Marconi... P625A
Osram ... P625A

/

I

I,S5B

4o
37
50
40
40

lo

53,00o
50,000

FOUR -VOLT VALVES: Three -electrode Types Marconi... DEL6io
Make.

t

4

Fil.

Factor Volt.

SIX -VOLT VALVES: Three -electrode Types
Make.

1.3
6,60o

Mullard... PM4DX

Mazda ...
Ediswan
Marconi...
Osram ...
Ediswan
Mullard ...
Cossor ...
Six -Sixty
Mullard ...
Mazda ...
Marconi...
Osram ...
Cossor ...
Ediswan

Amp.

Impedancc

1

6.4
7

Type.

1

2

16
13
13

I

1

2

18

Make.

iI
.

1

12,000

215P
LF215
Ediswan
PV215
Cossor ...
220P
Marconi... DEP215
°Siam ... DEP215
Cosmos ... SPI8RR
Mullard ...
PM2
Cossor ...
2zoP
Six -Sixty
230SP
Mazda ...
P227
Ediswan
PV225
Mullard ... P1\1252
Marconi... DEP240
Osram ... DEP24o
Cossor ... 230XP

.1
.1

1

1

Six -Sixty
Mazda ...

2
2

2
2

40
40

18,00o
17,000
14,000
13,000

SP/ 6G

Mullard... PM 1 LE
Osram ... DEL2I0
Mullard... PM2DX
Cosmos ..
SP16R

150,000

Fil.
Cur,

FOUR -VOLT VALVES -Continued

)

6

.25
.15
.25
.25
.1

.6
-5
2
.25.

.25
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FOUR -ELECTRODE VALVES: Screened -grid II MAINS VALVES: Three- and Four -electrode
Make.

Type.

Six -Silty

Cossor

Marconi...

Osram...

Ediswan
Mallard ...
Six -Sixty
Cossor
Ediswan

Marconi...
Osram
Ediswan

Impedance.

2

5SC,

220SG
S215
S215
SG215

170
170
140

200,000
140,000
230,000
220,000
200,000
115,000

I'Mt4
4o75SG

4ioSG
SG410
S625
S625
SGGro

1:11.

Volt.

200
190
200

230,000
220,000

I'M12

Amp.

Factor.

200
190
200
140

2

Fil.
Cur.
.15
.15
.2

2
2

.15
.15
.15

2

.075
.075

4

.1
4

.25
.25

110
110

173,000
100,000

140

.

t

Impedance.

Type

Ediswan

5E225

Six -Sixty
Mullard ...
Marconi ...
Osram
Cossor
Mullard

23oPP

Six Sixty

415PP

Cossor

Mullard...

P1235
P1235
23oQT
1'3124

Amp.

Marconi,..
Osrarn
Marconi...
Osratri
Marconi...
Osram
Marconi...
Osram

S Point 8
S Point 8
El Point 8
Ft Point 9

200,000

Marconi
Osrani
Marconi...
itssor

F'il.

Cur.

Cossor
osmos

25,000

.

8o
8o

2

.25

Ediswan

2

32

2

.3
.3

Cossor
Cossor
Cosmos
Cossor

90
00
40
62
00
40
50

.3 5
2

35

4

-3

15
15

6

.17

4

55,000

I.Poin t 8

Amp,

Cur.
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8

.8
.8
.8
.8
.8

tOo

40
40
17

I' Point 8
I' Point 8

0,000

6
.8

30,000
1:111

Kt.

3750

MN('
\I 141 kt:

40
40
7.5
7-5

3.5
3.5
35

2.0
2.0

35

2.0

ho,ono

5n

50,04.11

4
4

11'

20..000

45
20

ACJG
\1141

17.500

35

41,000

8,00n
6,5on

MP
AC/I2

MXP

MI,

HI

Factor. Volt.

17,

Ill.Point8

.

Fdiswan

Fit.

20, 000

415 QT
P5120

Impetlanyc

Factor. Volt.

65,000
64,000
62,50o
55,000
20,000
23,600
27,000

PM 22

Type.

isra

FIVE -ELECTRODE VALVES: Pentodes
Make.

Make.

3.-

4

1.0
10
1.0
0

4

8

4

5.5

4

1.0

4

I.0

4

1.0

10
E

4

A glance through the constructional articles in this
best ra/vet /or the
give the novice some hints regarding the
various types Hl circuits

THERE
IS
A
REASON
O Why The Lewcos H.F. Choke Stands Alone for Efficiency, and the reason is not far to seek.

O

The finest quality materials and the high-class workmanship used in the manufacture of the LEWCOS

01

.1.1

01

01

H.F. CHOKE make it supreme.

The terminals are arranged one at the top and the
other at the base of the coil to eliminate thy. risk
of additional self-capacit-,- in the wiring of the
eceiver.

Equip your set with a LEWCOS H.E. CHOKE
and be confident of perfect reception.
The LEWCOS H.F. CHOKE is obt:: ;thin
at all Radio Dealers.
A Chart showing its performance and full
1)c, scut t.n application,
oarticelar,

114
0.

HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE
H.F.

Price

CHOKE
-

9/ -

SPECIFIED FOR " THE

DOMINIONS FOUR "

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS LIMITED, CHURCH ROAD,
LEYTON, LONDON, E.10.

Trade Counter and Cable Sales: 7, Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, E.C.1.
209
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FULL

STRENGTH

TUNING
easy and definite
separation of stations
The new Lissen Variable
Condenser
enables you to enjoy a new standard
of tuning-a new sense of smooth
con-

trol-a new ease in separating stations

close together-simply because there
is no condenser loss, and incoming
signals are therefore retained
at
full strength.
See the unshakeable

rigidity of its construction
see the long bearing, and the extended
spindle
for ganging purposes.
Notice that there is no
end pressure, no tendency to distortion
of the
vanes.
The fixed vanes terminal is
in
a
ne\N
and convenient position well
away from the end
plates. There are feet
for baseboard mounting
or standard one -hole -fixing for
panel mounting
Compare it with any condenser
at any
price whatever-remember
it can
,

be

used in any circuit and

everlasting-remember it is practically
is a low -loss
condenser such as you have never
before
been able to

CONDENSER

Embodies many 01
the exclusive features of the big
Lissen Condenser,
including no end
pressure on any end

CONDENSER
.000I mfd. capacity ...
.0002

plate to distort
"A" Type
"B" Type, with

4/insu-

lated bushes for mounting on panel. Price 4/6

these prices.

LOW- LOSS
VARIABLE

LISSEN

REACTION

frames or vanes.

buy at

.

'*

0003

.00035
0005

It

5/9
6/

6/. 6/ 3

6/6

LISSEN LIMITED, 500-520, FRIARS
LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
,Managing Director
THOS. N. COLE)
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The " Clipper " shown here is

the famous Cutty Sark the

Start Radio With.

, ziost sailing vessel ever built

PPPer

Ct711C
TWO,

FORi5!
A Remarkably Efficient Set That Can
Be Used for Reception on the Short,

Medium and Long Waves :: A Complete Installation . With Loud -speaker
and Batteries for Less Than £10!

An Ideal Receiver for Beginners : :
Full-size Blueprint Available for Half
Price : :
Numbered

All
: :

Connecting Leads
Soldering : :

No

Designed and Tested by the
" Wireless Magazine " Technical Staff
LET no readers suppose that we
are misleading them when we
state that the Clipper Two can be
built for 5. That price includes
valves and coils for reception on the

The Clipper Two is not a headphone
In May of last year, the WI RELEss
set. No exaggerated claims are made MAGAZINE published details of a twofor what is a perfectly straightforward valver-called the Crusader --which
circuit, which long experience has was designed on similar lines to the
proved to be extremely satisfactory, Clipper. Regular readers will recall
medium and high waves, but does not but under normal conditions it will -be that almost every month we have
include short-wave coils, high-tension possible to receive a number of sta- published letters from readers recordbattery, accumulator, loud -speaker, tions at good loud -speaker strength. ing the amazing results they obtained.
headphones-or licence fee I
Indeed, the efficiency of the set can
The set described here will give just

be gauged by the fact that at two as good a performance, but it is
Complete for £10
miles distance from 2L0 this station considerably simpler.
A glance at the lists on page 253 can be tuned out and 5GB received

will show that the Clipper costs on the loud -speaker, with an indoor Installing the Set

-

14s. 4d., provided the aerial and a poor gas -pipe earth. With
Realising that a set of this type will
components manufactured by the headphones, of course, several Con- appeal particularly to the newcomer
actually

4

firms mentioned first in the brackets
are used. A complete broadcast
receiver, with loud -speaker and
batteries, can thus be assembled for
less than 410 I

tinental stations are audible.

to radio, both on account of its cheap-

Even the novice will realise that ness and its simplicity, we have shown
these

results can be very much exactly what parts are needed to
where a normal build the Clipper and complete the

improved upon

outdoor aerial and earth are employed. installation.
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Radio with the Clipper Two !

(Cont.)

possible value that the beginner order of wiring, for
each connection is
can get for his money.
numbered separately in order of
The construction of the set assembly.
presents no difficulty. There are
New readers will be interested, also,
only twenty-seven connections in all,
in
the scheme by which a full-size
and not one of these need be soldered.
blueprint can be obtained for half This photograph shows the Clipper Two
in use for short-wave
reception, in which case phones are employed
instead of a loudspeaker. Tuning must be carried
out very delicately

(The cost of erecting an aerial and
earth is not included in our schedule
as this varies so much with individual
circumstances.)
In our choice of components for the
Clipper Two
picked
those that represent the best
value for money and it
would be possible for the
constructor to reduce the
cost by a few shillings by
using parts other than those
specified. This course is not
recommended, however, as
the performance of the set
would probably be materially affected.

There are only six holes in the panel
and these can easily be drilled
the aid of the full-size bluePrint with
that
is available.
We particularly wish to emphasise
a

20P00-50, 000 OlfM5

'k00000

Hi+

G.B. ()ono
Ems
rig

price up till April 30. On page iii of
the cover will be found a blueprint
coupon ; if this is sent to the Blueprint

Dept., WIRELESS MAGAZINE, 58/61

Fetter Lane, E.C.4, by the end of the
month (April), a blueprint
will be supplied at half-price
(that is, 6d., post free). Ask
for No. WMI35.

Overseas Readers

L.S.
0_

After April 3o, the full
price of is, will be charged,
except in the case of over-

seas readers, who
are
allowed an extension of time.

Accessories
As

regards accessories,

we have estimated for the

use of a really first-class

L0

This blueprint (a reproduction of which appears on
page 214), together with the
photographs, ensures that no
constructor can go wrong,
even i f he is not acquainted

horn loud -speaker. This is
the famous Brown HQ
with the appearance of the
model, recently sold at 6.
different parts.
At its reduced price it undoubtedly represents excelCircuit Used
lent value for Money.
Readers with some techAlthough large-, the move- Here is the circuit of the Clipper Two-detector
low -frequency stage with Hartley
nical knowledge will
and one
ment is particularly sensibe
reaction
interested in the circuit,
tive, and it does give
excellent the value of
which is reproduced on this
a full-size blueprint in
results in conjunction with the
page. As shown, there is an aperiodic
constructing a set. It shows
Clipper.
(a) the
It will be apparent, then, that the positions and size of all the holes to be coil in the aerial circuit, but this is
only needed for reception
drilled
and
will
Clipper Two and the accessories it shows how act as a template, (b) short
waves, that is fromon the very
all the components are
recommended represent the best
15 to 120
metres.
placed, and (c) it indicates
the best
For ordinary broadcast reception,
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A Remarkable Broadcast Set For
on the medium and long waves, this
coil can be dispensed with, in which
case the aerial is joined direct to the
grid end of the grid coil.

Centre -tapped Coil
This grid coil is centre -tapped, and
in

conjunction with two variable

condensers, forms the well-known

Hartley circuit. The whole coil is
tuned by a .0005-microfarad condense=r. That half of the coil from the
centre -tap downwards (in the circuit
diagram) acts as a reaction winding,

the degree of oscillation being controlled by a .0001-microfarad con-

Centre :
main

denser.

Not only does the use of a Hartley
circuit make the construction simpler
and the cost lower, but it also gives
very selective tuning. Moreover, it is

tuning dial.
reac-

Left :

tion control.
Right : master
rheostat

a great advantage to have only one

coil to change in going from one valve there is shown a
waveband to another.

high -frequency choke (broken lines).

This also is only needed for short-

Increased Sensitivity

For the sake of sensitivity, a
leaky -grid rectifier is employed, the
grid condenser having a value of

.0002-microfarad and the leak a
resistance of 3 megohms.

wave reception, when it may consist
of about roo turns of No. 30 -gauge
d.s.c. wire, wound round a pencil. For
ordinary broadcast reception this can
be omitted.

by means of a low -frequency transformer.

In series with the primary of this
transformer is a resistance, the value

of which may vary from 20,000 to
50,000 ohms. This serves two useful
purposes.

The detector valve is coupled to Reducing Detector Voltage
In the anode circuit of the detector the low -frequency amplifying valve
In the first place, it cuts down the
voltage applied to the anode of the
11404ECOMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE CLIPPER TWO
For Broadcast Reception
1-Ebonite panel, 6 in. square (Parfait, Raymond, or Will Day) ..
1-.0005-raicrofarad variable condenser (Formo, Utility, or Peerless)
..
1-Vernier dial (R.I. & Varley)
1-.000i-microfarad reaction condenser (Peto-Scort, Bulgin, or
Lissen)
-15 -ohm rheostat (Igranic, Lissen,
or Peerless)
..
1-Single coil holder (Lissen, PetoScott, or Lotus)
..
..
z-Anti-microphonic valve holders
(Lotus, W.B., or Formo)
..
E-3-inegohm grid leak with holder
(Lissen, Dubilier, or Ediswan)
r-.000z-microfarad fixed condenser
(Lissen, Trix, or T.C.C.)
1-2-microfarad fixed condenser
(Lissen, T.C.C., or Ferranti)
.

.

t -20 ,000 -ohm resistance with holder
'
(Graham-Farish,: Ediswan, or.
Cosmos)

s. d.

3

0
9

4

6

r

6

t

o

5

2

6

t

6
o

3

6

1-Low-frequency transformer (R.I.
and Varley, British General, or
B.T.I1.)

-Terminal strip, 7 in. by 2 in.

15

0

(Raymond, Will Day, or Ready

Radio) ..
7-Terminals, marked:
Aerial,
Earth,
, L.T.- , H.T.+ ,
, L.S.- (Eelex or Belling Lee)
..
..

1-Pair grid -battery clips (Sulgin)
i-g-volt grid -bias battery (Siemen's
Popular, Every -Ready, or Gecophone)

,

.

2- Wander plugs, r red and 1 black
(Lectro-Linx)
-Spring clip (Raymond or Ready
.

7

Radio)

..

s. d.
0 4
o

-No. 6o centre -tapped coil (Atlas,
Lissen, or Lewcos)
..
4
1-No. 200 centre -tapped coil (Atlas,
.. 6
Lissen, or Lewcos)
4 yards rubber -covered flex (Lewcos)

1-Detector valve (Cossor

1-Power valve (Cossor zzoP)
r -Baseboard, 12 in. by 6 in.

r2

o

6

£4 14

4

the set means that the high-tension
battery can be kept in service much
longer than would otherwise be the

Accessories
z -6o -volt high-tension batteries
(Siemen's Popular, Ever -Ready

s.

Popular, or Columbia) ..
16
accumulator (Oldham
OVD, Gecophone, or C.A.V.) 5
1-Horn loud -speaker (Brown HQ) 63
t -Pair headphones (Ericsson) .. iz

t-z-volt

Total

..

FA 17

0
6

0
6

0

8
6

1-Set short-wave plug-in
(Atlas) ..
Total

0

coils

to

£0 11

, ,

6

TOTAL £10 2s. 6d., for complete two -valve installation, with valves, coils, headphones,
batteries, and loud -speaker, for reception on short, medium, and long waves.

213

case.

Grid Bias for Purity
Two other points to note are that the
low -frequency valve is supplied with

grid bias (to give purity of reprod.

t -Single -coil holder (Lissen, PetoScott, or Lotus)
o

6

Extra for Short-wave Work

o

2

3

6
6
6

loHF) to

Total, with valves and coils

3

detector valve (which normally needs
less than the low -frequency amplifier)
and enables a common high-tension
terminal to be used for both valves.
The second use of this resistance, in
conjunction with a 2-microfarad fixed
condenser, is to prevent " motor
boating." This is a nasty popping
sound which sometimes occurs when
the high-tension battery is nearly
exhausted and develops a high
internal resistance. Its inclusion in

0

duction and incidentally to cut down
the amount of high-tension current
consumed) and that a master rheostat
is used for switching on and off both
valves.

This explanation of the electrical
working of the set will seem rather

Wireless Magazine.
Another view
of the Clipper
Two

1929

Start Radio with the Clipper !

(Continued)

screw the panel to the baseboard, by can be laid out on the baseboard
as
means of two or three screws inserted indicated in the blueprint
and
the
along the front edge of the latter.
photographs.
Now all the remainder of the parts
Don't forget that the positions
shown are only suitable for the makes
This set includes a
of components mentioned first in the
"motor -boat" stopper to stabilise it brackets in the list on page 213 ; if
any of the alternatives are used it
may be necessary to alter the layout
very slightly.

For Broadcast Reception
If the set is to be used only for
ordinary broadcast reception, the
holder for the aperiodic aerial coil

The
grid -

bias

battery

is mounted

on the baseboard

complex to non -technical readers, but a
glance at the photograph of

the front panel will reassure
them.
It will be seen that there are only
three controls. That in the centre of
the panel is a small slow-motion dial
for controlling the main
tuning
condenser and enables the set to be
tuned to any desired wavelength.

Volume and Range Control

On the left is the knob of the
reaction condenser, which can be
looked upon as a volume and range
control. The knob on the right is the
filament rheostat; it switches the
whole set on and off. This requires no

other adjustment than to be turned
right on or right off.
Before beginning any part of the

construction, it is advisable to have
all the parts ready. There will then
be no hitch whatsoever in the assembly of the set.
The first operation to be under-

The H.T. applied

to the detector is

also controlled in this
way

C.C.(
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taken is the drilling of the front
panel; this will present no difficulty

641-

a template. Simply lay the top part
of the blueprint over the panel and
mark through with a sharp point the
positions of the holes to be drilled.

0

4947:

at all if a full-size blueprint is used as

0
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II

'

,-ill;

E4....,
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When the holes have been drilled,
mount on the panel the .0005 -micro -
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farad variable condenser, with its
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Suitable Valves and Coils
Before the set can be tested, the
proper valves and coils must be

inserted in their respective holders.
As noted in the list of components,
we have found the Cossor 21oHF (as
detector) and Cossor 22oP (as low frequency amplifier) specially suitable
in the Clipper Two. In association
with the rest of the components they
give great range and pleasing quality
of reproduction.
In the list of components we mention a 20,00o -ohm resistance; this is
the combined stabilising device and
voltage control. Actually any value
between 20,000 ohms and 50,000 can
be used.

Current from the H.T. Battery
The lower this resistance, the
higher the voltage applied to the
detector valve and consequently the
greater the current taken from the

2 Mf0.

Mounting the Components

farad reaction condenser, and the
i5 -ohm filament rheostat. Then

13LULI....
I

.

should be omitted (the aperiodic coil
is required only for
short-wave
reception), in which case the lead
numbered r on the blueprint should
be connected to the lead numbered i1.
How to adapt the set for short-wave
work will be discussed later.
There are seven terminals, a 9 -volt
grid -bias battery being mounted
along the back edge of the baseboard
by means of special clips. There is
only one H.T.
terminal, and
L.T. - and H.T. - are " commoned "
to one terminal.

ID

battery.
For broadcast reception, it is not
of great importance
what value is
This layout and wiring diagram
can be
obtained for half-price (that is,
6d.,
post
free) if the
coupon on page iii of the cover
is used by April 30. Ask
for No. W.M.135
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For the Reception of Short, Medium and Long Waves
used, although normally there

is

little to choose between 20,000 and
30,000 ohms. When the set is to be
used extensively for very short-wave
reception, then it is worth while for
the operator to try higher values of

For reception on the lower
band of wavelengths, that is,
from approximately 25o to 55o
metres, a No. 6o centre -tapped
coil should be used. A No. 200
coil

will give a wavelength

range of about goo to 2,000
resistance.
The reason for this is that reaction metres.
is likely' to prove too fierce on the very

Aerial Differences
It must be clearly understood that these figures vary
within quite wide limits. On

Details of the

cover for the
Clipper Two

REACTION
CONDENSER

TUNING
CONDENSER

any aerial, however, it should
be possible to receive 2L0 and

El LAWN

GRID

COIL
DETECTOR
,fr VALVE

APERIODIC

COIL

r"

5GB with a No. 6o coil and
5XX wth a No. 200 coil.

Having inserted the valves
and coils in the set, the
batteries must be connected
up.

First of all see that the

knob of the filament rheostat
(on the right of the panel) is
turned as far as possible to the
left, that is " off."
To H.T.± connect the positive (marked +) end of the one
6o -volt high-tension
units. Connect the negative

of the

short waves when a low resistance is
used, and a comparatively high anode On the right is a plan view of the
voltage applied to the detector valve. Clipper Two which shows clearly
the positions of

Positions of Valves
The detector valve, that

all the parts

the
Cossor 2 I OHF, is placed in the holder
is

frequency amplifier or power valve,

holder nearest

ENSER
1-11611

2-MFD
COND-

ANCE

ENSER r.

L. F

GRID -BIAS
BATTERY CUPS

.

TRANSFORMER

terminal) to L.T. -, with the hightension negative lead.

Loud -speaker Connections
The connections to the aerial and
earth terminals are obvious, but it is
important to connect the positive

nearest the panel, while the low the Cossor 220P,
is inserted in the

GRID

GRID
COND-

This view shows a
simple H.F. Choke

side of the loud -speaker (it is marked)

to the L.S. + terminal; the same

for short-wave work

the grid -bias

remark applies to the phones when
used, in this case the positive lead

battery.

being distinguished DDy a red mark.

Make sure also that the positive
is connected to the
positive socket of the small battery
mounted on the baseboard and that
grid -bias lead

the negative grid -bias lead is plugged
into the 9 -volt socket.

Switching the Set On
These

connections having

been

properly made (they should be carefully checked if the Clipper Two is the

The clips for
the grid -bias battery

end (marked -) of this constructor's first set-particularly
unit to the positive end of to see that the H.T. and L.T. conthe second unit and the nections have not been mixed up !),
negative end of the latter to the the set can be switched on by turning
terminal marked L.T. - .
the knob of the filament rheostat as
Next, connect the positive side of far as possible to the right.
the accumulator (red terminal) to
Now turn the left-hand knob until
L.T. + and the negative side (black a very slight rustling or hissing
215
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Start Radio

with the

Clipper 1

(Continued)

Full-size blueprint available for 6d, post free, until
April lOth

TELL YOUR
FRIENDS
ABOUT THE
CLIPPER TWO !

Here you see
theClipperTwo

in use for
broadcast

reception. The
loud -speaker is

a Brown HQ.

with

Siemens

high-tension
batteries

and

an Oldham
accumulato

sound is, heard from the loud -speaker.

Do not turn it too far or a howl will be necessary to adjust the knob to this
start. Should this occur, turn the position and switch on to get the
station.
control back.
Do not forget that to switch the
set off it is only necessary to turn the
Maximum Sensitivity
knob as far as possible to
A point will be found where the right-hand
the left. There is no need to disrustling sound just becomes inaudible
any of the batteries from the
-this indicates that the set is in its connect
terminals.
state of maximum sensitivity.
At this point turn the knob of the

slow-motion dial until a station is
picked up. As the main tuning dial is
operated so it will be necessary to
make slight readjustments of the
reaction condenser to keep the set at

its most sensitive condition.

It should be remembered that all
the time the rustling sound is heard
the set is in a state of oscillation and
is liable to cause interference with
neighbours.

As soon as a station is tuned in,

make a note of the dial reading. Then
on subsequent occasions it will only

NOBODY INTERESTED

a wavelength band of about 15 to
120 metres.
For the best results an aperiodic

aerial coil should be used and for
this
purpose another coil holder should be
fixed next to the existing one on the
baseboard; if it is fixed by only one
screw, instead of two,
it can be
swivelled and the degree of coupling

Now for some remarks on purely
between the aperiodic coil and the
short-wave reception, that is,
of grid coil
varied to give the best
American and Continental stations
working on wavelengths between 15 results.
and 120 metres.
Size of Aperiodic Coil
In the first place it will be
necessary
The coil in the " aperiodic "
to wind a special high -frequency
should be a size smaller thanholder
choke; as already mentioned
the
this can grid coil with
consist of about too turns of No.
most aerials.
With that we can complete our
30 -gauge d.s.c. wire wound round
pencil. The lead numbered 13 shoulda description of the Clipper, proud in
the knowledge that the WIRELESS
be broken and this choke
inserted.
Moreover, entirely different coils MAGAZINE is once again able to give
are needed-a set of four short-wave its readers a two -valuer, which, like
the Crusader of
coils. These have 2, 4, 6, and
9 turns -and within last May, is a winner
respectively, and together they
reach of everybody's
cover pocket !

IN PORTABLES SHOULD

It will contain a complete review of
portable
receivers, giving all the details the prospective
buyer needs to know before
making his
choice. This feature will appeal to
interested in the development ofeverybody
receiver

MISS THE

NEXT ISSUE
design and no pains will
it complete. There will be spared to make
also be included in
this issue particulars
of a special portable
super -set for home -construction,
by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc.
developed
(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
DON'T MISS THE MAY " WIRELESS
MAGAZINE "-PUBLISHED
ON APRIL 24
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192-91i

A Troadcaf1 Revolution
Political broadcasting will undoubtedly raise protests
from many unlooked-for quarters :-DAILY PAPER.

Loud -speaker:-" As a conscientious speaker I feel I must protest against this proposed political diet ! "

Wireless Set:-" Yes ! I'm with you there, old chap, I'm afraid it will aggravate MY valvular trouble !"
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HALYARD'S Chat on the Month's Topics

Gains and Losses

Sketches by GLOSSOP

HAVE you tried to work out a wavelength changes with the one House in recognition
of Professor
profit -and -loss account as be- exception, perhaps, of Newcastle,
invention of the valve.
tween your reception on the old which, in the south of England, is Fleming's
You may also
wavelengths, or Plan de Geneve, as now a difficult signal to pick up be- that Sir Oliver have read a suggestion
cause
of
the
Lodge's name might be
it is called, and your reception
nearness of its wave- considered to have
a very good claim
the present wavelengths, or Plan on length to that of Nurnberg.
de
to perpetuity in the name of the new
building.
Name, Please?
I discussed this knotty point as
An unusual amount of interest
is between Fleming
and Lodge with
being taken in the planning and buildGeorge, my technical adviser, who
ing of the new B.B.C. headquarters is
a very Solomon in all
in London. As one would
wireless
expect,
matters.
He said the difficulty
many of the chief features of the
new could be got over 'very easily by
building have come in for a good
calling the new building Fleming
deal
of
criticism.
Gains and Losses
I have. been sur- Lodge.
prised, though, to see objections
Bruxelles? What stations have
If a name must be perpetuated,
gained by the changes and you raised to the name " Broadcasting
what
should
suggest calling the new build-I
stations have you lost?
House" for the new building.
Why shouldn't the new building ing Reith House. Scientists may
stations come in better than Which
before be called
have made
and which come in worse ?
technically
Broadcasting House? asks possible, butbroadcasting
Sir John Reith is the
Your profit-and -loss account
one
critic.
Why
should
it?
asks man who has made
pends to a great extent, of course, de- another critic in reply.
our broadcasting
What
do system what it is to
on you think of the
-day, the adyour situation with respect to our
name Broadcasting miration of the
own broadcasting stations, especially House ?
whole world, and I
venture to predict that history will
One good point in favour of
Daventry. How would it be if a
the
number of us, situated in
name is that it brings London more endorse that view.
different into.line with
parts of the country, were to exchange
the provincial stations.
profit -and -loss accounts? Don't
London has had its Savoy Hill,
while
2ZY in Piccadilly
think such an exchange would you Manchester, Birmingham,
be etc., have had
Glasgow,
I
wonder
interesting to us all?
how many of our Mantheir Broadcasting chester readers
Taking the gains first, it strikes me Stations.
have paid a visit to
the new broadcasting
as somewhat of a coincidence that
headquarters of
the Plan de Bruxelles should
station zZY in Piccadilly.
By this
have
time, listeners to
brought most of us vastly improved
the
Manchester
station should be receiving,
reception of Brussels. Other distinct
gains or improvements to many of
be about to receive, their or should
us
Manchester
are Goteburg, Nurnberg, and
transmissions from the new
studios.
several
of the French stations.
Manchester listeners have not had
much to be proud of in the
What about the losses? If you
studio
Name, Please?
are within the Too -mile circle round
headquarters of 2ZY. If old
you
hapIf
the
Daventry, I might risk a guess that
name Broadcasting Station pened to visit the old 2ZY as I did,
is
good
on
a
dull,
wet
enough for the provincial
your reception of a couple of good
afternoon, you could
Continental stations is now restricted stations, surely it is good enough for scarcely imagine a more dreary
London.
to the few periods of time when
The new headquarters in place.
Personally
to see the new LondonI would like dilly, however,
Piccais off the air. Barcelona may 5GB
called the London headquarters which Manchesterwill be something
be a distinct loss to you, if you also
live Station.
listeners will view
Broadcasting with civic,
within easy reach of 2L0.
as well as with wireless,
Perhaps you read the
pride, for the
Our own British stations seem to
new
have been better placed by the made some time back thatsuggestion
Broadcasting House willManchester
the
new
put Manbuilding should be called
chester an indisputable
Fleming the provincial
first amongst
broadcasting stations.
218

In the old 2ZY building, the main
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" Do you believe there is really such wireless set are taken to the two

plates of the loud -speaker. The
studio is, or was, of only ordinary a thing as a death -ray, George ?"
diaphragm is given a high positive
"
I've
never
seen
one,
but
I've
room height. The main studio in
the new Picaddilly headquarters is heard of a good many in my time. potential, and that's all I can tell you.
Perhaps the most interesting feaa double-decker with a gallery which On the one hand there may be a
ture
of the electrostatic loud -speaker
death
-ray,
on
the
other
hand
there
may be used to seat an audience on
may not. I preserve an open mind. is that the principle involved is not
Electricity has always been a specially a new one. Discovered many years
attractive mystery to the ' non- ago, use was made of the principle
scientific mind. The death -ray is in ordinary land -telephony. The
the modern expression of the cen- much more efficient electromagnetic
turies -old idea that there is something telephone was invented, however, and

very mysterious about electricity." the electrostatic type was discarded.

.

About to Receive

.

The Next Loud -speaker

What will be the next big developspecial occasions. The control room
ment
in loud -speakers ? The moving
of the new 2ZY, by the way, has the
loud -speaker has come and
coil
most .up-to-date ideas incorporated
stayed with us. The exponential
in it.
George says that the most inter- horn loud -speaker has slowly gained
The linen esting feature of the new Manchester favour amongst us.
headquarters is the bank on the diaphragm loud -speaker, thanks to
ground floor, underneath the studios the WIRELESS MAGAZINE and Amaard offices. He thinks this bank will teur Wireless, has attained a high
degree of popularity amongst wireless
prove a useful counter attraction.
home -constructors the last few
.
.
.
months. What will follow?

.

speakers

.

Frame -aerial Values
In view of the increasing popularity

of the portable set with its small,
enclosed frame aerial, the results
recently obtained by a distinguished
German experimenter with frame

In America it is being predicted
Another Death -ray
"What do you think of the new that the next big sensation in loud-

1929 death -ray, George ? " I asked
my scientific adviser during the
course of a recent technical conversation.

.

In View

will be the electrostatic aerials of different sizes are of more

type, which has been developed so than usual interest.
successfully in Germany during the
Working by comparison with an
last two years.
outdoor aerial, this German experiOur loud -speakers are mostly of menter found that a frame aerial,
the electromagnetic type, you know. made in the form of a square of
That is to say they contain an electro- 3 ft. side, picks up about 1/12 the
magnet made up of a bar of magnet- signal strength the outside aerial
ised iron round which is wrapped a picks up.
coil of wire. An electrostatic loudOther results .obtained by this
speaker then, is one which contains experimenter are that a square frame

an electrostat.
Wait a minute, wait a minute now.
There isn't such a thing as an electro" Which one ? " asked George.
stat. No, it's like this : An electro" There's only one as far as I know." static loud -speaker is one which
"Well, the year is young as yet." works on an entirely different princi" I mean the Jena death -ray, ple from that on which the electroGeorge."
magnetic loud -speaker works.
" Jena-er--let me see now, Jena
Briefly, the principle of the thing
is the German town where the famous is this : There are two large perforaZeiss lenses are made, isn't it? "
ted plates in the loud -speaker and
"I didn't know that, George, but between these two plates is placed a
about this death -ray, one of the metallic diaphragm. This diaphragm
professors of the University of Jena is insulated from the plates by rings
Another Death -ray

aerial of 18 in. side has a pick-up
value of 1/29 that of the outside aerial,

and an ordinary fifty -turn plug-in
coil gives no more than 01 of the
signal strength of the outside aerial.
These figures are surely of great
value to the designers of our portable

sets. Suppose that the designer of a
portable set is restricted to a frame
aerial equivalent in size to a square
frame of 18 in. side. It is immediately
evident from the figures quoted above

that, if the portable set is to give

claims to be able to radiate ultra - of insulating material. One of the
short waves which will kill small two plates, the outer one, is connected
animals instantly."
to earth. Leads from the secondary
" What kind of small animals ? "
" I am afraid the reports do not of the output transformer of the

results comparable to those given by

tell us, George."
" Pity. I was wondering about
those shares an old aunt of mine has

SUch amplification could be provided by incorporating a screened grid valve having an amplification

in Keatings. What else will the new
ray do ?"
" It will exterminate bacillus cultures."
"Serve them right too."

factor of thirty say, or it could be
provided by employing two high Big Development in Loud -speakers
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a set working on an outside aerial,
twenty-eight times as much high frequency
provided.

amplification

must

be

frequency amplifying valves having
an amplification factor of six, since
the effect of the two valves would be

Wireless Magazine. April. 1929

Under My Aerial
a multiple one, namely, six times six,
or thirty-six.
I wonder if the designers of presentday portable sets go into things with
such numerical accuracy or whether
they just trust to luck, more or less.

.

.

.

Big Figures

Did you happen to notice the 1929
wireless trade figures for the United
States? They were quite big enough
to make one gasp with astonishment,
weren't they?
The total amount spent on wireless

sets and component parts "over
there" last year was equivalent in
value to £130,000,000. This huge
figure represented an increase of

" He might be listening to Daventry, George."
" Not in America, my boy. What

a set it is to be sure ! Look at the

size of it, and yet the poor fellow has
to lift himself up, mumps included,
lean out of bed and put his ear to the
loud -speaker before he can hear
At the Cinema
anything."
two old wireless enthusiasts like
It was just then that the rude reGeorge and myself to keep quiet quest to be quiet came from
the badwhen a wireless receiving set appeared tempered individual behind
us. No,
on the screen half a dozen times or George did not reply.
We were in
more ?
the wrong and George knew it as
In the story of the film there was well as I did.
a swimming race, and a poor fellow
.
.

;645,000,000 on the corresponding
figure for the previous year. Somebody must have made something out

NEXT
MONTH !

At the beginning of the year 1928
the number of wireless listeners was
estimated as 26,000,000, At the end
of the year the estimated number was

A special additional
16 -page supplement

of wireless in 1928 in America.

35,000,000.

Hence there was an
increase of 9,000,000 in the number
of listeners in the United States
during 1928.

These new 1928 listeners could
have easily accounted for the big
increase in the wireless trade of the

year. £45,000,000 amongst
9,000,000
listeners work out at 5 each, quite a
possible figure.
I haven't the least idea what caused

the great boom in wireless in the
United States last year, but I should
think that there is a distinct possibility that the increasing interest
in short-wave reception over there

(Continued)

on special paper, dealing
with Portables, will be
included in the May

Wireless Magazine
April 24.
Of particular interest to
every radio enthusiast

Easy Money
Whenever I look through an American wireless periodical, I am always
attracted by the advertisements
which tell you how easy it is to make
money out of wireless. We don't
find such advertisements in our own
wireless periodicals, more's the pity.
Why shouldn't some of us have the

chance of earning good money by
learning how to turn our spare time
to profitable wireless employment ?
Quoting from these advertisements
it is a fact that, all over
the United
States, owners of wireless sets are

crying out for wireless experts to
improve the tone of their sets, to
will be an
increase the volume of sound from
Illustrated Buyers' Guide
their loud -speakers, to change their
multi -dial sets to sets with single to Portable Sets
dial controls, and to alter their sets
who ought to have been in the
so that they can be operated from
was fast in bed with mumps, ofrace
the
electric -lighting mains.
all
things. By his bedside
It
is also a fact, again quoting from
he
had
a
wireless receiver and we
saw him these advertisements, that owners of
periodically listening-in to the
race. gramophones everywhere in America

The first time the set came on the
screen neither of us spoke, but
George

grunted. The second time the set
flashed before us George said
"What's the frame aerial for ? "
:

"To pick up signals, of

course," I
replied.
Big Figures
" Not a bit of it," said George,
" it's
might cause an even bigger boom in to make the thing look like a wireless
Easy Money
set. That aerial is
the wireless trade of 1929.
a dummy one."
are yearning for men to come along
"How do you make that
out, and electrify their gramophones and
George ? " I asked.

.

.

At the Cinema

"Well, it's a portable set
frame aerial is of less size and the
than the
set. Modern practice
is to put the
frame aerial inside the set.
would put a small frame aerialNobody
of a portable set of that size. on top
Very wrong of us to talk in the cinema,
Besides
I know, but how could you expect there's too much wire on that frame
aerial for the broadcast
wavelengths."
George and I went to the cinema
last Friday night, and our frank and
outspoken criticism of one of the
pictures drew a rude remark from a
bad-tempered man sitting behind us.
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add wireless to them-I
beg your
pardon, radiofy them.

Why are there no

opportunities here in such golden
If I lived on the otherour country?
side of the
Atlantic I should certainly
fall for
one of those wireless
correspondence
schools and reap the prof
erred harvest.
HALYARD,
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c4lehylfeliaS
e 0,11-76 Stop If
IT
TT is

well known in telephone not heard. It is, therefore, very circuits is, of course, also varying,
engineering that there must be necessary for precautions to be taken but we will first deal with the last
practically no resistance in the battery in order to prevent, or at least to stage comprising valve N, 4 and the
or machine circuit which supplies the minimise, the ill effects of a common
subscribers' telephones. Therefore, resistance present in a power supply.

the power supply between points

A and B (Fig. 1) is so designed that it
has the least possible resistance, and
the subscribers' lines are joined to the
copper bus -bars.

Why Cross Talk Occurs
Were the resistance appreciable,

scriber connected

to a different

battery or a mains unit; high-tension
batteries of accumulators generally

up voltages across it, from which it
follows that, instead of a perfectly
steady and unvarying supply being
fed to the first three anode circuits
the voltage of the battery has superand well made or the battery will have imposed upon it the voltage fluctuaa resistance which is by no means tions due to the power valve.

When Distortion Arises

R-.i. TELEPHO/YE

currents coming from the power
supply and produced by speech
before a microphone would set up

CIRCUITS

opposition to the voltages applied to
the grid of the power valve v4 by the
signal.

The distortion may not be notice-

power

supply,

there will be mutual interference.

able, or

+101110 -

circuits are connected to a single
having resistance,

In the case of valve v3, this will
tend to produce distortion by reducing the amplification, as the voltage
fluctuations produced by the resis-

tance of the battery tend to act in

varying voltages across the points of
distribution and, therefore, be applied
to the otherlines.
principle applies. When two or more

sented by R, of the power supply, sets

have so low an internal resistance
that they need not be considered,
although it must be remembered
that all connections must be clean

circuit. This is because the varying

In wireless receivers, the same

This varying current, passing, as it

This may, of course, be a dry does through the resistance, repre-

there would be interference between
lines in the form of cross talk, when negligible.

one subscriber who was using his
telephone would hear another sub-

loud -speaker.

POWER

- - - -/D C

---

-SUPPly

it may be quite serious,

depending upon a number of factors.
One of them is the magnitude of the

resistance R of the power supply,
whilst another is the characteristics

of the last stage, including the valve
used and the loud -speaker.
It will also be clear that the values
other hand, the amplification may be
increased, and, when the inter -valve
Let us take, as an example, a four - of the anode resistance R2, coupling
couplings are favourable, the effect valve receiver connected as in Fig. 2. condenser c3 and grid leak R5, are
known as " motor -boating " will be Here we have a tuned -anode shielded - also important factors, from which it
produced.
valve high -frequency stage, followed follows that the distortion may be
The interference ipay be such that the

amplification is reduced, or, on the

Fig 1.-Power-supply lines between
two points

by a leaky -grid detector and two more noticeable with one receiver
What Motor -boating Is
low -frequency stages, and a high- and loud -speaker than another.
Motor -boating is a popular term tension battery whose resistance is
Effect on Detector Valve
employed in connection with the represented for convenience by a
popping sounds emitted by a loud resistance R.
Let us now see what effect the
speaker connected to a receiver which
The set is tuned to a station and varying currents flowing through the
is oscillating at a low frequency, but signals are being received, with the loud -speaker have on the detector
it must be remembered that very result that the current flowing valve V2. The varying voltages set up

serious distortion may be produced

by a power supply having resistance,
even though these actual sounds are

through the loud -speaker is varying across the resistance R will be comby a considerable amount. The municated to the grid of v3 through

current flowing through the other the anode resistance
221
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If Your Set Starts Motor-boating
condenser C2

(Continued)

power supply to this valve when the ing Fig. 2, that the back
coupling to
the anode of the detector valve was
because its impedance will be great such that bad distortion
and low compared with that offered by the frequency oscillation might be
set up.
alternative path provided by the Here a simple resistance -capacity
fixed condenser and loud-speaker.
filter will help us.

and grid leak choking coil has sufficient inductance,

R4, and in

L. S.

this instance
the coupling
will be such
that the tenThis circuit is as simple
dency is to effective, and has the further as it is
advantstreng then ages that direct current does
not
the signals. flow through the loud
-speaker,
which
Bad dis- is also not in direct
connection with
tortion and the high tension.
motor - boating may, The inductance of the choking coil

therefore,

must be so high when the normal

It comprises a resistance A connected in series with the supply to the
anode, and a fixed condenser c
connected between the filament of

the valve and the junction of the

filter resistance, and the anode -circuit
resistance B, as shown in Fig. 4a.

anode current to the valve is passing Minimising Back Coupling
that practically no varying current
In order to minimise the back
and the fre- passes through it. Were the
induc- coupling, the filter
quency
of tance too little, the lower
notes would condenser must haveresistance and
the motor -boating will be decided
certain minibe
weakened,
relative
to those of the mum values, but, unfortunately,
by the electrical values of the parts
it is
middle
and
higher
frequencies, and it not possible to employ
used in the circuit and of the loud- is,
too high a
of
course,
important
that
the
speaker itself.
resistance, as this may seriously
choking coil has little self -capacity, or
interfere with the proper functioning_
the higher notes may be weakened.
Grid Circuit of Detector
of the detector valve.
The addition of a choke -condenser
When we come to consider the grid
When the high-tension supply is of
circuit of the detector, which is, of
course, joined to the high tension
Fig. 3.-Choke output
circuit

be produced,

through the tuned -anode circuit Lc,
we see that here again distortion will

N.T.

resistance R is sufficiently great and,
further, there is the possibility of the
H.F. valve giving trouble should the
screening -grid voltage fluctuate.
Having now indicated in a general
way how a power supply, having
resistance, may influence the various
valves and produce distortion, let us
consider what steps may be taken in
order to obtain those results which we
should expect when the receiver is

4

V4

o

connected to a supply having a

negligibly small resistance.

An Obvious Remedy
The obvious thing to do is to

prevent the fluctuating currents pro-

OL T+
detector and two R.C. coupled
-grid H.F. stage,
low -frequency amplifiers

Fig. 2.-Typical four -valve set,
comprising screened

duced by a signal from passing filter circuit to
a receiver will often
prevent motor -boating, because the adequate voltage, the filter resistance

through the high-tension supply, for
then there will be no voltages built
up across the supply by the signal.
Now the power valve produces the
largest fluctuating current, and there-

fore the power -valve circuit should be
dealt with first. Thus, a choking coil
may be included in the anode circuit,
as in Fig. 3, and the loud-speaker be

jointed to the anode through a
condenser of 2 or more microfarads
capacity.
Fluctuating currents of any magnitude will then not pass through the

relatively heavy current fluctuations
produced by the last valve are diverted from the anode to the
filathent.
But, when effective inter -valve
couplings are employed, the addition
this filter may only minimise of
motor -boating and will almost the
tainly not prevent distortion, cervided, of course, the resistance prosupply is above a certain value,of the
and
it is, therefore,
necessary to deal with
the other circuits in the receiver.
I mentioned above, when
describ222

may be given a value of as much
as
to0,000 ohms or more, but sometimes
it is not possible to employ
more than
a 40,00o -ohm resistance depending,
of course, upon the voltage of
supply, the type of valve used at the
V2
and the resistance of B.
The resistance should,
however,
always be made as high
as convenient, for then the best filtering
action
will be obtained. The effect of
the
resistance -condenser
filter
may
explained with the help of Fig. be
41),
which shows the complete
anode
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A Practical Article by W. James
the normal working
conditions, unless it
is understood there

circuit of the detector valve, connected to an alternating voltage,
representing the voltages developed
across the common resistance of the
high-tension supply.

is

Effect of A.C. Voltage

the filter
resistances.
Thus, i volt is

C

lost for each 1,000

The A.C. voltage sends a current
through the resistance A and by-pass
condenser c, connected across the
anode resistance B and the valve. A
certain amount of current will natur-

grid of the next valve. The filter,
therefore, reduces the amount of the

back coupling, and it also tends to
prevent current from V2 entering the
supply.

Use of Larger Condenser

the

when

TO NEXT

ohms

VALVE

current is

r

milli-

ampere. A resistance
of 50,000 ohms will,
therefore, drop the
voltage applied to

ally pass through resistance B and
the valve, depending upon the actual
voltage across condenser c.
This will obviously be small when
the resistance of A is large and when
the condenser c has a large capacity,
because the impedance of a condenser
is reduced as its capacity is increased.
If the resistance of A were halved,
for example, more current would flow
through resistance B, and the valve,
and, as a result, a greater back -coupling voltage would be applied to the

a fall in voltage

across

the anode circuit by
50, when the current
flowing is r milliampere, a:id it is

Fig. 4a.-Simple resistancecapacity filter

Fig. 4b.-Complete anode
circuit of valve

high -frequency stage, which is tuned -

anode coupled to the detector. Lowftequency variations applied to the
anode of this valve, therefore, pass
to the grid of the detector, although
it must be remembered that the grid
condenser, being of small capacity,
helps cut down the variations.

necessary to consider
each stage separately
la order to determine
the maximum value of the resistance
that may be connected for the

particular value of H.T. available.

A Practical Example
As an example we will assume the
high-tension voltage is 15o, and that

the anode current of the shielded

When a high -frequency transformer valve of Fig. 2 should be 2 milliis employed, the low frequency would amperes for a voltage of 120. The
not reach the grid of the detector, difference between the voltage

A condenser c of 2 microfarads is because the transformer would not required and that available is 30, and
often employed, but from this explan- pass it, but tuned -anode circuits and
the current is 2 milliamperes ; there-

ation it should be evident that one
of 4 microfarads, or of even greater

their variations will pass the low fore, the resistance should have a
frequency, which must, therefore, be value of 30,000 divided by 2, or

capacity may have to be used in eliminated.
15,000 ohms.
order to obtain the desired results.
A simple resistance -condenser filter
Those who employ a dry -battery
The type of valve and value of anode will do this, and one should be
high
tension are recommended to
resistance are also important factors, employed when the power supply is include
circuits desand when the value of the filter suspected of having more than a cribed. Athedryfiltering
battery
increases
resistance A is fixed by other con- negligible resistance. The shielding resistance as it discharges; when itin
is
siderations, one should remember that grid of the valve is better treated in
new
its
resistance
may
be
so
low
it may be necessary to employ more the same manner.
that even when the receiver deals
than the 2 microfarads so often
The addition of resistance -capacity properly with the whole range of
recommended.
filter circuits to the high-tension
supplies of the amplifying and detec-

musical frequencies there is no sign of

Filter for Low -frequency Stage tor valves of a receiver may upset motor -boating.
But, after a time, the resistance of
A similar filter should be connected
to the first low -frequency amplifying

POWER

valve when the finest results are
required, but as more current will
probably be flowing through this
circuit than the detector, a filter
resistance of lower value may have
to be used. A condenser of 2 micro farads and sometimes 4 microfarads,

L.F+

such a value that bad distortion is
produced, and when the circuit
conditions are suitable a low -frequency oscillation may be set up.

POTn.

in association with this medium
resistance, will usually result in

I -1E+

Increase in Resistance

OFT+

resistances included in them, but
there are types fitted with a potentiometer, as in Fig. 5, from which volt-

practically the complete elimination
of back -coupling effects.
We have now to consider the

the dry battery may have increased to

Fig. 5.-Mains unit with potentiometer
223

Most mains units have filtering

ages of various values maybe obtained

(Continued on page 232)
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LODESTONE LOUDSPEAKER!

The Special Low -current

Described and Illustrated
in the February (page 7)
and March (page 134)
Issues of "W.M."

Moving -coil Instrument
Designed for the"W.M."

by

W. JAMES

N earlier articles I have discussed the more important

filings in the air gap may spoil

factors that have to be con-

the results by setting up

sidered when designing a moving -coil loud -speaker. Thus,
there must first of all be an
adequate magnetic field, which

can only be obtained by properly proportioning the magnetic
circuit.
This comprises the metal shell and

and sufficient left for the flexible

centre pole with the air gap, and

when efficiency is a matter of no
small importance, the necessary field
strength must be obtained with a This view shows the centre pole and alucurrent of about half an ampere from minium coil former of the Lodestone Loudspeaker

a six -volt source.

Use of Steel Centre Pole

connections to the terminals.
It is usual to mount a moving -coil
speaker in a cabinet or to employ a
flat baffle.. Care must be taken
here
to ensure that the speaker
fits

tightly against the front of the

baffle,
and for this purpose it is advisable

move backwards and forwards with to stick felt around the inner
comparative freedom over a distance in order that a good joint surface
which will not be exceeded during made without fear of rattling.may be

Good magnetic materials must,
therefore, be employed, and in the
be
Lodestone loud -speaker I have used restrained and
vary according to the Thick Baffle Desirable
a steel centre pole and front plate,
of the motion, the sound
with a cast iron barrel and back amplitude
Do not use as a baffle a piece
of
output will be less than it might be thin wood
plate.
or material such as threeand
will
not
be
according to the ply. It should be made from
With an air gap of la- in. the
wood of
about 3/4 in.
magnetic field in the air gap amounts currents flowing in the moving coil.
Sideways movement should be experimentingthickness, although for
to from 8,000 to io,000 lines per
a cheaper material
restricted, if possible, in order that such as cardboard
square centimetre. This is adequate, the assembly
may be used.
may
move
backwards
and the .fact that this strength is and forwards
The strength of the low tones
obtained with so small a magnetising the forces setunder the influence of depends a good deal upon the
size of
up by the currents the baffle, which should
current is due to careful proportions in the coil
therefore
without
twisting,
and choice of materials. A weaker
allow the coil to rub which be as large as possible, even up to
field would result in reduced sensi- might
against 3 or 4 ft. square.
the poles.
results
tivity, and one of the reasons why the
may be obtainedSatisfactory
It is, therefore,
by
employing
a
Lodestone is as sensitive as the
necesary that the Lrge cabinet which is also
1.urround be not fastened too
used
to
average cone -type loud -speaker is but, at the
tightly, house the amplifier.
same time, there should
because the magnetic field is so not be too much
intense.
One is able Worth a Good Baffle
to judge whetherslack.
the assembly is
But care must be taken that
sufficiently flexible by gently
Improved Centring Device
the
moving
The second point to which atten- it backwards and forwards with the valves do not vibrate, or they may
tend to cause a howl to
tion must be given is in the arrange- fingers.
be emitted
from
the speaker. The
Care
must
be
ment of the cone and coil with its
taken when assemquality
that all nuts and bolts
reproduction provided by the of the
centring device.
It is obviously bling
Lodeand
condesirable that the cone be free to nections are tight and the air gap stone is so good when it is connected
to a reasonably
-

must be quite clear.

well -designed receiver
A few iron that it is
worth a good baffle.

MEMORISE

THESE
SYMBOLS

Phones

Variometer

Fired Coil

a

buzzing sound of quite remarkable intensity.
For the same reason the fine
wires coming from the speech
c ail must be carefully secured ;
they should be stuck to the cone

Aerial

Ar

Fixed
Condenser
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d

Variable
Condenser
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A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN
THE ELECTRICAL REPRODUCTION OF GRAMOPHONE
RECORDS-THE FIRST OF ITS KIND TO BE PUBLISHED

Can You Cut Out
Needle Scratch ?

for heavily -damped pick-ups are

generally the least sensitive.
The amplifier itself should be

' lose " all the really high notes.
The proper way of minimising
scratch is by means of a scratch

capable of covering a frequency filter, which need not be very com-

band up to the "s" and "hiss"

WHEN I was first introduced to strata, and the latter should not be
gramo-radio I was told that cut down by the ruthless method of
one of its chief advantages was the adding a by-pass condenser to
elimination of needle scratch. This,

I have found, is true with proper

e

plicated, and one such will be found
in the gramo-radio amplifiers of all
F. TUP.
true critiques.
(See also page 228)

equipment, but is only a half-truth
in the case of the average amateur

Where to Place A Volume Control

receiver used in conjunction with an
electrical sound -box.

I make good use volume control as the grid leak of
PERSONALLY,
of the volume control on any the first R.C. coupled L.F. stage,
gralno-radio outfit, and this is, I am one side of the large grid blocking

Reducing Surface Noise
What I mean is that some makes
of pick-up ter d to reduce surface
noise, and this is a good point. But
a real "purity" amplifier will amplify the remaining scratch sounds in
just the same proportion as it
amplifies speech and music.
This is because the scratch itself

is the result of unevenness of the
bottoms of the sound grooves, and

sure, a feature which must appeal to condenser being taken to the volume
all musically -minded gramophone control tapping on this.
listeners. It is all very well and
correct to have dance -band records No Tonal Change
In this way volume can be varied
going " all out," but vocal items,

organ solos in indifferent record- without effecting a tonal change.
ings, some solo piano items, and so This is important, because if the
on are frequently better if played volume control is incorrectly wired

it may be found that the tone
a demi jeu.
The best place for a volume con- becomes " tinny " as the volume
trol is at the pick-up end of the set, diminishes, or vice versa the ampli-

the production is a hiss having a and not at the power -valve end. fier may blast and overload as the
frequency of about 5,000 cycles per My own favourite method of con- control knob is tuned to the " full
second.

This is similar to the sibilant, and

often I have found that an amplifier, the owner of which claimed
that it gave no surface noise, was

nection is to use a high -resistance on " position.

B. MARSHALL.

Is Gramo-Radio At A Stand -still ?

apt to lisp and miss its

BY a " gramo standstill" I mean
" esses."
this : Is it worth while for
Sometimes, even, immunity from
scratch was obtained by cutting off gramo-radio " fans" to use the very
best possible equipment, from the
the whole of the top notes.

indicated in the first paragraph, for
many of the receivers described in
this journal will cover a wider band

than this, when used with a good
point of view of purity and wide pick-up.
Cutting It Out
My own opinion is that record
frequency -range amplification ? Are
Let me hasten to add, before I not even the best electric recordings manufacturers, who are at present
raise the wrath of other gramo- at present far behind the almost doing good work in electrical recordradio enthusiasts, that it is, of perfect radio amplifiers available ? ing, will soon realise that so many
I am not trying to raise a scare, wireless men use electrical reproduccourse, possible to cut out needle
scratch with electrical reproduction, but I was led to think about it tion that there is a big market for
and there is, in fact, far more recently when one well versed in the special records for the purpose.
chance of being successful than with
mechanical reproduction.

technical side of record production

told me that most records show a Use Of Good Amplifiers

But in order to do so without distinct falling -off under middle C

spoiling quality the following other
factors must obtain : The pick-up
must be fairly heavily damped, for
a lightly -damped reed may accentuate surface noise ; this may necessitate an extra stage of amplification,

And in any case it is better to use,
(256 cycles) and above about 4,000 as we do at present, really good cycles. Also, said this expert, the quality amplifiers with the best
full range in commercial practice is
ctrical recordings rather than to

from about f oo up to about 5,000 cut down the scope or quality of
valve amplification.

cycles.

Thus I asked myself the, query
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A Discussion from
an Original Point of View

IF I WERE BASS DEAF

IT may now be a suitable time for
me to explain the standpoint I
have gradually been led to take up
in reference to the deep bass notes
of the scale, their
generation,
auditory effect, recorded proportion and proportional reproduction.
In the first place, I must explain
that I am talking chiefly about
what people can hear, about those
bass notes constituting a part of
music and not bass tone (if it can
be called tone) dynamic effects that
need a physical laboratory for their
measurement or estimation.

Difficulty in Hearing
A deep bass note constituted by
the fundamental tone alone I can
hear only with considerable difficulty, and then quite likely purely
by mental inference from the group
of harmonics or upper partials it
must necessarily create in the
cavities and structures of my head.

By H. T. BARNETT, M.I.E.E.

note corresponding with that period

After that, of course, we had a
than if it were played on a bass little
talk about fundamentals and
saxophone with an expenditure of a
harmonics, concluding with the
millionth part of the energy that pious wish that
all organs, and
must be thrown into the air by the
those used for recordgreat coils, conductors, and masses particularly
ing, might comprise a synthetic
of magnetised metal vibrated by the

hundred thousand horse -power of bottom octave.
our electricity department.
The i6 -ft. to 32 -ft. pipes of an Stringed Instruments
Now let us leave the production
organ will produce very different
of pure fundamentals (by electric-

The point of view ex-

ally -energised coils) and of nearly
pure deep tones (by the long organ

radio and
' enthusiasts. gramophone
Moreover,
we believe that it will

of deep bass tone by stringed

pressed in this article
will be new to many

raise a good
controversy.

pipes) and consider the production

instruments.

The bottom notes on the piano

deal of

and on the double bass produce the
same pitch impressions on our
auditory nerves as do the very long

We shall welcome

correspondence on this

both from the wireless

organ pipes, but how little of the
fundamental tone can their notes

interesting subject

and gramophone standpoints.

comprise !

If I sling up, out of doors, a couple
of heavy coils of wire close to one
another and energise them with our effects upon the listener, according
6o -cycle alternating current, so that to the nature of the building in
they are vibrating freely under its which the organ is housed.
If a r6 -ft. organ pipe of great
influence, and communicating quite

Play the Brunswick
Polydor
pianoforte record " Fugue in A
Minor" (6s. 6d.) and the H.M.V.
Philadelphia Orchestra's " Toccata

and Fugue" (6s. 6d.) on H.M.V. 202
machine, or on the M. -P. 22. How
absolutely true to life is the tone

a lot of energy to the air, I can tonal purity (generating only the quality and how
perfect the scale
hardly hear the note, although from fundamental) could be made and if balance.
a musical point of view it is not by it were sounded out of doors, I do
The fact that
not believe I should hear it
any means a very low one.
as proportionately such tone can be
anything but a muffled
tone, hundred groove recorded with one
certainly it would only produce
Quality of the Note
turns to the inch
a proves conclusively
that our ears do
Now if I bring those coils into a small percentage of the audible not
need the
room I can hear a note directly the effect that could be got by using far deep bass in fundamental in the
current is switched on, and the less energy to vibrate the equivalent the mental order to furnish us with
impression of it.
quality of the tone of the note string on a piano.
The other day I played all
varies with the harmonic-generating
my
Different Kinds of Pianos
capabilities of the room; should I best organ records on my MicroHow greatly may the groups of
Perophone
22
to a couple of
then bring a sheet of wood or some

other article into contact with one organists.
They agreed that the best recordof the coils, there are changes in the
ing of deep bass
character of the tone produced and
tone was in
determined by the capacity of the "Easter Hymns" (H.M.V., 3s.), and
article for generating certain of the then they asked me what organ had
used and I replied " Kingsway
harmonics peculiar to the 6o -cycle been
Hall."
My answer led to
fundamental.
laughter
when I inquired the reason
If I go to our power station, and
they
where the whole air is throbbing at said there were no very long pipes
the rate of sixty vibrations a second, on this organ, but that the deep
I am less conscious of the musical bass tone had been got by the
builders "synthetically."
226

harmonics suggesting deep
bass
notes differ in their make up when
obtained from different kinds
of
pianos ! After playing
the
piano
record just mentioned, in which
the
tone appears

to b that of a big

Bliithner, play the first
Percy Grainger's Brahms disc of
(Columbia, 6s. 6d.): can Sonata
you not
instantly identify the
deep
that of the Chickering piano,bass as
or one
of similar construction ?
If you listen
very carefully I think

{yireless Magazine, .April. 1929
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you could almost plot the harmonic
groups of the -lower strings.

Now do not say that I am bass

deaf and that other people's hearing
is different from mine; if that were

the case, no one could work in an
alternating -current generating sta-

tion, and certainly no one could
live within a mile of one.

A Good Pickup
By W. JAMES

AFEW months ago I tested a duction was noticeably more brilli-

number of gramophone pickups and published curves showing
If I were bass deaf the bass on a the variations in the output voltage
good record played on a good with frequency. For the purpose
gramophone would not suggest a of the tests I put together a single stage resistance -coupled amplifier
perfect scale balance,
Do not say the double bass pro- and so adjusted the values of the
duces a great volume of funda- components employed that it gave
mental tone which other people can uniform magnification over the
hear and which I cannot. I have frequency range of from 5o to

I Am Not Bass Deaf

ant and there was a marked absence
of chattering or noise.

Certain makes of pick-up are

rather more noisy than others, with

the result it is necessary to close
the lid of the set in order to avoid
interference with the reproduction.
The R. I. & Varley, being quiet in
operation, therefore offers a definite
advantage. The illustratior shows

the output obtained over the freA special record was used and quency range, and if the curve be
the pick-up was connected to the compared with the one giVen in my
both with the tone characteristic input of the amplifying valve which earlier article the reason for the
and volume value of the double

not played the orchestral record

o, 000 cycles.

just mentioned to a single musican
who has not been perfectly satisfied
basses.

It is the capacity of a big or

little fiddle for generating agreeable

and convincing harmonic groups
that constitutes its value-were
that not the case, were we merely
desirous of having a greater area
than that of the string vibrating at
the fundamental rate, then a large
flat plate of thin glass under one
foot of the bridge would be of more

value than the work of Stradivarius.
How different 'cellos (for example)

25
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5
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00
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500 600 700 8 0 900 1000

3000 4000 5000 0000

FREQUENCY

Frequency -output curve of the R.I. and Varley pick-up, which shows a
marked improvement in the upper registers

can be in their tone, listen to the had the calibrated valve voltmeter more brilliant reproduction will be
instruments of Casals and of Squire, joined across its output circuit. The understood, as the more recent model
either in the concert -hall or from magnifier was employed in order gives more output at the higher
and that large readings on the valve frequencies.
their records ; Bliithner
The shape of the curve from roo
Chickering pianos have no greater voltmeter could be obtained, as
the usual form of instrument has a to L000 cycles is about the same
difference of tone quality.
non -uniform scale and accuracy for the two pick-ups; the marked
improvement in the performance is
Simplified Recording
was essential.
Four pick-ups were tested, and due to the increased output over
In conclusion, may I say that in
the
results were published on page the range from f,000 to 5,000 cycles.
the future I believe the work of
I understand this pick-up is
recording would be simplified were 47 of the February number. One of
particularly
good from the point
some physicist to make a set of them was an early pattern supplied
graphs showing the audible group of
harmonics : (r) from a 16 -ft. organ

of view of minimum record wear,

from the deep bass notes of pianos of

first samples of which I had a more than a few tenths of a volt

by R. I. & Varley, Ltd., and I have
lately had the opportunity of testing
pipe in the open air and in various a more recent standard product. It
cathedrals, (z) from big fiddles of would appear that those now being
various makes and shapes, and (3) issued are rather better than the
various manufacturers.
And will some hard-working

but it

is,

of course, essential to

employ a good carrier, which must
be properly set. As the instrument

gives the maximum output of not

specimen, as, when trying one in my

only a small negative grid bias is

radio -gramophone set the repro -

needed for the first amplifying valve.

inventor please give us a new
electrical bass instrument (for the
orchestra) of great and regulable
power, in which we may vary the
harmonics (suggesting the funda-

Whatever you want to know about Gramo-Radio,

service) a nominal fee of 1.s. is charged for each

consult the "Wireless Magazine" Technical Staff.
For many months they have kept abreast of this
latest development and can reply to any query that
may be raised in connection with it.

mental) at will so as to produce any
tone characteristic desired.

So that the Staff is not absolutely overwhelmed
with queries (and to avoid the trouble of answering
any of a frivolous nature, which results from a free

Write your query or queries (not more than two
can be answered for each reader) on one side of a
sheet of paper and send it, together with a stamped
addressed envelope, a postal order for is. and the
coupon from page iii of the cover, to Gramo-Radio
Queries, "Wireless Magazine," 58-61 Fetter Lane,
E.C.4.
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DesigningScratchFilters
and at this

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E.

Fig. 1.-Simple resist point, the
ance-capacity filter

I N PUT

f.:R0

OUTPUT
t

age begins to

Fig. 2 (below).-Type of fall off.
cut-off obtained

90
50,000
OHMS

-,11c60

I-. 40

T
"-10,000

o 20
4
cc

001

on the con- which the scratch filter has on the
denser

OHMS

0

125

250

results obtained from an actual

practical test of such a filter.
The actual
It will be observed that the cutoutput volt - off point occurs at the same frea g e can quency, the two curves running
easily be cal- absolutely together over the whole
culated, if it of their length.
is
rememThe fact that the actual curve is
bered that slightly below the theoretical curve
the voltages arises from the small shunting effect

I-

a

output volt- just underneath, illustrates the

500

1000
FREQuENof

2000

4000

and

pick-up. This can easily be allowed

resistance for, but the discrepancy is so small
d - as to be negligible.
grees out of

8000 are 90

phase. This Results Unaffected
It will be seen that the order of
WE discussed last month the means that the cut-off is not as rapid
practicability of the use of as one would expect at first sight. the results is not affected by making
For example, it is a fairly easy use of this approximation. At the
for
electrical
filters
scratch
gramophone reproduction. It is matter to determine the point at same time, this brings up an

proposed in this article to give prac- which the voltage on the resistance interesting point.
The relation between the impedtical data regarding the characteris- and the voltage on the condenser are
ance of the pick-up and the
tics of various forms of filter. This equal.
The voltage across the two, how- impedance of the filter is obviously
will enable a filter to be designed for
The
any specific purpose with the mini- ever, is not twice the voltage across one of some importance.
each, because of the phase difference, subject is one which cannot be
mum of difficulty.
We will consider first the simple but is 1.4 times that across each discussed in a brief survey such as
the present, but it will
type of resistance suffice to note that,
capacity filter having a

relatively high resistance in series with a
condenser, the output
being connected across
the condenser itself, as

in order to duplicate

20,000-

practical

measurement, a representative pick-up (an

10,000

Igranic Phonovox)

illustrated in Fig. i.
For low frequencies,
the reactance of the
condenser is large, com-

pared with the resistance. In consequence,

conditions

throughout the

was taken, and the
0

62-5

125

250

500

tom

2,000

FREQUENCY

Fig. 3.-How pick-up impedance varies with frequency

most of the voltage is
developed across the condenser, and

the output voltage is practically
identical with the input voltage.
As the frequency is increased so the
reactance of the condenser decreases
( a condenser affords, a more ready
path to high -frequency currents than
to low -frequency ones).

Falling Off of Voltage
Consequently, a point is reached

where the reactance of the con-

4000

impedance mewured at
various frequencies.

This was found to

rise from about 2,000

ohms at 5o cycles to
io,000 ohms at 500 cycles. Theresequently, at this point, the output after the increase in the imvoltage is 70 per cent. of the input pedance was only relatively slow,
and not 5o per cent., as would owing to self -capacity effects which
come into play to an increasing
appear from first considerations.
The curve shown in Fig. z extent.
A general form of variation is as
illustrates the type of cut-off
obtained with a simple filter of this illustrated in Fig. 3, and a mean
type. In taking this curve the value of to,000 ohms was chosen as
resistance was made 50,000 ohms representing an average value of
and the condenser was .00t micro - pick-up impedance. This value was
farad. The full curve is the theo- used throughout the tests.
component

individually.

Con-

The actual cut-off point in a
denser becomes comparable with retical curve obtained by actual
the resistance, in series therewith calculation while the dotted curve, simple resistance -capacity filter,
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such as this, is rather difficult to that if such
determine, owing to the gradual resistance is

00

falling -off. It is necessary to choose

50

used as a

.v ITV1

a point at which the output has volume confallen to some pre-deterMined per-

trol, it

specify the performance of the filter.

employed as
a potentio-

4,01-1.1 OUTPUT

centage of the input in order to should be
Choosing a Special Value

meter, so
that the actual resis-

.0A0

60

40

eo

This critical frequency, taken in
0
2000
250
1000
8000
500
4000
!e5
conjunction with the general shape
of the curve, enables some forecast tance con- Fig. 4.-Curves obtained withFREQUENCY
and without an output resistance
to be made on the performance of
the particular filter. In the case of across the
a simple resistance -capacity filter, output' of the filter remains fixed the relative voltages will be in the
Cr

nected

we can choose a point where the and is not varied., Unless this is

impedances of the condenser and the done, the constants of the filter will

resistance become equal so that, as

be changed every time the volume

already pointed out, the output is

is

altered, and particularly with

ratio Vi

V2

R+Ro

small volumes it is found that the where VI =voltage with output
70 per cent. of the input.
resistance in position.
This occurs at a frequency given upper notes are very seriously
-V2 =do., without do.
by:reduced.
The performance of a filter of this
R= -series resistance.
I
type can also be calculated from
Ro =output resistance.
f=
ordinary alternating -current theory.
2 7T CR
where C =capacity in microfarads, The calculations involved are some- Experimental Confirmation
These results are confirmed
what more laborious than in the
R =r sistarice in megohms.
It may be noted that in the par- simple case, but a number of experimentally, as i., illustrated in
ticular case just considered this calculations which have been made, Fig. 4. The top curve indicates the
occurs at 3,190 cycles, while the followed up by practical tests, cut-off obtained without any output
voltage is reduced to about half its indicate the following conclusions. resistance, and the bottom curve
The presence of a resistance shows the effect of adding a .25actual value at 4,000 cycles, so that
the constants just given are suitable across the output of a filter reduces megohm leak across the output. A
for ordinary purposes, tending to the output over the whole of the reduction in voltage is of the order
reduce frequencies of 4,000 and frequency band. This means that in given by the formula just quoted,
upwards to an increasing extent. - the non -attenuating portion of the there being one small point, howfrequency band (that is, the portion ever, which is of interest.

Volume Control
where the filter should not affect
In many cases it is desired to matters), the output from the filter,
connect a resistance across the out- instead of being practically the
put of the filter. This may be of the same as the input, is reduced in
nature of a volume control and may, value. The same sort of cut-off
therefore, be a resistance of the effect occurs, but the actual voltage

This is that the cut-off effect is
slightly sharper with a resistance
across the output in this manner,
as is the case with the simple filter,
due to certain phase changes which

take place as the frequency rises.

at any point is lower than without Neither arrangement, however, can
order of to .25 megohm.
he considered as giving anything
It should be emphasised in passing any output resistance.
This is what like a sharp cut-off.
Fig. 5.-Inductance- one would expect,
capacity filter

Fig. 6 (below).OUTPUT Cut-off obtained

with choke of

TIMM C

iao

.5

for the presence Inductance -capacity Filters
We now come to the consideration
of the resistance
across the output of inductance -capacity filters, such
as that shown in Fig. 5. Here an
inductance, or choke, takes the

henry and .095- means that a curmicrofarad con- rent will flow
denser
through the filter

place of the resistance, and the

at all frequencies,

action is such as to give a somewhat

and we have, in sharper cut-off. At low frequencies,
effect, a simple the choke has a negligible imped-

ion
0_

BO

0.511

0511.

"B "WITH
0.25 MEOOHM
ACRO5F. OUTPUT

-(-61115-rir
+.005

T

FREQUENCY

0

250

500

1000

a000

4000

8000

resistance poten- ance, while the condenser has a very
tial divider with high impedance, so that the full
a capacity coup- voltage is developed across the
ling across one output.
At high frequencies, the position
portion.
There must is reversed, the inductance having a
always, therefore, very high impedance, and the
be a reduction in condenser a very small impedance,
the voltage, and so that little of the original voltage
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Designing Scratch Filters

(Continued)

a closer evaluation to the actual cutoff point, by treating the circuit as a inductance has quite a marked

:I

on the cut-off, the curve B
filter and this gives the cut-off effect
being
taken
with such an arrangefrequency as
ment, the inductance and capacity

values being as before. The cut-off

f

point will be seen to occur at the
same
frequency but the cut-off
We may rewrite this, putting L in itself is
sharper, and this
henries and C in microfarads as could bemuch
considered as quite a
follows :satisfactory scratch -filter, the out225
V 2LC

Fig. 7.-Complete section of filter
111

111

1

1

OD

11

L

2L

f=
LC

T

put being well maintained up to the
cut-off point.

cycles/sec.

It will be seen that the cut-off Effect of Resistance

Fig. 8.-Two-section filter made up of frequency given by this expression
is approximately 1.4
two sections of Fig. 7
times the

reaches the output. The relative
sharpness of the change -over

depends entirely upon the resonant
properties of the circuit, and the
same considerations that make a
good tuning circuit apply here.
Thus we require a choke of low

resonant frequency, and the value
obtained from this formula actually
falls into line with practice to quite
a close extent.
The curve A in Fig. 6 illustrates
the cut-off obtained with a choke of
o.5 henry inductance, with a capacity of .005 microfarad. It will be
seen
that this filter hardly attenuates
at

The effect of resistance across the

output of a filter of this type is

much less marked than in the case
of a resistance-capacity filter. The
dotted curve just under curve B in

Fig. 6 shows the effect of a .25-megohm leak across the output, and it

will be seen that it does not affect
the characteristic of the filter in any
way, but merely reduces the actual

resistance relative to the inductance
all until 3,000 cycles is reached, voltage at the output, over the
and a condenser of good quality.
when it starts to cut off. -There is an whole of the frequency scale. This
Rise of Voltage
indication of a slight rise in the reduction, however, is quite small
and can easily be tolerated.
There is another point, however, voltage just before the cut-off takes
Still sharper cut-off is obtainable
to be considered here, and that is
that at the resonant point when the
120
by using two or
more
voltage of the condenser and the
sections.
100
Fig. 8 illustrates
voltage on the choke are equal, it is
possible for both these voltages to
a two -section fil80
CL

exceed the input voltage. Indeed,
if the choke had no resistance, the
voltages developed across

each

1-

CL GO
1-

component would rise to an infinitely high value at the resonant
point.
<1 no
In practice, the rise is only com- CC
0
paratively small, because of the
250
500
1000
somewhat large resistance usually
2000
4000
8000
FREQUENCY
found under practical conditions, Fig. 9.-Although
the resonance hump is slightly accentuated,
but nevertheless, there is a definite
the cut-off is exceptionally
sharp
rise, due to resonance just before
17.

the cut-off effect takes place.

place, but this rise is not

very high,
Where Cut-off Point Occurs showing that the resistance
of the
choke is correct for the
The actual cut-off occurs
purpose
in
just hand.
beyond the- resonant point, which
A simple filter such as this,
thus gives an indication
howof the ever, is only, strictly
performance of the filter.
speaking, a
The half -section.
resonant point is given by the
The whole question is
one involving somewhat
expression:abstruse
theory, but it may be observed
I
that
the filter should
f=
2 7r.

LC

where L =Inductance in henries.
C =Capacity in farads.
It is possible,
however, to obtain

far as possible.be symmetrical as
complete
section of the filter The
is as shown in
Fig. 7, having
an inductance on
each side of the capacity.
The addition of
this extra
230

ter, made up by
placing two sections as shown in

Fig. 7 in series.
It will be seen

that the

reson-

ance hump (Fig.
g)

is

slightly

accentuated, but
that the cut-off is

exceptionally

sharp.

The cut-off is

given by the same formula as before.
Incidentally, this formula is differ-

ent from that given in Reference
Sheet No. 109. This is because
we

have taken the end and middle

sections as L and 2L respectively,
whereas in the reference sheet they
were taken as L/2 and L.
The values chosen in making
these experiments are such as to
match the surge impedance of the
filter, with the input
of 10,000 ohms alreadyresistance
referred
to. This is one of
the essentials of
satisfactory filter design.
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Ihe UniversiOr of the Ether
IT is believed that prior to the advent of broadcasting no precedent

existed for the transference by a
Government department of one of its

officials to the service of a public
From the subsequent
company.

Specially Written for

to supervise and gauge the effects of
his work on the minds of his pupils.

Mr. Stobart, as the wireless headmaster, has merely cast the bread
upon the waters and left to chance
(blended with hope) the possibility
of its return at some remote future.
the problems associated with the Especially has this been so in the
broadcasting of the spoken word; but case of adult education. Here the

the "W.M." by B.B.C.
Officials

history of the sporadic attacks made
upon the broadcasting of educational
matter pure and simple, it was clear
that insufficient importance had been Mr. Stobart remains, as he was at the
attached to the action of the Board beginning of the chapter, the B.B.C.'s
of Education in seconding one of the director of education, and he is the
ablest of its assistants, in the person man to whom posterity will accord
of Mr. J. C. Stobart, to British whatever praise or blame is, in the
passage of years, meted out to the
broadcasting.

listener himself plays as great a part
in the realisation of the educational
value of broadcasting as those res-

ponsible at the transmitting end.

Adult Education Groups

pioneers who laid the foundations
In many parts of the country adult
Cautious Developments
of our broadcasting system.
education groups exist, which meet
While he has spent the last six for the purpose of listening collectively
He was a man who had had not
only a brilliant academic career, but years in devising methods of instruc- to the broadcast lecture and disan intimate association with the tion by entertainment, so far as it cussing afterwards the points dealt
educational system of Great Britain. has been possible to do so under the with by the lecturer. These isolated
To him was given the task of pro- restrictions imposed by the fact that groups organise their own arrangeceeding cautiously to develop what control could only be exercised at ments, make their own rules and

every educational authority recog- one end, he is beginning to feel a altogether assume the duty of conised as the inevitable aim and conse- considerable sense of satisfaction over operators whose zeal is measured by
quence of the wireless medium in one

the experiment which is to be under-

their own willingness to

absorb

of the most important phases of its taken during April by the Extension knowledge through the loud -speaker.
But the need of systematic guidactivities. Changes in plenty have Committee and Joint Committee for
taken place in the personnel of broad- Tutorial Classes of the University of ance has become definitely patent to
those associated with many of these
Hull.
casting.
The average schoolmaster is en- discussion groups, and the Hull
Fresh faces have made their appearance at Savoy Hill and other brains abled not only to systematise and experiment is intended both to
(Continued on next page)
have essayed the task of unravelling control his executive duties, but also

OUR CARTOONISTS "REVIEW" SOME BROADCASTERS
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M. Georges Hae..k, ccnductor of the

Frascati Restaurant Band

Helen Alston, who takes part in
2LO's Children's Hour
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Arthur Whelan, the well-known
Australian entertainer
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(Continued)

explain the aims and methods of district committees and this amount
of the group, keeping in touch with
broadcast adult education and to of time re -allocated
among the con- headquarters and with the lecturer,
provide instruction and practice in
methods of leading wireless discus- stituent local committees based on and stimulating and directing the
the Universities. Committees organis-

sion groups.

ing

wireless lectures without any
Thus the opinion emphasised by
supervision
or control by those who
the B.B.C. ever since the beginning
of its educational activities, that the had already gained experience would
loud -speaker was not intended to undoubtedly have made the same
replace the teacher, to whom it mistakes as were inevitable at the

discussions.
The task was one of some magnitude.
Discussions do not automatically

result, even where a group has been

got together to listen. Everything
depends on the presence of some
could only be a useful adjunct, finds beginning.
person capable of taking charge of
To perfect and build upon the the discussion and prepared
fresh proof.
in adbeginnings already made with the vance to take the lead.
group discussion system is to put the
Training for Group Leaders
Material Assistance
From April 19 to 21, at a week -end clock forward instead of back.
In the Hadow Report on broadschool in Hull,
This has been recognised

training will be
afforded wireless discussion group cast adult education, it was pointed
leaders selected in co-operation with out that discussion groups would
all the more important educational depend upon the personality or
keenness of one or two persons. The
bodies in Yorkshire

and comprising

the Workers' Educational Associa- group leader would play the most
tion, women's institutes, educational important part in supplying contact
between his fellow listeners and the
settlements, etc.
It was the Kent Educational lecturer by formulating the questions

Authority which acted as the pioneer
in providing for the systematic use
of the loud -speaker in the schools

within its area; and now Yorkshire
has not only taken a pioneer step
in furthering the cause
of adult

education, but Hull is the first
University to regard the possibilities
of broadcast education for adults so
seriously as to contemplate organ.ising
the work at the listening. end.

Why the Scope is Limited

by Hi 11

University and if other bodies follow.

the example which is to be set by
Hull in the middle of April, by helping
to provide group -leaders qualified to

take charge of the discussions, they
will assist in the most material way
the advancement of educational
broadcasting.

Said Mr. Volt to Mr. Amp,

" SHOW ME
THE WAY

TO GO HOME."
(Revised version.)

" I'll tell you something fine,
We'll take Old Man Resistance
And make him toe the line.
lust by ourselves we're somewhere wrong,
And don't know where to roam,
But if we joggle him along,

I'm sure that we'll get OHM."

Motor -boating

H. L. P.

(Continued from page 223)

from tappings. With such an arrangement, there is certain to be a back will give is desired, connect a filter to

the detector and first

The limited sphere in which broad- couplirg and it is essential to fit stage, and also to the low -frequency
as described. The taps may
high -frequency
casting can be useful is mainly due filters
stage when this is tuned -anode
then
be
ignored,
and
the
correct
to the fact that the range of London
voltages be obtained by using suit- coupled. Further : Employ a well and Daventry extends far beyond able
made choke -condenser output circuit.
resistances.
the limits of any one authority.
We have described in particular
Co-operation and unity on the part four
-valve set having two resistancea Choke -output Circuit
of such educational organisations as
When the circuits and loud -speaker
are assisting in the Hull experiment coupled low -frequency stages, but it are such as not to
should
be
understood
point the way to a solution of much
that when a tion of filters to warrant the addiof the B.B.C.'s difficulty; and if the transformer is employed, instead of choke -condenser each stage, connect a
one, or both, of the resistance coupoutput circuit, and
listening end can be left to those lings,
if this is not sufficient, add a resisthe
resistance
-capacity filters tance -condenser filter
bodies which are fitted to represent
to the detector.
the educational interests of listeners, must still be employed.
Mention must be made of the pusha bridge will be formed to span that Screened -grid Valve
pull output circuit. As the current is
gap betiveen broadcasting and adult
supplied
the pair of output valves
It
is
not
necessary to connect a through atocentre
education which seemed to be so filter to a high
-tapped choking coil,
-frequency stage when
formidable, even as recently as the a high -frequency
or primary winding
end of the year 1925, that scarcely
transformer is used, a negligibly small of a transformer,
any official at Savoy Hill could fore- but shielded high -frequency valves will pass through fluctuating current
the power supply.
see the most desirable way of span- having a tuned -anode coupling must
ning it, although many suggestions be properly dealt with. Similarly, it The system is, therefore, one which
tends to minimise back coupling, and
were advanced that were not likely is advisable to join a filter to the is to
be strongly recommended.
priming
grid
of
a pentode valve, in
to lead to the desired end.
Finally,
it should be understood that
order
to
avoid
distortion.
One such suggestion was that proL.F.
chokes
To
conclude
When the finest place of the may be employed in
gramme time should be allocated to
quality of reproduction
that the set described. resistances in the filters
:
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7 IN THIS ARTICLE IS DES-

CRIBED THE CONSTRUC-

TION OF A COMPANION
UNIT FOR D.C. MAINS TO

THE A.C. INSTRUMENT DESCRIBED IN THE FEBRUARY

ISSUE OF THE " WIRELESS
MAGAZINE." BOTH UNITS

HAVE BEEN SPECIALLY
DESIGNED BY W. JAMES,
AND ARE PARTICULARLY

SUITED FOR USE WITH
TOUCHSTONE AND

HIS

BINOWAVE

RECEIVERS.

ST

THOSE who have a direct -current
supply of electricity in the house
for lighting sometimes consider they

are not so fortunate as those having
an alternating -current supply.
Whilst it must be admitted that it
is much easier and cheaper to obtain a
supply of current for filament circuits,
or for

battery charging: from an

alternating -current source, the user
who has access to direct current of
zoo volts or more is generally the
more fortunate in the ease with which
current for high tension may be
secured.

This view of the High-tension Unit for D.C. Mains clearly shows the two smoothing
chokes.

Four different voltage tappings are available

This filter is, therefore, connected
The cost of a rectifier and its
Diff'catty of Increasing Voltage transformer are, therefore, saved, between the mains and the circuits of

the receiver, in order to suppress the
The current flowing
resistance connected
through
a
and
frequently
a
further
choking
coil.
they cannot easily increase the voltage in order to supply high-tension "Ibis additional condenser is cony --RIPPLE VOLTACE
circuits with the maximum voltage nected in the earth lead of the
OF IRRECOLAR
receiver and is conveniently fitted in
which the valves will take.
WAVE FORM
hose having direct current of less although against this economy must

than 200 volts are handicapped, as be placed an additional condenser variations.

When a higher voltage is available,
however, it is usually easier, and
certainly cheaper, to build the equipment required. In fact, a high-tension

the mains unit proper, whilst the

MnE.A D.0
extra choking coil, when required, is
VOLTACE
joined in the negative main, in order Fig. 1.-Alternating current superimposed

to help the remainder of the filter

on direct current

mains unit for employment with a eliminate noise and hum.
In certain districts the direct across the mains may be considered to
direct -current supply may be consdere as equivalent to the smoothing current is so steady and unfluctuating comprise, in effect, a steady uniand voltage -lowering equipment of an in voltage that very little apparatus directional current with an alternating
is needed in order to ensure that the current superimposed somewhat as
alternating -current unit,
current passed to the circuits of the
indicated in Fig. t, where the voltage
receiver is perfectly steady and
indicated by a direct current instruuniform. Variations in the voltage
applied to the circuits of the receiver ment might be 200 for example, with

DC

TO .)ET

UPPLY

O

1 1513-61ncm
Cri

2

MFD,

Fig. 2.-Arrangement of a filter circuit.
The condenser in the earth lead plays

an important part

would

affect the

reproduction.

quality of the an alternating current having a peak
value of 5 or a) volts,

Slow changes such as might be
produced by an alteration in the Ripple in the Supply
number of lamps connected to the
If this were applied to a receiver
mains do not matter in the least ; it is direct, the variations in the voltage
the variations which occur at a would Cause a similar current to pass
frequency within the audible range through the loud -speaker and a noise

which cause the hum and noise that or hum would be heard depending
necessitate the employment of a
good filter.
233

upon the ripple in the supply. The
function of a filter is to prevent the
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A Safe High-tension Unit for D.C. Mains

(Continued

For the Worst Supplies !
The choking coils have been given
values which, in association with the
.t-microfarad filter condenser, and the
2-microfarad earthing condenser,
should prevent hum and nbise on
even the worst circuits. Less filtering
would suffice in many instances, as
there are many supply mains comparatively free from ripple. But, on
the other hand, a few supplies are so

rough " that is, have such a large
percentage of ripple, that a really

good filter is essential if quiet operation is to be assured.
The filter condenser used is of the
ype tested at 500 volts
D.C.;
actually two 2-microfarad units are
connected in parallel. They are

joined across the receiver side; no

condensers are connected on the
mains side of the chokes.

Am*

A New Earth Connection

Another view of the High-tension Unit for D.C.
which gives a choice of four
voltage tappings. All the condensers used areMains,
of 2 microfarads capacity each

ripple reaching the receiver. It com-

A further condenser of this type is
joined in the earth circuit. The earth
wire must be taken from the receiver and

connected to the new earth
proprises the choking coils and fixed carry much heavier currents with vided on the mains unit. terminal
If this small
safety from the heating point of view,
condenser indicated in Fig. 2. A but the inductance
point be overlooked,
less, and earthed, and a fusethe mains will be
further condenser is shown in the
will probably
should
anyone
expect
to pass a much blow.
earth lead, and this also plays an
heavier
current,
such as foo milliimportant part.
It is customary with
It is, of course, necessary that amperes, it would be better for them system of distribution the three -wire
to connect
to mention this

when ordering.

choking coils having a

certain minimum

CIRCUIT OF THE UNIT ILLUSTRATED

amount of inductance
under working condi-

tions

be

\

CH1

iron -cored choking

R1

Ra

4MFD

through it, and it is,
essential

0--(15-11M

that the choking coils

CH

used possess the

HTt z1.

VVVVN

NIAI HS

ably with the value of
steady current passing

,

I

10,000

()+

OHMS

HT-fg

'VVAA

T
m

a0.000 -

BET,
HT -f-3

+HF

R3 Ar

OHMS

desired inductance

when carrying the
mAximum anode current required by the
receiver.

to a second pair, with
POWER

TO O.C.

varies consider-

therefore,

houses to one pair of
wires, and other houses

+0-(-000 \-7\

employed.
The inductance of an

coil

certain

/

MFB.
EACH

,

T0

Those used in the unit illustrated
here were made by Partridge & Mee,

the

negative

main may be more

nearly at earth potential with the positive
main from 200 to 25o

v o It s, according to
+ scRur, t h e supply,
HT+1
above
earth.
117In a second house,
however, the positive
main may be the one

Fig. 3.-Suitable connections for
use with three- or four -valve sets.
is the wiring of the unit
illustrated by the photographs This

Chokes Actually Used

the result that in one

house

more nearly at earth
potential, and then it
will be the negative

A number of factors enter
main which is 200
design of a choking coil andinto the to 250 volts negative, with respect
them is the length of the one of to the earthed main.

A user must now take the preThis depends, amongst otherair gap.
things, caution of connecting
upon
the
amount
of
a small fixed
the direct current
Ltd., and have an inductance of which will
pass through the choke, condenser, such as .00i microfarad, in
5o henries each when the steady
current flowing through them is and the makers are able to adjust it the aerial lead to the receiver, and to
be careful when handling the filament
to a suitable value provided
5o milliamperes. They will, of course,
the
accumulators,
working conditions are explained
or touching wires
234

or other exposed parts.
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Specially Designed by W. James
The resistance of the choking coils
employed is about 700 ohms each,

receiver with a screened -grid high -

pair of them will, therefore, be 1.4
volts per milliampere. With a 2o milliampere load the drop amounts
to 28, with the result that the actual

the shield of the valve. Receivers also
differ in the arrangement of the

frequency stage also requires four
and the voltage drop through the supplies as a rule, one of which is for

COMPONENTS REQUIRED

FOR THE D.C. MAINS
UNIT

detector, one being so adjusted that

anode -bend detection is obtained,
voltage available across the terminals whilst the other is fitted with a grid

of the filter condenser is the mains condenser and leak for grid current

i-Metal safety box (Ferranti).
2 -50 -henry chokes (Parmeko).

6-2.-microfarad fixed condensers, 500 v.
voltage less 28. By winding the rectification.
test (Ferranti, T.C.C., or Dubilier).
choking coils with thicker wire,
These points have to be rememresistance with holder
i-io,000-ohm
the resistance and, therefore, the bered when building a mains unit,
(R.I. & Varley, Dubilier, or Ferranti).
voltage drop would have been and two diagrams are given. That of
-zo,000-ohm resistance with holder
(R.I. & Varley, Dubilier, or Ferranti).
reduced, but the inductance would Fig. 3 will suit, for example, a four also be less.
valve set with an anode -bend detector
z-High variable resistances (Regentone or
Clarostat).
and a balanced high -frequency stage,
u-Insulated terminals, marked: Earth,
whilst
the
same
eliminator
is
suitable
H.T.+2, H T.+3,
H.T.-,
Four Voltage Tappings
H.T.-i-4 (Belling -Lee).
for a three -valve set having a shielded
The various valves in a receiver valve and a leaky -grid detector.
i-Ebonite strip, 8i in. by 3 in. (Ready
Radio).
have to be supplied with high-tension
The diagram of Fig. 4 is of a mains
i-Baseboard to fit box.
voltages according to their type, and unit suitable for a three -valve set
how they are employed. In a typical having an anode -bend detector and a
Insulated wire for connecting (Glazite).
four -valve receiver, having a stage of shielded grid stage of high frequency
balanced radio freconditions, and it is,
quency, four different
FOR
3
-VALVE
SET
therefore, not always
ALTERNATIVE
CONNECTIONS
high-tension supplies
advisable
to rely upon
may be required.
t POWER a simple resistance
Thus, the power valve
CHI
connected in series.
Ri
719.
will have the full volt-

age applied to it; the
first
low -frequency
valve will have a
lower voltage, such as

12o, whilst the detec-

TO D.C.
MAIMS

A three -valve

Instead, it is better to

HF

employ two resistances, and to connect

the detector valve to
4MFD.

5CREErl

tor may have to be

supplied with from 6o
to 120 volts. A further
voltage, usually of too
or more, is required
for the high -frequency
valve.

DET

t -IT -

(H2

PIM

resistances R3 and R4

are employed to provide a suitable voltage

EACH

for a detector valve,
operating as an anode

Fig. 4.-Connections suitable for use with three -valve set

rectifier.

It is also advisable

to provide a similar
and other circuits.
There are one or two
points which perhaps
call for an explanation.
The method of reducing voltages by a
resistance is well
known, and when the

arrangement for a shielded valve, as
the amount of the current taken by

amount of the high-

detector voltages are taken from a

tension current passed
by a certain valve at a

given high tension is
known, the value of
the resistance is easily
worked out. But the

This is the completed High-tension Unit for D.C. Mains
complete in its metal box

point.

Thus in Fig. 3 two

2 MFD.

=77

alinotoutirior

the junction

current taken by an
anode -bend

rectifier

varies considerably

with the working
235

the shield of valves of this type
appears to vary considerably.

Potentiometer Arrangement
It will be noticed in Figs. 3 and 4
that screen voltages and anode -bend
potentiometer arrangement.
Variable resistances have been
included where experience indicates
they are desirable. These are marked
R2 and R3 in Fig. 3, and RI in Fig. 4.
In the arrangement of Fig. 3, the two

adjustable resistances are so connected that the user is able to regulate

the voltage to those circuits which
often need to be fairly accurately set.
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A Safe High-tension Unit for D.C. Mains
arrangement of Fig. 4,

R2 may be of

20,000
ohms, R3 of 30,000 ohms,
and RI. of 40,000 ohms.

(Continued)

IS THE AERIAL DOOMED ?
PROBABLY for many years some
kind of an aerial will be necessary,
though it be a small indoor one. For

The actual voltages the time being the outdoor aerial
is
applied to the valves will

necessary in case of the average set.
Until the day comes when the outdoor aerial shall be abolished .there
should
be a movement among radio
individual currents to
enthusiasts
to keep as much ugliness
the valves and will, of
possible out of the aerials.
course, vary a little as asTo
see a forest of aerials of all
between one receiver and
another. But modern shapes and kinds-some on long
valves used for amplify- wooden poles, others on steel masts,
ing or power work are some attached to chimneys, others to
not very critical and trees-is ugly to sensitive eyes.
From an aesthetic point of view,
with the
adjustable the aerial is condemned.
It is left to
resistances provided the
the
ordinary
listener
to
minimise
the
best results should be
soreness the aerial creates until that
obtained.

depend upon the total
amount of the current
flowing as well as the

Terminal H.T.-1-

should be connected to
the anode -bend
detector, or the
Plan view of the High-tension Unit for D.C. Mains,
showing layout of the parts. The mains are connected
to the choke terminals shown without leads

shield grid of an

H.F. valve,

whilst terminal

BLUE-

well -covered connecting wire.

Voltage Test of Condensers
If condensers of the same type as
those used in the unit illustrated are
not employed, be very careful that
they are able to withstand the full
mains voltage, which means that they
should have a test voltage rating of at

least twice the voltage of the mains.
Good average values for the fixed

TO TE.RMO1ALS ON METAL BOX

PRINT
NH -

WM133

+2 is suitThe mains unit illustrated is wired able for theH.T.
H.F.
valve or
according to the arrangement of Fig. 3. a leaky grid detector.
TerA Ferranti metal safety box is minal H.T. +3
may be conemployed, and it is equipped with a nected to an L.F.
safety switch and fuses and also a valve, and terminal or H.F.
H.T. +4
connecting cord.
is, of course, for the power
stage.
How the Unit Is Assembled
Do not forget to take the
The parts are fitted on a wooden earth
from the
baseboard of the size indicated in the receiverconnection
to
the
mains
unit and
drawing, and the terminals and
the resistances by
adjustable resistances are fastened unscrew
an anti -clockwise movement
to a raised ebonite strip. It does not
of the knob when less volttake very long to fit these parts to the
is desired. Also, be sure
baseboard, and the wiring is also a age
and connect a .00i -micro very simple matter. Remember that
a pair of flexible wires' have to be farad fixed condenser in the
wire to the set, and
taken one from each choking coil to aerial
fit it inside the cabinet.

the pair of terminals on the safety
box, and do not forget to employ

day when our sets will find the indoor
aerial that is adequate for all listening
purposes.
E. B. R.

aAsuiomiti

"Vx t.q.;

121,(4;:

'50,000
OHMS

SPECIAL NOTE

,E-RMMAL

STRIP
t3V?" %ZS"

Since this

unit was con
strutted we learn that Ferranti, Ltd.,

are now making

their safety boxes of slightly
larger dimensions.
a number of dealers mayAs
still
the smaller size in stock,have
we
show baseboard
to
suit it. When he dimensions
buys
box
the constructor shouldthe
get
baseboard to fit. There is noa
need to alter the arrangement
of the components on
the
larger baseboard and the layout

resistances are 20,000 ohms for RI
(Fig. 3), and 50,000 for R4. In the diagram

can
be
exactly.
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followed

FART.

hi

04-.4

I

41-r13
44'8

This layout and wiring
diagram can be
obtained for
(that is, 6d., post free)
if the couponhalf-price
on page iii of the cover is used
by April 30. Ask for No.
W.M1.33. Wire
up connections in numerical
order
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Tommy Handley
is on the immedi-

ate right

THIS is a subject upon which place, they are not looking for enterNow in broadcasting my lines,
opinions are divided. Indeed, tainment for which they have paid; atmosphere is absent. I write a gag,

there is probably no branch of wireless

the evening is in the nature of an some patter, or a song, and form some

entertainment which has given rise adventure for them and naturally
to so many conflicting views. their sympathies are with the artist.
Listeners range from those who are
furiously " con " to those who are Identical Anguish
When he goes to the microphone
joyfully "pro."
they
imagine for one moment what
It is in this second group that I find
myself. And why ? Because, as an they would feel like if it were thementertainer, I find applause almost a selves. If he looks like making a
without which I
greatest difficulty
imaginable in "getting going." This
is probably the main reason why the
B.B.C. have gradually brought studio
audiences to permanency.
There are some who cannot
appreciate the artist's point of view.
sine qua non,
experience the

They can't understand what difference it makes to him whether there is

idea of how it ought to go. But when
I start my performance in the studio
I keep my eye on the audience, and
not once in twenty times do I find my

own idea the right one. Either I
have to alter my speed, emphasise

this instead of that, or make a slight
alteration somewhere or another.
mess of things they go through
The studio crowd helps me to gauge
almost the identical anguish that he the pulse of my bigger audience.
does. And when it becomes clear
It also helps me to time my laughs.
that he is " on form " then they are You can never tell just when a laugh
jubilant with him.
is coming, or how long the audience
The second reason is subsidiary to wants for this purpose. Yet there is
this; since the studio is only small, nothing more annoying to a listener,
the audience is limited and paucity of or so I imagine, than to be connumbers makes for a more friendly strained to laugh and so cut himself
atmosphere still, something like a off for a word or two.

somebody there in the studio with fireside gathering.
There is another further point to be
him or not. In the first place it
prevents a man from feeling lonely- considered, too. If you have tried
a tremendous handicap to struggle your hand at entertaining, or even
"spinning a Christmas yarn," you
against.
must know that you are affected by
Ready to Hang You
your listeners. One gathering will
I know of few worse sensations simply eat whatever you say, and
than the impression that, while another will force you to speak with
everyone is hanging on each word, all the dramatic emphasis you can

Waiting for the Audience
This sort of thing is always happen-

ing in the theatre or music -hall, but
then someone else is the cause of the
trouble, not oneself. This can be
avoided in broadcasting, by waiting
for the studio audience to stop their
noise before proceeding.
I have one more " pro " argument
and ready to hang you for a mistake, summon.
before coming to the " cons. "
yet no one feels for you, trembles
In either case you are quickly Listeners are found to exist mostly in,
when you tremble, and bucks up forced into the atmosphere they have twos and threes, and as such to miss
when you do.
already prepared, regardless of the the companionship of an audience.
An audience can supply this need manner in which you previously When a good laugh is scored they
for two main reasons. In the first thought you might "spill the beans." want to clap, but what is the use?
217
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Tommy Handley Believes in Studio Audiences
They would like to hear the others
laughing too, as they would in a
theatre.
A studio audience supplies this
need, and makes the isolated listener
feel less lonely. In other words, it
helps along the aural illusion, so that
one can almost imagine oneself
present at a real concert.

A Double
Now for the "cons." In one of the
many plays in which I have taken a
part, a lady had to step in front of her
husband and so take a detective's
bullet and die instead of him. This
part was taken by a rather elderly
lady, whom we did not wish to have
to fall down on the floor as the part
required. We therefore had a double,
a man.

(Continued)

laughter. We made frantic efforts rule of broadcasting is "
converto stop them, and even cut out the sational." That is try tobetalk
and

mike for a second or so, but I believe sing as though you were sitting
some of the noise got over.
round the fireside in the third chair..

-

This story points to one of the

biggest drawbacks of studio audiences. Playing to the Gallery
If they are strangers to the microIf an audience enjoys
phone then there is always the chance tainment, and if he knowsthe enterthat they will laugh or applaud in the well that he is a "roaring only too,
wrong place, because so much of our far as they are concerned, success" as
performance is illusion, the listener possibility, not to say there is the
probability,
hearing something very different that he will forget
all about the
from what actually takes place.
sitting at the loud -speaker
If one has a permanent staff of listener
and play to the gallery. They may,
" laugh prompters " then they would too, set him on a
wrong track for
soon get stale and artificial. I expect,

too, that the news of the existence of
a professional audience would soon
get round and listeners would become
somewhat disgusted at the idea.
Since a studio is small, the clapping
All of us concerned were so inured
and
laughing must of necessity seem
to this sort of thing that we thought " thin
" and the atmosphere thus
nothing of it, but on the night there created is
a trifle false. It is too
was almost a calamity. The dying snrall to be
a proper concert -hall
wife forced her last words, " This -is performance,
too big to be the
my -getaway," and her male double listener's own and
room.
It does at times
promptly fell down to convey the seem a little pueril6 too,
something
sound of her collapse.
like the greeting a " first
turn "
receives at a music -hall.
Shrieking with Laughter
An advantage can very easily be
This seemed so funny to the
changed
into a disadvantage if an
audience, who, of course, had never artist is not
careful. He relies on
witnessed anything like it before,
his
audience
to set him his tewpo, but
that they almost shrieked their
he must never forget that the first

some inexplicable reason.

I have known a crowd absolutely
fail to appreciate what is going on,
yet knowing full well myself that I
am putting over the right stuff. There

was only one thing to do and that

was to forget them, but it

Ideal Audience
The ideal studio audience is the

" house " at the Proms., where a good
performance is being given, both into

the auditorium and into the microphone. Everybody knows that the
clapping is real and comes from

hundreds of people. The acoustics
are perfect into the bargain.

A VISIT TO SAVOY HILL -WIT/ -I
OUR CARTOONIST

Here is Harry Pepper, who takes
part with Miriam Ferris (right)

Percy Pitt, the popular musical
director of the British Broad-

in the Children's Hour

casting Corporation

W.- ..............

.... --V
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would

have been easy to have been swayed
by their criticism and so ruined the
listeners' programme.
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The photograph, taken by the author, shows a street in Bruges

T N the seventh year of broadcasting,

tested and more than a fatherly relays both indulging in the same

1 when so great a number of regis- interest was taken in the two receiv1( red listeners in the United Kingdom

1 ave acquired the habit of simply
pulling out a knob or throwing over
a switch in order to secure the local
radio programme, I have sometimes
wondered what I should do if situated

in some spot which prevented me

kind of gymnastics. At 5.48 a.m. I
tuned in to Hamburg putting over
the ether a gramophone record a
The next morning, Saturday, saw military band-a preliminary warnme out of the bed at a very early ing to stand-by for a time signal, to
hour-earlier perhaps than I had -which I set my watch, bearing in
visualised in the first instance-and mind that the German had seen day
I decided that a short run round was light an hour earlier than I had.
necessary to pick up the first of the
daily news items. It was dark, cold Uninteresting Morse
As no other telephony stations
and generally uncomfortable in my
ing sets which were to be brought into
operation.

from hearing the English programmes
I endeavoured to collect for my enjoyment, a daily entertainment from the
ether.
little room.

Turning to Other Countries
Suppose, for instance, Great Britain
instead of being the pioneer in
Europe had been backward in the

establishment of a broadcasting ser-

and that to -clay the British
listener was compelled to turn to
vice,

other countries for the reception of
concerts, theatrical performances or
other wireless fare, what kind of
entertainment could he capture ?

Putting myself

in

his place, I

decided that a week -end experiment
would be quite an interesting sensa-

tion and for this purpose, taking as
an excuse that the weather was too
inclement to allow of my leaving the
house,

I arranged to spend all my

time in the wireless den.

appeared to be on the air at this

What should we do for
radio entertainment if

the development of

British broadcasting was
backward and we had to
rely on foreign stations ?
In this article a wellknown
authority on
broadcasting affairs explains how for one weekend he confined himself
entirely to Continental
transmissions. His conclusions will interest
every listener
5.15 a.m. in March is an unsympathetic hour and it was with some
doubt that I switched on the valves
and twirled the condensers. Luck
was with me, however, for I picked

early hour, a search was made in other

directions. For some twenty minutes
I rotated the dials without capturing
anything more interesting than morse
transmissions which, in view of my

ignorance of the symbols, did not
hold my interest.
Towards 6.25 a.m., I found mysel I
on the long waves and again picked

up a broadcast from Copenhagen
via Kalundborg proving that the
Dane also indulged in early morning
health exercises. Fifteen minutes

later Radio Paris appeared on my
horizon, but was quickly abandoned
when it
realised that, by the same
means, the studio was equally anxious
to keep listeners fit.

A Breakfast Interval

Clearly there existed an interval in
Finding Foreign Broadcasts
the European broadcasts during
On Saturday and Sunday, there- up a carrier wave, followed by a call : which the studios rested and refore, presumably cut off from direct " Hier Frankfurt -am -Main and Cas- freshed their staff-a hint which I
communication with Great Britain, sel." For two minutes I held, the gratefully accepted. At a few minutes

it was up to me to find a sufficiency transmission, then realising that the before 8 a.m. I was back at the
of interesting broadcasts to while studio was intent on giving me a receiver and at that hour the ether.
away a number of leisure hours.
Friday evening, I might mention, I
.devoted to putting my house in order;
newly -charged accumulators were
obtained, high-tension batteries were

course of physical jerks, I sought for was " alive."
better entertainment elsewhere.
Both Radio Paris and Ecole
Ill luck dogged my footsteps, Superieure were putting out the first
because in quick succession I picked news bulletin and dodging from one
up Koenigsberg and one of the Munich
239

to the other I managed to pick up
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My Radio Week -end

(Continued)

considerable information not included filled the dining -room with lively
by incursions made by 5XX, but
in the previous evening's paper. The
melodies.
with a little patience the German was
transmission was distinctly newsy
Apparently, this was to be a busy cleared of interference.
and helped me to while away over
day,
for at 2 p.m., when Radio Paris
At 3.45 p.m. again Radio Paris
half an hour of what would otherwise sought
a well-earned rest, Eiffel turned
up with a smile and offered
have been a blank period.
Tower put out a series of official
Generally speaking, by 9 a.m. announcements, and after an interval me a further dose of dance music;
at 4 p.m., Motala came throughseveral German transmitters had
feebly at first, but at good
opened up with their daily broadHAVE YOU HEARD THE CHIMES ?
casts of agriculture reports, and
strength some thirty minutes
had reeled off stock exchange and
later-with popular band items
from the Stockholm studio.
other quotations ad nauseam. At
As daylight failed, so the ether
9.15 a.m., however, I found a
livened up considerably; snatches
gramophone concert and identified its origin : Cologne received
of music or talks were pulled in
through Langenberg.
with every movement of the condenser and the only difficulty
Hilversum's Concert
experienced was that of making
Most of the other German
a judicial choice of available
stations, although faintly heard,
transmissions.
were received at too weak a
From 6.3o p.m. I was hard put
strength to prove of any value,
to it to log the various concerts
but in the majority of cases they
and performances brought to my
ears.
were indulging in weather.reports.
Hilversum, as an alternative, at
Relay from Oslo
9.4o a.m. gave me a timesignal,
and a short concert; Kalundborg
At 7.40 p.m. Hilversum with
following with a meteorological
a concert was again tuned in;
forecast which rammed home the
from 8 p.m., my attention was
fact that we were in for a dirty
drawn to Motala putting over a
day !
good revue, and to Oslo broadFrom 10.30 a.m., however, incasting a variety performance,
A view of Cologne Cathedral
terest was quickened by the caprelayed from the Black Cat
ture of aerodrome telephony trans- of a few minutes
Theatre.
linked up with the
missions, both of questions and replies,
Going
over to the German stations
provincial transmitters for a
sent out by cross -Channel aircraft. PTT
I caught strains of The Merry Wives
relay of an excellent vocal
and of Windsor as broadcast from the
In one instance I was able to follow
a plane from its start in England, over orchestral entertainment from the State Opera House at Breslau, and
Theatre des Champs Elysees in the
the "ditch," to a point when it was French
held this transmission through Gleicapital.
well on its mainland route to
witz,
then a twist of the wrist brought
Meanwhile, Copenhagen was also
Amsterdam. For nearly two hours
me
a
Donizetti
performance at 8 p.m.
from this source something of interest offering me a programme of light from the Scala
music, a trio of very brilliant musiTheatre through the
was to be secured, and I only left this cians, a piano,
Milan transmitter.
a violin and a 'cello.
wave when Hilversum announced its Zeesen was tuned
By this time I realised that for my
in once or twice at evening entertainments,
mid -day concert, to which until
this
period
of
the
at least, I
day, but as educa- was not in any
12.3o p.m. I listened with consider- tional talks
were monopolising the British station; way dependent on a
able pleasure.
Europe offered me
energies of this high -power station, no
all the variety I needed.
time was lost in getting away from
Alternative Programmes
it.
proved a staunch friend
From that moment, I possessed byHilversum
taking me over to the Tuschinsky Infinite Variety
alternative programmes on the long Theatre at Amsterdam
In sequence I
for an inter- phony orchestra listened to a symwaves; Radio Paris reviewed in the esting musical
from Berlin, given
hour which included
course of thirty minutes

an inter- some organ solos
of a popular
national collection of gramophone character.
dance records; Eiffel Tower at that
that the Germans could
time relaying from the Ecole Super- notRealising
be talking during
the whole after-

ieure the Jazz Hour, incorporating the

noon, a return visit was paid to
latest successes heard at London Zeesen;
it proved a happy strike;
restaurants and cabarets. As a at 3.3o p.m.
running accompaniment to a leisurely of a concert a relay was carried out
given by the Hamburg
lunch, the transmission was all that
studio, a pot-pourri of Italian
could be desired and the loud -speaker
songs
and operas. Some trouble was caused
240

to me by Zeesen, to a restaurant
concert at Kattowitz at 9.45 p.m.,
and from

ro p.m. until midnight my
loud -speaker delivered
gypsy music
from Buda -Pest, dance tunes from

the Industri Restaurant at Copen-

hagen and an excellent transmission
over the ether by Radio -Belgique
from the Palace Hotel in Brussels.
As I closed down at 12.3o
retire for a well-earned rest,a.m., to
Posen
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A Special Article by J. Godchaux Abrahams
was still merrily entertaining its

tuned in to entertainments from

near and distant listeners with a Radio Paris and Eiffel Tower and thus
special night transmission. The good bridged a gap until dusk, a period
results obtained on the previous during which it is difficult to hear
day fully warranted an early stand-by some of the weaker stations. At
on the Sunday morning and in the 5.3o p.m., however, no difficulty was

by a particularly clear
reception of dance music and variety
turns received through Radio Maroc
(Rabat) from a local cabaret.
warded

A Clear Field

light of past experience a quick search experienced in holding for some twenty
At odd dates, I had already picked
was made for the main German minutes an operatic relay from the up the North African transmitter,
Teatro del Liceo, Barcelona, offered but as ill -luck would have it in each
stations before 8 a.m.
by EAJi, and at 6.3o p.m. strains of instance its programme had been
German Transmissions
Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado from jammed by either Kattowitz or

At 7.55 a.m. a carillon was heard
from Berlin-later confirmed as that
of the Garrison Church at Potsdamimmediately followed by a sacred
concert from the capital studio.
Frankfurt provided a similar transmission; Hamburg appeared to follow
its usual early morning schedule

the New Theatre, Leipzig filled the Grenoble, or for the matter of that,
wireless den.
at its worst moments, possibly by
From that moment, the choice of both. On this Sunday night, howentertainments was so great that I ever, Radio Maroc for some reason

hardly knew which way to turn. unknown was given a clear field and

Atmospheric conditions were pecu- so loud were the signals that I had no
liarly favourable and, for my experi- difficulty in jotting down disjointed
ment, I had been favoured with a French phrases, expressions of ap-

with the exception that at 8.4o a.m. peculiarly kind and generous ether.
Stations which a week earlier had
it took a sacred service from the
University Church at Kiel, and emitted but anaemic signals, were
Cologne, from 8 until 9 a.m., indulged healthy and vigorous, putting out

proval,

peals of laughter, and
applause from the audience.
I could repeat ad naitseant a list of
the stations to which I returned time

in a semi -secular musical entertain- such powerful broadcasts that the after time in the course of the evening,
volume control on the receiver had to and in most instances I found proment.
Most of the transmissions picked be brought into action.
grammes of interest.
In turn, between 7 and to p.m.
up were of a sacred nature, and church
In my opinion, the experiment had
services were heard from Copenhagen, G.M.T.. I listened to performances of been entirely successful and had conStockholm, Huizen, Munich (via The Merry Widow as given at the clusively proved that I was far from
Nurnberg), and Breslau.
Metropole Theatre, Berlin, to a studio being dependent on local broadcasts
It was hardly to be expected that version of The Barber of Bagdad from for my daily wireless entertainments
Sunday would offer the
further, providing the
same number of enterlistener possessed but
taining broadcasts as
a modest smattering of
an ordinary week -day,
but at 10.30 a.m., from
Berlin, an excellent

French and German,
it was open to him to
hear many news bul-

concert given at the

letins,

Great Playhouse was
received through the
station.
high -power

transmissions

which are peculiarly
fascinating.

Extra Items

Langenberg at mid-

day started its pro-

Bear in mind that if

gramme with light
orchestral items, as

I have been able to

a prelude to a choral
recital and its press

possessor of a multi valve set is capable of
making up for himself
an almost continuous
programme of transmissions from contin-

demonstrate that the

broadcast.

Symphony
From the number of
transmissions available
it seemed evident that
my afternoon was to be a busy one, as
Motala and Hilversum were on the air

The Galleria Vittorio Eninzanuele, Milan

ental sources, as the
conditions are to -day,

to an outside relay of these are additional to the regular
Humperdinck's fairy opera Hansel entertainments offered to him by
as the clock struck 2 p.m., both and Gretel, played at Milan, and to some home broadcasters.
taking symphony concerts from their Mignon, sung in French by a touring
The broadcast licence holder who
principal concert halls, Kalundborg company at Hilversum.
is equipped with a selective receiving
simultaneously providing an interestOn that evening, in the intervals, set can turn to it at all hours of the
ing programme from the Copenhagen the ether was thoroughly searched day; at no time will he find perfectly
studio.
for transmissions less frequently blank periods devoid of all interest.
On and off during the afternoon I heard, and patience was duly re- The radio fan of 1929 is a lucky man !
Cologne,
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W. Hadfield Craven Discloses Some-

EVERY subject has its popular ful" is actually entirely fallacious.
fallacies and wireless is no excep-

tion to the rule, as can readily be
imagined when it is remembered how
many hundreds of thousands of laymen are to -day interested in it. It is

And here we drop across another
fallacy, for, failing " powerful," the
long-range set is often described as
"selective." What should be understood is not that the set is "power-

is said to be charged, what is meant
is not that electrical current has been

taken from the mains and compressed into and stored in it, but

that the passage of the current
through the battery has changed the
both amusing and enlightening to ful" or "selective," but that it is chemical composition of the plates,
explode some of them.
sensitive-sensitive to the compara- so that, in turn, an electric current
'ho has not known the owner of tively weak signals of distant stations. will be generated by them when they
a modest receiver who has replaced
Selectivity has to do with the ease are allowed to interact by placing
his modest loud -speaker by one of
the battery on discharge-that is,
magnificent proportions "so that all
when the accumulator is connected
may hear better"?-in other words,
up to and is operating the set.
so that he can get louder signals.
The term "storage battery," by
Here is a fallacy, if ever there were
which an accumulator is alternatively
one, and one of the most profoundly
rooted in budding enthusiasts.
A large loud -speaker, of course,

can no more increase the volume

output of a small set than can a
small loud -speaker cope with the
intensity of the signals from a large
The loud -speaker must be
chosen to match the set : a big loudspeaker for powerful signals and a
small loud -speaker for weak signals.
Talking of a large set reminds me
that some people refer to their sets
as "powerful" when they mean that
they are capable of picking up distant stations. One frequently hears
set.

STAN

IA THREE

H A'PENtly

STAMP;
PLEASE r

known, is probably as much to blame

,,,:.....,.

for this very popular fallacy as is

.......

The loud -speaker must be chosen to
match the set

the word "accumulator" itself.
If

both "storage battery" and

" accumulator" are
to
mean not a battery for the storing of
electricity or a battery for the
accumulating of electricity, but a
battery for the accumulating and/or
storing of chemical energy capable
of giving rise to an electric current,
the true function of this much mis-

with which one can eliminate interference; where the tuning of a set is
said to be "sharp it is also selective;
where it is 'flat" it is not selective.
Another wireless fallacy lies in the
belief that the Post Office is denying
us something by restricting the understood piece of apparatus would

length of the amateur aerial to
ioo feet. It is true that if very long wave signals are to be received-say,

of the order of io,000 to 20,000
metres-a long aerial is useful in

be perfectly clear.

Incidentally, the expression "battery," which I have used many times

that it dispenses with excessively
large loading coils, and in the days
before broadcasting amateurs regularly amused themselves in these
regions.

It is true, also, that a long, low
aerial, such as the type due to the
The Post Office is denying us something

American, Beverage, is in favour in
many quarters for ultra -short wave
Much misunderstood
reception; but, whatever these uses above, is not one to be applied indis-

such remarks as : " Is yours a powerful set? " " Yes, I get Bratislava may have had to do with popular
criminately-it has a definite meanand Stamboul regularly,"
belief, the fact remains that for the ing. An electric "cell" is the initial
It is rather hazy to say that any ordinary broadcasting waveband no combination of plates capable
of
set is "powerful," unless it is in- length could be better suited to our
producing a current-usually of the

tended to convey that it will create purpose than that officially allotted.
a great din-which means simply
That prominent wireless feature,
that you are using a lot of valves the accumulator, is another very
and heaping on the H.T. juice. To frequent- source of misconception.
ay that a long-range set is " power- For example, when an accumulator
24

order of 1.5 volts; a "battery" is a
multiplicity of such cells. Thus
when a grid bias of about 1.5 volts is

in use in a set, it is a "cell" that

being utilised and not a " battery."

is
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Wh ReddersbinkYOUirSets
Something more than just praise
for the WIRELESS MAGAZINE are the

letters from readers reproduced in
these pages-they are a definite help
to the amateur who wants tc build a

new set, for they do give an unbiased
view of what each set will accomplish
in different localities.
Remember that back copies describ-

ing any of these sets can be obtained

for is. 3d. each, post free, and that
blueprints are available as
indicated on another page of this issue.
Readers are invited to send us
photographs of WIRELESS MAGAZINE

receivers they hate built ; for each
one p!inted we shall pay a fee of half
a guinea.

the first time in my opinion is not easy
(that is for people like myself who have

no expert or medium helper at their
back). After some practice it becomes

Experimental Station of a Birmingham "Wireless Magazine
" reader

INCEPTOR 3
THERE has never been any doubt about
the utility of the Inceptor 3 (WIRELESS
MAGAZINE, October, 1928). A Birmingham reader has even received American
stations with it. This is what he says :
As a reader of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE I feel I should like to make a report

on the Inceptor 3.

On December 26, at 2.4o a.m., I was
receiving three American stations on
my long-distance receiver, using two
H.F. detector, and two L.F.

I then connected the
3 in
place of my long-distanceInceptor
receiver and
to my amazement I received the same
stations, namely KFAB, WGY and
KWKH, on headphones. The H.T.
voltage was ioo and I was not using a

pentode valve.
By placing one more stage of L.F. in
circuit it was working a large G.E.C.
cone speaker perfectly.

I have made two more tests since
and I have met with every success.
I am enclosing a photograph of my
experimental station, which I think
may interest some of your readers.
CTILL another reader, this time at
h...) Leicester, finds that
from the Inceptor 3
he obtained a tone and clarity never before
experienced with any set:

I have built and tried out your
Inceptor 3, and should like to give
you my views on this set. I am pleased
with the clarity, power, and especially
the tone.
I find it very selective on the anode

side, but slightly flat on the aerial.

Foreign stations come in at very excellent strength and with a tone and clarity
that I have not before obtained.
The only fault is the flex lead to the
anode coil. I consider this a great mistake, as one has to hold it in one hand
and change coils with the other, for the
obvious reason that if it is dropped, one

would immediately short the H.T., and
if the rheostat

easy and most interesting.
During June and July I found
stations like 3LO, 2XAF, and distant
came in much stronger and 2XAD
with
greater certainty than later months-October, November, and December.
3L0 I heard every Sunday, often as
plain as 2L0, with, of course, the usual

was not fully off one
stands a very great chance of losing fading.
the three valves. Have you a suggestion
Lately I've heard very little of him.
to make re this ?
Another point is the size of baseboard.
I built mine on 17 in., it is rather crowded.

19 in. to zo in. would have given more
room in which to work. However, it is a
good circuit and capable of a lot.

ANOTHER reader at Eccleshall has

Searching for him a few weeks ago, I
heard 6AG Perth at good strength.
Coils used : Atlas Nos. 2, 4, and 6.

Components and wiring as recommended
in WIRELESS MAGAZINE of May, 1928.
Have occasionally changed the .000i
microfarad reaction condenser for a
.00025-microfarad ; this seems to give

also received KDKA :
control. Have received the folI am writing to express my great more
lowing on short waves : Madrid (EAM),
appreciation of

your wonderful

the Inceptor 3, in the October issue of set,
the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE. I have tried
many circuits employing

Copenhagen

(71\1K), Nairobi (7L0),
SXK, AFK, and PCLL. Have received
frequently at good loud -speaker strength
screened -grid 2XAF, 5SW, and PCJJ. Also many
valves, but up to now I have
not found amateurs, Blackpool 5DC,
5QZ, 6WT,
one to compare with the
etc.
either range or volume. Inceptor 3, in
I
noticed
one
remarked
Up to date I have had no less than on the absencecorrespondent
of hand- and body twenty-five stations at good
loud- capacity effects. This hand -capacity is
speaker strength. Of these
rather too much in evidence with my set.
have been identified. The othertwenty
night, Touching the headphone
at approximately 12
lead often
I had upsets everything. This is only
so with
KDKA at very fair loud -speaker
very
distant
stations
like
strength.
3L0 and U.S.A.
On the higher

THE CRUSADER
REALLY astounding are the results
obtained with the Crusader Two
(WIRELESS MAGAZINE, May, 1928), by
Dovercourt reader, from whom we havea
received the following enthusiastic letter
Possibly my experience with the above
set might interest you and
WIRELESS
MAGAZINE readers.
was my first
attempt at short-wave It
reception and for
a whole week I had little
or no luck,
except morse and unintelligible
German
and French chatter. After many
of searching I found 5SW (on a hours
motion dial of zoo degrees), which slowin and was gone in a space of less came
than
2 degrees.
After that I soon mastered the difficulty. Trying short-wave
reception for
:
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wavelengths I have
received fifty stations at good loud-

speaker strength from Stettin 236 metres
to Huizen. 1,852 metres. Every station
logged several times over.

The Crusader is a really wonderful
little two-valver. Loud
reception on such a wide range-speaker
with a cheap
two -valve set surely cannot be beaten.
Am now building the Tetrode Two,
but shall be greatly surprised
if this will
equal the Crusader.
P.S.-Am always very interested and
pleased to read
letters from WIRELESS

MAGAZINE readers

on the sets built by

them, and all the space in your excellent
magazine you can spare am sure will be
much appreciated by readers.
In comparison with others the WIRELESS MAGAZINE is certainly "the best
shillingsworth in radio," for reasons too
numerous to mention.
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at Hylton (nr.
Sunderland) has also been successful

ANOTHER reader

choosing my valves. I find that the
ECONOMY SCREENED -GRID
Cossor SG 220, Ediswan RC 210 (imFOUR
FIFIY stations is the record of a pedance 6,000 ohms) for a detector, and
Basingstoke reader with the Economy Mullard PM 22 give excellent results.

with the Crusader-in this case with an
indoor aerial:
Four (WIRELESS MAGAZINE,
Having built the Crusader with such Screened -grid
1928). He finds it "perfectly
good results I decided to add one more December,
and easy to operate."
L.F. stage. The stations I receive are as stable
Having constructed the Economy
follows : Newcastle (local), Aberdeen, Screened -grid Four described in the
Daventry 5GB, Berlin, Gleiwitz, Frank- December number I must congratulate
furt, Langenberg, Budapest, Motala, you upon producing such an excellent
Ostersund, Konigswusterhausen, Da- and, what is important to most of us,
ventry 5XX, and Kharkov-all on the inexpensive receiver. The volume and
loud -speaker.
are all that can be desired and the
Bournemouth, Cardiff, London, Tou- tone
set is perfectly stable and easy to operate.
louse, Stuttgart, Hamburg, Munich,
I am using an Ediswan. SG610 in the
Milan, Oslo, Barcelona, Berne, and a H.F.
stage and a Mullard PM6 in the
few others I get on the 'phones.
stage, and I find a 5o,000 -ohm
Short-wave stations on the loud- last
is most suitable for use with
speaker: Kootwijk, Eindhoven, Nauen, resistance
the Ediswan valve.

I tried detector valves of 20,00o -ohms
impedance as suggested in the magazine,
but I found that these gave poor results.
I am using 2 volts L.T. and about 120-5
volts H.T. and the results are wonderful.

On using my original aerial of about
5o ft. in length the volume was tremendous and tone distorted. I then
cut the aerial down to about 25 ft. and
with this length I can pull in station
after station at full volume and purity
of tone.

In broad daylight I can pick out all

the high -wave stations - Hilversum,
Warsaw, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Eif-

fel Tower, 5XX, Berlin, and Radio
first tested the set on a Sunday Paris with ease; on the medium band
using only three valves and there are quite a number that can be
clay either morning (8.3o till ro a.m. morning,
I switched on Radio -Paris obtained. Towards the dusk all the
BST), or 12 midnight till 5 a.m. Also immediately
" came through" at excellent strength. stations come in with ease, of course

Doberitz, at good strength; occasionally
WGY, but receive this on phones every

I

various telephony stations not yet
identified-two of which are Spanish and

This was quickly followed by Konig'- there is variation according to jamming,
hausen and Hilversum and the strength morse, etc.
I find that by using grid bis.s of To to
of these stations told me I could expect
distinct).
12
volts my reception is just as good as
an
excellent
log
of
transmissions.
The above are the results with a very
I have used the set for a week now g volts or less and this higher grid bias
good inside aerial.
below I give a list of stations so reduces my H.T. cbnsumption to approx.
I thank you very much indeed for and identified.
Those marked * were 15 milliamperes, whereas with 9 it is
publishing such a good circuit, for after far
about 22.
building sets for eight years have not received at tremendous volume :
I originally had a cone speaker, but
*Konig'hausen
had one to compare with the Crusader Brussels
I found this would not accept the
Koenigsberg
*Budapest
" Three."
volume. I then tried a Gecophone
Klagenfurt
I sincerely hope all readers derive the *Bournemouth
speaker with excellent results, but not
*Kaiserslautern
Barcelona
same satisfaction as I have done, then
as I liked; I now have their super -cone
*London
you will be assured of the success of Breslau
loud -speaker and I must say that the
Leningrad
Bordeaux PTT
your WIRELESS MAGAZINE.
results as to power, tone and purity are
Lyons
P.S.-If you care to readjust this Berlin
wonderful. I felt I should like to write
*Langenberg
letter for publication you may, as I can *Cologne
my appreciation of this set as one of
*Cardiff
Leipzig
guarantee these results.
your constant readers, who is very
Munich
*Daventry 5XX
satisfied with the results.
Milan
*Daventry
5GB
A GLASGOW reader also reports good
My set, which I have replaced the
*Motala
.11 results; his letter is reproduced Dresden
All -wave Screened -grid Three with, was
Miinster
Dublin
below :
also one out of your magazine about 18
*Eiffel Tower
Nurnberg
months ago-the Gloria Four-and this
I am writing once again to let you *Frankfurt
Newcastle
was an exceptionally good set, but of
know the results, which are splendid, Frederikstaad
*Kalundburg
course in a different category.
from the Crusader, which I first hooked
Gleiwitz
Oslo
one Maltese (at good strength, but in-

up inside a soap -box, but have now given

it a new home in the form of writing
desk. Last night I logged quite a good

number of stations on the broadcast

waveband, with little interference from
the local transmitter.
Langenberg came in at good strength,
also Stu. gart, Frankfurt, Prague, Dublin, Belfast, 5GB, Toulouse (France),
and later in the evening Madrid.
On the short waves I received
KDKA and 2XAF, with a little fading.
Altogether I have logged, and have had
each verified, 2XAF, 2XAD, KDKA,

Glasgow
*Goeteborg
*Hamburg

*Horby (testing)
*Hilversum
Huizen
Hanover
Kiel

Kattowitz

Prague
Rome

THE TOUCHSTONE

*Radio -Paris

*Stuttgart

Schenectady
(U.S.A.)

*Toulouse
Vienna
*Warsaw

ATRADER at. Bournemouth suggests
that the Touchstone would be better
if the resistance -capacity and transformer
coupling were in the reverse order, but we
do not agree with him. Here is his letter

The writer has recently built up a

Touchstone receiver for a customer with
the following additions and modifications

If you wish to print this letter you
greatly improved matters :may as I would like others to know that which
tuning condensers; an Igranan excellent set is within their reach. ic Separate
jack inserted in detector circuit
Wishing the WIRELESS MAGAZINE forP7o
gramophone pick-up; an output
2 NM. I am waiting on verification of the every success.
jack also controlling all filaments;
following : 3L0, WBZ, 3XL. I have
valves controlled by fixed resistors;
had many others but have been unable
volume controlled by a variable resisALL -WAVE SCREENED -GRID
to make out call signs.
tance in the last valve circuit (grid).
THREE
I should like to state here that last
The H.T. condenser is out of circuit
EVEN a reader who knows "very
February I hooked up in three hours
little regarding the technical details when the set is off, thus preventing
Britain's Favourite Two (also cheap of wireless" had no difficulty in con- drain by absorption charge. Another
components) and in March of this year structing the All -wave Screened -grid Clarostat control is inserted to reduce
received WGY and had my reception Three (WIRELESS MAGAZINE, November, H.T. of the H.F. and first L.F. valves,
verified by way of a gold stamp from 1928). The following letter shows what thus obviating a separate H.T. tapping,
this station.
and so discharging the battery evenly.
it will do at Staines :
To anyone wishing a good all round
I have recently completed building
The opinion is expressed that greater
two-valver for broadcast reception I the All -wave Screened -grid Three from volume would be obtained by reversing
would ask them to try Britain's Favour- your November issue and I feel I should the positions of the transformer and
ite Two, and for those who wish recep- like to write my results and appreciation R.C. stage, for the latter usually has a
far greater efficiency where there is a
tion on the three wavebands to make the of the design.
I preface my notes by saying that I strong signal, and distortion caused by
Crusader.
I am more than satisfied with both know very little regarding the technical the M value of the valve could be comsets, and I thank you for what I consider details of wireless. I found very little pensated by the use of a suitable resistexcellent two-valvers.
difficulty in assembling the set and in ance across the secondary.
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OMINI

A SCREENED -GRID FOUR
INTO A FIVE -VALVE THAT CAN BE CONVERTED

SHORT-WAVE SUPER -HET

REACTION
CONTROL

THIS IS THE SHORT-WAVE
SUPER -HET ADAPTOR
WHICH WILL BE DESCRIBED '
THIS PORTION IS NEXT MONTH
I

Designed

byjS'IEGER,ofthWirelessMagazinerechnical
Staff
six months,

CRITICS sometimes tell us that

too many different kinds

of

receivers are described in the WIRELESS MAGAZINE (on an average there
are five a month),
the prospective constructor is confused and unable to reach a decision as
to which he should build.

All Classes of Readers
The answer is fairly
obvious.
Readers of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE

embrace all classes-there are many
who are just beginning to take an
interest in radio and have to take
designs " on trust," so to speak, and
there are thousands who know

no excuse is needed for
this description of the Dominions valves now obtainable, is used in the
last stage.
Four, which embodies a type of
cirTwo -dial tuning is a feature of the
cuit hitherto not used in any existing
set, which has been designed and
set.
built by J. Sieger, of the \\TIRELESS
Let us explain the name first.
The MAGAZINE Technical
utility of the Dominions Four is by
staff after many
months of special experiment. Recepno means limited to use in the
Dominions, but it will have a special tion on both upper and lower broadcast bands is possible, without coil appeal to overseas readers who
are
constantly asking for a set of this changing, by the use of special dual
range coils.
type. There is no
doubt that this
design will meet the needs of
Short-wave Super -het
sands of amateurs scattered allthouover
But the most
the world, as well as the
feature UI
the Dominionsimportant
needs
of
Four-the feature
a large public in the British Isles.
that we believe will appeal
What, then, exactly is this Domin- larly to
particuoverseas readers exiled in
ions Four ? How does it
differ from the world's lonely
other four-valvers, and what will
it adding a one -valveplaces-is that by
do ?
adaptor it can be
converted, in a minute, into a shortThe circuit combination
-

enough about the technicalities of the
subject to have definite ideas on what
type of circuit they need.
Every day we get letters asking for
some particular combination of ciremployed
cuit which has not been embodied in is two stages of high -frequency
any of the sets yet described in these amplification with screened -grid
pages. Such requests are filed and valves, an anode -bend detector, and
one stage of
acted on as occasion arises.
transformer -coupled
We believe that our readers would low -frequency amplification. This
rather have the choice of building any combination ensures the greatest
one of five sets every month than only possible range and adequate
volume if
of two or three and this belief is one of the high-magnification
power
strengthened by the steady increase
in the sale of blueprints and comDon't miss next month's
ponents for WIRELESS MAGAZINE
description of a one -valve
receivers which is recorded.
adaptor
that will convert the
Although about seven four -valve
sets have been described in
Dominions
Four nto a five the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

MASTER
RHEOSTAT

A COMPLETE FOUR-VALV

during the last

valve short-wave super -het!
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"

__

wave super -het.

When so used,

Dominions
" Five" is capable the
of achieving
really extraordinary results, and is
probably the most powerful
wave receiver that has yet short-

produced in this country by been
any
technical journal.
It will be appreciated, then,
the Dominions Four (or " Five,"that
as
the case

may be) represents the most
up-to-date design for a powerful
all wave receiver, and as such,
it
will
readily find favour amongst
WIRELESS MAGAZINE readers.
No attempt at economy has
been
made, either in the choice
of circuit,
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contact No. 3; or (3) to the grid end
of the coil, that is to contact No. i.

or components used, but the cost is tuned -grid (instead of tuned -anode)
quite justified by the results obtained,

circuits give sharper control and,

The first connection gives the greatest

and no constructor need fear that he therefore, much more selectivity, as
will not be getting full value for his grid bias can be easily applied-a
great point in a powerful receiver.
money.
Maximum selectivity is obtained
A number of refinements are
included in the circuit, which is by centre -tapping all three coils.
reproduced below. For instance, What may be termed " aerial "

in the grid and anode circuits of both screened -grid
high -frequency valves, H.F.
by-pass units, or "stoppers," are included. These

selectivity and should be employed
for all normal aerials.

Where the receiver is to be used
very close to a broadcasting station
it will, of course, be necessary to em-

A FOUR-VALVER TO BE PROUD OF!

ploy a frame aerial. The
flex connection should be
connected to contact No.
on the coil base and the coil
removed. The frame aerial
can then be connected
across the aerial and earth
terminals.

terms appear to be con-

tradictory, but actually
they mean the same thing.
The units, which are
specially recommended by
Capt. H. J. Round for use in
all screened -grid circuits,
" stop " high -frequency currents from passing into parts

Gang Control
Each of the three grid tuning coils is tuned by
a .0005-microfarad variable
condenser, those associated

of the circuits where they
are not wanted, and " bypass" then to earth. They

with the second high -fre-

are sometimes called " de coupling" devices.

ary way. High -frequency
chokes are included in the

quency and detector valves
being ganged in the ordinanode circuits of both
screened -grid valves, and it
is essential that these should
be of the very highest

No Self -Oscillation

Each unit consists of a
50o -ohm resistance and a

-microfarad fixed con- This photograph shows the Dominions Four from the aerial end. quality, or the results will
The set would Note the special type of dual -range coil, with the change -over t e n- at rially affected..
denser.
switch mounted at the top
Three further points reprobably work without them
(they are often omitted when price is selectivity can be controlled by three garding the screened -grid valves
a primary consideration), but their different ways of connecting the aerial should be noted. In the first place,
.

each has its operating grid biassed
i 4 volts negative, to give the maxi-

use ensures absolute stability and to the receiver : (i) It can be confreedom from self -oscillation.
nected through a semi -variable conThree tuning coils are used, and in denser of .000025 to .0003-microfarad
each case the grid circuit is tuned. capacity, which can be adjusted to
In the case of the couplings to the give the best results with any parsecond screened -grid valve and the ticular aerial; (2) direct to the centre detector, experience shows that tapping of the aerial coil, that is to

This is the

mum efficiency. This would result in
self -oscillation if " stoppers " were not
included in the grid and anode
circuits.
In the second place, the voltage fed

/00-S000 0 OH/VS

circuit used
intheDomin-

ions Four.'

20000

Special cen-

tre -tapped

R

coils are used
which cover

SOO
-OHMS

_121110

r_
R

1

EACH

both wave-

01 /K01
EACH,

length ranges
by means of a
simple switch

00100
(=>

CHOKE0

§Chowe

mounted at

the top. The
combination

0//,11-0

of valves is
two screened -

grid high frequency
amplifiers,
detector, and
one trans..

21.0005
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/he

Y.
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The Dominions Four

(Continued)
unit or " motor -boat" stopper, which

takes the form of a 20,00o -ohm
resistance and

2-microfarad con-

denser, and ensures stability in the
low -frequency circuit.

Instead of an

on -off

switch, a

master rheostat is provided for controlling all four valves.
Use of Moving -coil Loud -speaker
No output choke or transformer is
included in the set, as it is assumed

that in most cases it will be used

with a moving -coil loud -speaker,
which will incorporate its own transformer. If this is not. the case, an

output choke or transformer should

be added externally.
So much for details of the circuit,
now for some particulars of the
actual components used.

It has already been mentioned
that the three tuning coils cover

0001.11

A view of the Dominions Four showing
the general layout
Note the positions of the screened -grid

both the upper and lower bands of
broadcast
wavelengths. They are
unwanted stations.
The grid coil associated with the mounted in standard six -pill bases.
detector valve is provided with a The change from long waves to
reaction winding connected in the medium waves is made by shortcircuiting the middle section of the
detector anode circuit, and
coil, an arrangement that retains the
amount of oscillation or feed -backthe
is centre -tapping feature
controlled by a
for each range.

to the two screening grids can be
cutting
controlled within fine

limits by means
of a variable resistance in the
screening grid circuits. This makes
it
possible to feed all the high tension
from one point for all four valves.

Screened -grid Rheostat
Thirdly, a rheostat is provided to
control the filaments of both valves.
This enables selectivity to be increased to a considerable extent, by
reducing the filament current, and
there should be no difficulty in

valves

out

.000t-microfarad variable condenser.
Switch Positions
High -frequency currents are kept

out of the low-frequency circuit by
means of a choke, in series with the
primary winding of the intervalve
transformer, This
valve is
also provided withdetector
a " decoupling"

The switch takes the form of three
contacts, one of which short-circuits

the other two when the knob is
pulled out. Each switch is mounted
at the top of its coils; the knob is
pushed in for long-wave reception,

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR
THE DOMINIONS FOUR
by 8 in. 1-Semi-variable
(Becol, Parfait, or Radion).
condenser,
to .0003-microfarad (Formo.000023
type ) 3-Grid-battery clips (Bulgin, 2 type
I-.0005-microfarad variable conor
Igranic).
GB6 and I type GB2).
denser (Igranic Lokvane, Cyldon,
4--High-frequency by-pass units (Mar- 3-Terminal strips,
or Ormond).
ty 2 in., 6 in.
coniphone).
by 2 in., and3 in.
r-Twin-gang .0005-microfarad vari3 in. by z in.
3-High-frequency
(Becol, Parfait,

i-Ebonite panel,

zo in.

able condenser (Igranic Lokvane,
Cyldon, or Ormond).

r-z-in.

dial for aerial condenser
(Cyldon, Trolite, or Igranic).

1-Vernier drum control (Igranic).
I -7 -ohm panel rheostat (Finston,
Lissen, or Peerless).
1 -15 -ohm panel rheostat (Finston,
Lissen, or Peerless).

1-.floor-microfarad reaction condenser (Ormond, Cyldon, or
Lissen).

3-Six-pin coil bases (Tunewell, Formo,
or Cason).
2-Screened-grid valve holders (Parex).
2-Anti-microphonic valve holders
(Lotus, W.B., or Benjamin).

chokes
\Vearite, or Peto-Scott). (Lewcos,

2-.0I-microfarad

fixed
(Dubilier, T.C.C., or condensers
GrahamFarish).
1-zoo to 5,000,000 -ohm
variable
resistance (Clarostat Standard).

r-z-microfarad

fixed

condenser

T.C.C., or Ferranti).
i-zo,000-ohm resistance
(Graham Parish, Cosmos, or Ediswan).

i-Low-frequency

(Philips, !\lullard, ortransformer
Brown).
2-I 1/2 -volt dry batteries
(Ever
type UW3 or Siemens type Ready
GT).
1 -41/2 -volt tapped

or Radion).
7-Terminals, marked : Aerial, Earth,
H.T.
L.T.
L.T.
L.S.-F,
L.S.- (Belling -Lee or Eelex).
i-Copper screen with baseboard
foil
(Parex, Ready Radio, or Ray,

,

mond),

i-Pair panel brackets (Bulgin,
Raymond, or Magnum).

Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite).
Rubber -covered flex, about
3 ft.

3-Spade tags.
2-Wander plugs,

red and black
(Lectro Linx).
I-Dual-range aerial coil (Tunewe
battery (Siemens
11).
type GI or Ever
Ready type 2-Dual-range anode coils (Tunewell).
UW3).
i-Cabinet with io-in.
baseboard
(Pickett).
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Two Screened -grid Valves, Detector and Power Stage
and pulled out for short-wave
reception.
A glance at the photograph of the

front panel on page 246 will show
that there are five controls in all.
They are arranged thus : Top, left,
aerial -tuning condenser; bottom, left,
rheostat for screened -grid valves;
centre, thumb dial for gang condenser
tuning second H.F. and detector
grid circuits; top, right, reaction

control; bottom, right, master rheostat for switching set on and off.

Screening Arrangements
The other photographs show how
the receiver is screened. In the first
compartment is the aerial coil and the
bottom half of the first screened -grid
valve. In the second compartment is

the second grid coil and the bottom
half of the second screened -grid
valve. Both the detector and power
valve with their associated components are included in the third
compartment.
The thumb dial used for the two
ganged condensers is provided with
an optional vernier device controlled

Another view of the Dominions Four. Note the efficient screening provided. The knob at
the back controls the voltage applied to the screening grids of the high -frequency valves

difficulty will be experienced in the
construction if use is made of a fullsize blueprint. This acts as a panel
template, layout guide, and wiring
by a small knob which can be diagram ; copies can be of tai icd for
brought into operation as desired. half price, that is, 9d. post free, if the
Critical tuning is carried out with this
control, while the aerial condenser is
used more as a volume control.

is a great help in construction, it is
not essential, for all the necessary
details are given in these pages.
The constructor can start work by
preparing the screen, which can be of
copper or aluminium. The dimensions and positions of holes for wiring
are indicated alongside. If desired.
the screen can be obtained

Special Valve Holders
Special holders are used for the

all ready cut to size and

two screened -grid valves,
enabling the most efficient

list of components.

drilled from one of the
firms mentioned in the

screening to be
carried out.

Panel Drilling
As soon as the screen

observed that the SHEET 74;r1,4

has

terminals has been

be drilled. This can easily
be accomplished by laying
the blueprint over the
ebonite and marking

It will be COPPER ,

number of

kept at a minimum. The biassing batteries for the two
screened -grid valves and the

of clips.

Only Seven Terminals
By commoning L.T. - and H.T. -,
and supplying all the high-tension
voltage from one terminal, only
seven terminals are needed.
In spite of the apparent complexity
of the Dominions Four, no real

obtained

or

through the centres
of the drilling holes
coiz //5-,r/o' with a sharp point.
Now cover the
baseboard with copper foil, as indi-

anode -bend detector are

mounted directly on the baseboard,
while the battery for applying grid bias to the power valve can be fixed
on the side of the cabinet by means

been

prepared, the panel can

COPPED

Details of the

copper or

cated, and mount the panel and screen
in position. Proceed with the fixing

aluminium
screen

coupon on page iii of the cover is used
by April 30.

Address your inquiry to Blueprint
Dept., WIRELESS MAGAZINE, 58/61

of the various components, as indicated on the blueprint or the reduced
reproduction of this on page 251.
When all the components have been
firmly fixed in position, wiring up can

Fetter Lane, E.C.4, asking simply for be started. For this operation, the
No. W.M.134. Although a blueprint blueprint will save a good deal of
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The Dominions Four
REACTION
CONDENSER

GANG.
CONDENSER

H. F.

CHOKE

AERIAL

CONDENSER

H.F.

CHOKE

GRID
WAS

DETECTOR

BATTERY

VALVE
L. F.

AERIAL
COIL.
HOLDER

TRANSFORMER
POWER

H.F.

VALVE

STOPPER

H.F.
COIL

GRID BIAS H.F.
S.G.FEED
PRE-SET
BATTERY COIL RESISTANCE
CONDENSER

This plan view of the
Dominions Four clearly shows the
arrangement of
all the parts
time, even if the constructor
is will be quite
capable of

(Continued)
valves and coils in their respective
positions, not forgetting to place a
coil with a reaction winding in the
third socket.
Connect up the necessary accumulator and apply 120
to 15o volts to
H.T.
Apply about r 1/2 (for twovolt valve) to 3 volts (for six -volt
valve) bias to the
anode -bend
detector.
.

Operating the Receiver
Now turn on the master
rheostat
(bottom, right), and

the rheostat for
the screened -grid valves (bottom,
left). Turn the knob of the
reaction
condenser (top, right) so that
the
vanes are right out
of
meshreaction will only be
needed for
distant stations.
To search for stations, turn the
centre thumb control slowly and
critically, at the same time swinging
the knob of the aerial condenser
right
around the dial and back,
relatively
quickly. When a station is picked
up,
adjust the aerial condenser critically
for the greatest volume.
The screening -grid feed resistance, mounted
on
the terminal strip at the back,
should
adjusted for the best results, and
so that there

following a
satisfactory. With the
circuit without difficulty. theoretical particular transformer used, the
detector valve can have a moderately
How to Connect Up
high impedance. We suggest
a valve
Connect all the wires in numerical with an impedance between about
15,000 and 25,000 ohms, such
order, and as each connection
as the
is made,
cross through that number on the Mullard PMIHIF or PM5X, the
Marconi or Osram FIL2 o, and
wiring diagram. If this procedure
the
is Cossor 21oHF
followed, no mistake can be
or 6 toHF.
is no trace of self made
For the power stage a
and the set is
oscillation.
valve
with
To gang the receiver properly,
certain to work The
tune
as soon as it is Dominions
in a weak station,
Four
Full -size
switched on.
loosen the clampBlueprint
Start with wire
for 9d
ing nut fcr
one

No. 1, and carry on

half of the gang

in order to No. 59,

condenser and ad-

which completes
the receiver.

just it separately
until the best re-

Before the set

sults are obtained.

can be used, suitable valves must
be chosen, and for
this purpose the

clamped in position again.

and 209 should be

Aerial

The locking nut
should

list on pages 208

then be

consulted. Two-,
Note how the set appears with
Condenser
all the screening
four-, or six -volt valves can be
in position
used,
By adjusting
but of the six -volt
an impedance
screened -grid 3,500 ohms is between 2,00o and series
the
semi -variable
valves, only the Ediswan SG61
condenser in
recommended; the
fit the particular holders used. o will actual choice depends
will be possible to the aerial lead, it
a good deal aerial
adjust the
Marconi and Osram 5625 haVe (The on the type of loud -speaker
condenser so that it " main
both
to
be
used. For an ordinary
gangs "
the anode and screening grid
more or less with the
-ohm the
twin -gang
nections brought out at one end.) con- following valves will 2,000
condenser.
be all
Mullard PM252 or PM256, right :
These adjustments
or
Osram
Suitable Two-volters
DEP24o or P625,Marconi over some days while may be spread
Cossor getting the
the operator
If two -volt valves are used, there 23oXP or 61 oXP, or
hang of the set. Foris
Ediswan instance,
PV225 or PV625.
is a choice of six makes, any of
various
which
adjustments of the
To operate the set,
place the screening -grid voltage should be made
until the
250
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Can Be Converted Into a Short-wave Super -het
lrom distant stations.

The bias

been said, how-

=" THREE-POINT
5 NOM -CIFKUMNG

applied to the detector valve should ever, to enable
the constructor
also be varied.
to tune in some
Easier Searching
stations right
Normally, reaction will not be
necessary, but if the control is

adjusted so that the receiver is just
oscillating, searching from distant
stations will be very much easier as
it will be possible to hear the carrier
waves, which would otherwise be

SHORT -CIRCOITMC
5W,TC/1

from the start.
When

14
14

once

critically ad-

3(')

justed, and the

14

selectivity

valves a trifle. This has the effect
of increasing the impedance and
sharpening the tuning.
There is one special point that
should not be overlooked. Never

tically nothing
that is beyond
the range of
the Dominions

30
30
30

2

30

130

30
30

14

aerial system

station is very bad, just reduce the

30
2.13

have been

arranged for

30

30
30

all the voltages

inaudible.

.0= THREE POINT

SWITCH

When interference on a particular the maximum

l

filament voltage of the screened -grid there is prac-

Four-it

is

a

.1

3

O ©0z
54
10

©4

These diagrams show the connections of the dual -range coils

used in the Dominions Three. On the left is the aerial coil
and on the right an anode coil (two of the latter are needed)

touch the valves or coils without first set that will get
disconnecting the lead to the H.T.+ all that is going.
terminal. An accidental flick of one We expect to get fine reports of its
of the flexible anode leads against the performance from Australian readers
screening will short-circuit the high- particularly-in that Continent they
tension supply, perhaps with disas- know what range really is. English
listeners, however, will be no less
trous results.

Results

30

pleased with the results.

Next month we shall describe how,
A few days spent in trying out the by adding a simple one -valve adaptor,
set will teach the operator more the Dominions Four can be con-

Continental
Appreciation
T HAVE just been reading in
1 French radio contemporary

a
a

little paragraph under the heading,
which is, I think, self explanatory:

"Le developpment de la radio -diffusion
about the set than even two or three verted into a Dominions " Five "- anglaise."
It is all about the regional
pages of description. Sufficient has resulting in a short-wave super -het. scheme, and concludes with the contented sentiment : " And we, in
France, will most certainly benefit by
it." Well, cordialernent, we hope
This layout they'll enjoy it.

and wiring
diagram can

Reliance on British Stations

be obtained

As a matter of fact there is, in my
experience,
a large number of amablueprint if
the coupon on teurs in France, particularly in the
as a full-size
page iii of the

cover is used

by April 30.

provincial areas, who place great

reliance in British stations. The sole

trouble from their point of view is
that strength of reception is not too
be made in great, because the B.B.C. does, not
the case of
such a deep degree of modulaoverseas utilise
readers. In tion as do many of the foreigners.
wiring up,
An extension

of time will

follow the Purity First
numerical
is in the interests of purity, for
sequence theThis
B.B.C. is not primarily out to
indicated.

please D.X.listeners.
But, in between our periodic
print, ask for grumbles about everything that
No. W.M. 134 emanates from Savoy Hill, it is pleas
When sending
for a blue-

1.0.1

ing to think that our broadcast service spreads over and is appreciated
by the Continent.
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illhatM4BHnowilhout ged

AT first sight, the heading of
this at a constant speed and
article suggests a contradiction
can be
in terms. It seems obvious that if a assumed as similar in form to Fig. 1.
But although the idea of the transmessage is transmitted

it is not transmitted by over a wire mission of a steady carrier wave
wireless, or, presents little difficulty,

ffeless

There are many people N.

who hold the opinion that
" wired wireless " has a
great future ; it has been
tried in Germany with
some success. This article

it is perhaps
alternatively, if the message is transnot quite clear how the actual broadmitted by means of wireless it is
not casting of speech
sent over a wire. It is for this
and music takes
reason, place.
by A. W. WILLSMORE
among others, that technical men
Sound from the vocal chords or
chose to refer to this new
explains exactly what the
develop - from some musical
system is and how various
instrument
impinges on a microphone and
transmissions can be
causes
sympathetic fluctuations in the cursorted out
rent flowing through a circuit.
These
fluctuations correspond in frequency these speech currents
being used to
to the sounds

J

modulate a radio carrier wave and
impinging on the
phone and they are referredmicroto as being transmitted through the ether
audio -frequency currents.
Fig. 1.-Carrier wave
as a high -frequency vibration, they
By means of a suitable valve device are transmitted
as audio -frequency
ment in the art of electrical communi- these audio -frequency currents
are currents along a pair of copper
cation as the " carrier
used to modulate the high -frequency
wires strung up on poles or contained
current" carrier current
system.
in a cable.
wave
and
impress
But at the same time, the
upon it the form of the audio
That is to say, before two locations
-fredoes actually involve the system quency current.
can be in touch with each other by
If,
therefore,
transthe
mission of radio
messages over wave form of the original sound is telephone it is necessary to have
a
physical circuits, and it will be seen assumed to be similar to Fig.
2, the physical metallic connection between
that the term " wired wireless " sums carrier wave broadcast
them.
the
up very aptly a description of the aerial, instead of being from
a
steady
main principles behind the new pulsation (as Fig. i) will
assume a Additional Circuits
shape similar to Fig. 3.
development.
Let us imagine two distant
towns
connected together by a single pair
Fixed Wavelength
of wires strung up on a pole
The operation of a broadcasting
As more facilities are needed toroute.
station is probably well known to
cope
with increased traffic it is
readers. At all events,
necessary

to string additional wires on the
pole
route, and obviously there is ultitransmits on a fixed wavelength
mately a time reached when
which is special to that
there is
station.
no more room for additional circuits.
This
modulated
Another way of expressing this fact
carrier
wave
will
When this juncture is reached
is that each station transmits a steady set up corresponding vibrations in
a officials responsible for the line the
receiving
set
carrier wave of constant frequency.
are
which is in tune, or faced with the
problem of providing
The frequency of a wireless wave, which has been adjusted to respond increased
traffic facilities at an
multiplied by its wavelength, is to the natural frequency of the
always equal to a constant, the rate carrier wave. These sympathetic or economical cost.
Granted that in certain cases where
induced vibrations will have
of progress of the wave.
the the electrical
same wave form as the modulated
characteristics of the
line are suitable,
Carrier Frequency
carrier wave, and it is
it is possible to
only employ " phantom
necessary to reverse obviously
To say that a station transmits
"
working in which
the
on
induced speech current is transmitted
a wavelength of 361.4 metres is the carried out at the studio (thatprocess
is,
to
same as saying that it transmits a demodulate the carrier) to separate over a phantom circuit made up of
carrier wave with a frequency of the audio -frequency and radio-fre- two separate pairs of wires. But in all
830,000 cycles (or complete waves) quency components of the carrier
wave.
per second. Similarly,
491.8 metres
wavelength is equivalent to 61o,000
cycles per second (or 610 kilocycles) Similar to Broadcasting
In the process of telephone
and so on. This carrier wave
spreads
speech
out from the broadcasting aerial
transmission the
in are, up to a point, processes involved
111111111111
all directions and is normally
the same as those
constant
in
broadcasting.
in amplitude.
Speech
It may be considered as a steady through the intermediary ofora music,
micropulsation travelling through the ether phone, are converted into
audio frequency currents.
-Model ed
But instead
everybody
knows that each broadcasting
station

Fig. 2.-Sound wave

of
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cases there ultimately comes a time
when it is necessary either to construct a more extensive pole route or
to lay a cable.
Either of these alternatives is very
costly, especially in view of the fact
that traffic will only increase at the
usual rate and that in consequence

made to the modulated carrier wave
shown in Fig. 3 it will be noticed
that both the upper and lower side
bands of the carrier frequency have

impressed upon them the

voice -

Carrier
Low Group
Cycles per sec.
7,700
10,700
14,000

frequency modulation.

For this reason it is not essential
to transmit both side bands, as either

it will be several years before the would on demodulation give the

High Group

original audio -frequency currents.
Normal speech frequencies cover a
sufficient extent to make them an
range of from zoo cycles per second
economical proposition.

19,750
23,400

increased facilities

are used to

16,roo

a

to 2,000 cycles per second and it is
therefore necessary to have a side
Obviously some scheme whereby band wide enough to accommodate
the construction of a new line could this range of frequencies if good
be delayed until the traffic would be speech transmission is to be obtained.
sufficiently increased to pay its If, therefore, a carrier frequency of
capital charges would be very wel- 14,000 cycles per second is being
To meet this need telephone used the side bands will cover a
come.

Use of Radio Principles

engineers have called radio principles range of from 11,300 to 13,800 cycles

per second for the lower band and
to their aid.
It is well known that provided a 14,200 to 16,700 c.p.s. for the upper
fairly selective receiving set is in use

band.

several stations can be transmitting
on different frequencies at the same
time without interference one with
It is patent that because
the other.

I
0

Cycles per sec.
5,000 to 7,500
8,000 to 10,500
11,300 to 13,800
16,300
19,950
23,600

- 18,800
- 22,450
- 26,100

It

T

II

tim

ti"

0

Fig. 4.-Low-pass filter

It will be noticed that zhe gap
between the upper frequency of one
side band and the lower frequency

on the following side band is only

of the heavy cost the provision of
broadcasting stations would be out
of the question for dealing with the
conditions outlined above.

Side -band
Frequency

Frequency

Fig. 5.-High-pass filter

1,150 cycles per second. This corresponds to less than 1 metre difference
in wavelength, and the question
naturally arises as to how it is possible
to transmit these six frequency

bands over the same circuit at the
same time without causing inter-

Out of All Proportion

Since the limit to frequencies that ference.
can
be transmitted over an ordinary
This heavy cost is due to the fact
line is about 30,000 c.p.s. Ingenious Filter Devices
that the energy transmitted by a telephone
The solution has been found in the
broadcasting station is out of all it will be apparent that the transmission
of
a
single
side
band
instead
use
of a very ingenious group of
proportion to the energy received,
ince the carrier wave spreads out of the complete modulated wave filter devices consisting of capacity
in all directions. By an arrangement enables more speech channels to be and inductance arrangements similar
of the aerial, however, it is possible provided within a given range of in principle to radio wavetraps. An

to confine the bulk of the energy frequencies.

arrangement similar to Fig. 4 can

put to practical use in the beam

frequencies above a certain value

The carrier system manufactured be adjusted so that it will freely pass
transmitted to a comparatively narby
Standard Telephones and Cables, frequencies below a certain value, but
row path with a consequent reduction
in the aerial output necessary to cover Ltd., of London, enables three carrier impede the passage of all frequencies
above that value. By means of Fig. 5,
a given distance. This possibility is
can be passed while loWer frequencies

system of radio communication.

are cut out.
Lastly, by employing a circuit such
as that of Fig. 6 frequencies within

Logical Conclusion
In the carrier system this development is carried to its logical conclu-

sion and the carrier wave is transmitted along a metallic circuit. By
employing differ e_. -A carrier frequencies

i t is possible to have as many as four
separate two-way conversations taking place at the same time over one
pair of wires.
One conversation is carried by
means of normal audio -frequency

a certain band are allowed to pass
freely, but frequencies above and
below the limits of that band are
Fig 6.-Filter for limited band of
frequencies

eliminated.

Separating the Side Bands
By the use of such devices as these
the various side bands can be easily
separated and individually demodulated. Since, however, only the side

currents, the other three are trans-

channels to be provided in addition
to the ordinary facilities. To prevent
interference between transmitting
and receiving circuits six separate
carrier frequencies are employed in

The modulated
carrier currents.
carrier waves, however, are not

The following table indicates the normal carrier frequency to the
carrier and side - band frequencies side band before demodulation can

mitted in the form of modulated this case.

transmitted as such. If reference is which are used in the system :
253

band is transmitted in each case,
it is necessary to again apply the
(Continued at foot of next page)
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ShortwoveRelaysfrom 010inbo

RELAYING is' going to be a
regular feature in Colombo
FROM OUR OWN
broadcasting programmes. For
time now the authorities have some
been
CORRESPONDENT
experimenting to find out exactly
what foreign stations would be most
suitable for successful relaying from station, and the experiments now
carried on will show how many of
Colombo.
They have now found that one of these can be utilised by Colombo in
the attempt to give its listeners a
the best stations to be received
here first-class service.
clearly is Chelmsford. Chelmsford

programmes will, therefore, be relayed
very often from Colombo, and it is, in

iri

The use of wireless by the police,
conformity with the practice

fact, the intention of the authorities
to, give Colombo subscribers a regular existing in England and the Continent, is proposed in Ceylon and the
fortnightly relay from that station.
Government has appointed a committee to report on the feasibility of
Unfavourable Atmospherics
Another station which is received the scheme.
It is pointed out that
well in Colombo is Bombay.
wireless
Bombay is not received as clearlyBut would 'be of great service to the
as
Chelmsford owing to unfavourable police in broadcasting police notices
atmospherics. Several programmes and warnings to the public, while an
from Bombay have already been given extension to other Government departments is mooted on the grounds
to Colombo subscribers.
Still another station capable of that a department such as the Public
Works Department

Considerable effort has been made
within the last few months to attract
more listeners -in to local broadcast-

ing, as it was felt that the return
derived by the licence fee of Rs. 10
per head for a year would make

broadcasting here a paying proposition if there were a sufficiently large
number of subscribers and thus
justify increased recurrent expenditure.

Thirty Licensees A Month
In spite of a fairly steady increase,

the average addition, since March
last, of only thirty
licensees per
month, is viewed with disappointment. It is estimated that, considering the amount of business done in

the sale of receiving instruments by
local dealers, the legitimate number
of licensees on the list should be
far
in excess of what it is at present.
The number of licensees to the end
of August were 1,163, and judging
being well relayed from Colombo is
would be able by from the rates of
a this means to
station in Holland. It is possible
broadcast the approach last six months, it increase during the
that
would not be before
other foreign stations will also come of floods in time to warn railway
middle of 193o when the number
within the range of the Colombo authorities and the motoring public. the
of licensed listeners -in would
reach
the 2,000 mark.

What You Want to Know
About Wired Wireless
(Continued from previous page)
proceed. This is done by means of
miles of carrier
local
a

oscillator connected to the
telephone system in the summer
operation or in course of installation.
traffic a large part
demodulator.
equipment would be lying of the
Nearer home, the carrier
The carrier -current telephone
idle
telephone throughout the
system system has been
was first demonstrated in the United
winter months.
applied
to
give
A type of equipment has been
States late in 1918 over an open wire' further facilities on the London -Pal is line of 25o miles between Baltimore Madrid route and very extensive use developed, however, which can be
of the system
transported from place to place and
and Pittsburgh. Since that date
the Germany, andhas been made in Spain, used to meet such
development of the system has been
elsewhere on the
traffic
serving to relieve holiday traffic needs,
phenomenal and thousands of miles Continent.
in
The British Post Office
summer months and being put the
of carrier circuit are now in operation.
in
has
not
yet
utilised the new development
service during the winter
months
at
to
any
great extent, but interesting
race courses or elsewhere where
Australian Developments
urgent
experiOutside the United States, the ments have been made and it is traffic needs occasion its use.
highly probable
Country which has made the
most several systems that before long National Speech Grid
use of the new development
will be in operation.
has been
A further development
Australia. One three -channel system The system will probably be adopted
not so much because of
carrier system enables speechof the
has been in use on a line
its use in
to b.?
between enabling
Melbourne and Sydney since
constructional work to be transmitted over high -power overSeptemdelayed
as
ber, 1925, and two
because of the facilities it head electrical distribution lines and
three -channel
the proponents of the system
systems have been working on lines gives for relieving congestion
in forward to
look
between Sydney and West Maitland enabling heavy seasonal traffic
the
day
when
to
be
speech
since May 1926. More recently 'dealt with in an economical
communication will be possible
over
For instance, seaside resortsmanner. the national
carrier systems have been
applied, much heavier
have a erection. Thegrid now in course of
to the Sydney -Brisbane route
and, montlis than traffic in the summer equipment for facilities of carrier
in fact, there are
in the winter, and if
this purpose and for
over 10,000
actual lines were put up
to deal with the transmission of telegraphy are,
however, another story.
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THE opportunity for a radio " fan"
to wire out a house for wireless

while it was being built does not

occur to most of us more than once a
lifetime, but it is a chance not to be
missed.
The main scheme was, of course, to

have a point in every room and to
provide accommodation for either
headphone or loud -speaker at each
position, with some arrangement for

switching the set on and off and
changing the programme.

Set in the Wireless Room
It was thought better to have the
set out of the way, and arrangements
were therefore made to work it in the
wireless room.
In the first place,

experience
showed that it was most important to
know where such things as beds and
chairs were going to be placed before

deciding on the point at which the
wires should emerge from the wail.
The wireless room was on the first
floor, and arrangements were made to

bring an electric -power point out
about 6 ft. from the floor in order to
be handy for the gear on the bench.

The electric supply is A.C. at 240
volts 5o cycles, which while being
extremely handy for charging purposes was likely to give trouble from
the radio point of view.

Five Lead -covered Wires
Lead cable was for this reason
decided on and, in actual fact, five
wires were laid. Three only were
necessary, but it was thought desirable to have an extra pair in case of

Fig. 2.-The control block extended on to the chimney breast
HOW IT WAS ACTUALLY DONE AT LOW COST

In the drawing -room a position was
the home in the light of past
the experience experience.
selected about 3 ft. from floor level on
won from these that the writer
The wiring was started in the either side of the fireplace about f ft.
wishes to pass on !
dining -room on the ground floor. from the chimney breast. It was
The chief anxiety was to lay the Single lead -covered lighting cable was found afterwards that it would have
wire before the plastering and flooring used and each lead run separately.
been far better to have the wires
were clone, in order that they should
It is a great mistake to attempt to brought out on the breast itself,
be concealed as far as possible.
secure one end and pay out from the instead of upon the walls, as in the
The time to do this is when the roof coil, as you go along, as in various case under discussion this arrangeis on and the plumbers and joiners places it will be found to be impossible ment proved far more convenient
have done as much work as possible to pass the coil through apertures in and was less conspicuous.
before the plastering is started. But sleeper walls which can otherwise be
Example of Bad Position
there are a good many points to be made use of, as illustrated in Fig. i.
The tedious method of leaving the
watched.
Photograph No. z shows this bad
coil behind, and taking the end with position and the control block exOver -enthusiastic Workers !
you as you go will be found to pay tended on to the chimney breast.
Reviewing the number of mistakes in the long run.
The illustration was. made before the
that he made, the writer considers
The dining -room position was plaster was cut to hide the extension
himself extremely lucky that he did chosen to be about 3 ft. 6 in. from the wire. This is an extremely messy
not have more than one circuit put floor level, that is to say about 3 ft. job, and, unless very skilfully patched
" down " by an over -enthusiastic 7 in. above the floor joists so that it up, can leave an ugly scar on the wall.
appeared about 4 in. above the level
carpenter.
It is of the utmost importance to
It would, perhaps, be more con- of the sideboard and can, if necessary, decide exactly which are the most
venient to consider a three -wire be concealed by a decanter or orna- convenient positions for points in
system and follow its progress through ment.
order to avoid having to cut up the

accidents during building ; these duly

occurred and it

is
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Wiring Your New House for Radio

!

(Continued)

breakage is almost
If the direct nailing method is used,
certain to occur.
the only hope is to run perfectly

The writer had to straight up to where
the wires are to
re-lay a section of a emerge; and to
burglar -alarm circuit sary, financially warn, and, if necesencourage the car-

before he was warned penters on the job
to keep nails
by his architect of away from any
area directly under a
the danger of too plug point; because
it should be
tight a run from the

remembered that the wires are conjoist to the wall.
cealed by the plaster at this
stage of
A fresh snag is the work.

encountered on the

wall itself. It has to
be remembered that

the skirting board is
nailed into the wall
after the floors have
been laid; and, therefore, that it is im-

portant to cut the

Fig. 1.-It is impossible to pass a coil of wire
through
apertures in sleeper walls. It pays to take the
and leave the coil behind

wall and "make good" again. In
general, it is unwise to have a point

so low that it is likely to be damaged
by a broom or a vacuum cleaner.
When working on the ground floor,
under no circumstances allow a lead
to pass across an open space between
floor joists. It is almost certain to be
damaged. It pays to go round, rather
than take tempting short cuts.

Essential Looping
Fig. 3 shows the right and
wrong way to do this. It will the
be

noticed that the lead which is passed
correctly across the room along a
floor joist has a loop in it before it
starts to climb the
wall.

There are three reasons for this :I.-At the stage of building which
is most convenient to do the work
under discussion, the floor joists
are

end with you

brick away so that
the wiring lies flush
with its surface. This

can be done quite

easily with a cold
These hints on wiring a
house for radio in every

room will be found of
help by every " Wireless Magazine " reader
who is moving into a

new residence this

Spring, and will also be
of value to builders and

professional electricians who are often called
upon to carry out this
kind of work.
The
author has just wired
his own house
chisel, still more

easily if there is
enough wire to make use of
between the bricks as the the joints
can
then be chipped away withmortar
a knife.
There are three ways by which
the

not by any means always rigid
where they butt into the walls. Apart skirting boards are nailed to
the
wall :from lateral

movement, it is freI.-By laying at intervals
quently possible to rock them. They
a breeze
only become rigid when the carpenters block brick, into which a nail can be
driven direct.
have nailed the floor boards down.
2.-By inserting wooden plugs.
" Pulling " of Joists
3.-By simply driving large
nails
2.-The putting of the floor boards into a bonded joint (that between two
courses
of
bricks)
down will frequently " pull " a joist
and hoping for the
best.
which seemed perfectly rigid
before.
When the first and second
3.-In a new house there is always
methods
a tendency to " settle" slightly. If no are used it is easy to dodge
loop of wire is left to allow for possible nails by simply avoiding any
possible movement of this kind, a breeze blocks or plugs like any
the
plague.
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Frequent Visits Advisable
It is worth while to pay a good
many visits while the

carpenters and
gas fitters are at work,
as these

gentlemen have a habit of suddenly
moving, or being moved from the
and being replaced by someone job,
who is sublimely ignorant of else,
any
precautions which have to be taken;
and who usually has to be "encouraged " all over again !
The wiring was continued to
the
kitchen and the " point " placed
within a few inches of where
the
dresser was to be, in order to have it
handy for the loud -speaker built into
the dresser; and also to
dodge the
white tiling and heat behind
the
stove.

Study the Plans First

These last three points help to
the house drawings and studying
emphasise the importance of

furniture
arrangements when deciding where
to place points.
From the kitchen the leads
taken straight up the walls were
position just on the left of whereto a
the
bed was to be. It should be
remembered that it is easier to manipulate
with the right hand on the
left-hand
side of a bed.
From the bedroom the wire
was
taken across the floor joists
to the
wireless room, a separate
lead being
run from this to the other
three
bedrooms.

Working On Ceiling Joists
Working along the ceiling joists is
not so easy as ground
-floor
to begin with, it is difficult work, as,
work in
comfort perched on a 2 -in.tojoist.
It
will pay to provide a small
plank to
sit on. This can be
joists. It should be laid across the
long enough to
leave room for
tools
and nails.
Balancing a bag of staples
on a 2 -in.
joist usually means
a series of
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The Chance of A Lifetime-Not to Be Missed !
exasperating climbs up and down to down and
collect things that fall off.

appear

about 2 ft.
down, to avoid running across joists, lower than

It is as important upstairs,

as

but it is not always possible to pass they ought.
underneath ceiling joists as it has to They should
be remembered that the plasterers' be inspected
laths will be nailed on the under side. frequentl y,
It may, in fact, be necessary to run as the job
over the tops of the ceiling joists, goes on, to
but this should be done as near to the avoid this
wall as possible, leaving loops be- happening.
The best
tween each joist and cutting the joist
so that the floor boards will lie flat.

way to fix

Allowing for Plaster

wood work

the wire to

It is well to allow for at least 2 inches is a loop of

of plaster when bringing the wire out
at each point.
The leads were not cut, but simply
looped, the loops being then doubled
back and lashed together by insula-

lead strip

and a nail.
If

are

staples

used

Fig. 3.-Right and wrong ways of leading wires over flooring
joists. A loop must be left before the wire climbs the wall

is not done now, it will have to be
done
later when the plaster is on and
cutting
the
lead
in
the
neck
of
the
ting tape into a solid lump round
which the plasterers can work. As staple. Apart from breaking the it is apt to be messy.
they should be large enough to avoid

Large staples of hard metal can be
the wire is run, it is advisable to put a lead casing, there is a serious risk of
used
to hold the wires on to the surputting
an
earth
on
a
wire
which
it
is
drop of coloured paint on each loop to
face of the brickwork and any nails
obviate a good deal of unnecessary extremely important to avoid.
Where brickwork is encountered, or staples used should be galvanised
testing when the time comes to
the
wires must be very firmly held to obviate the risk of rust working
wire up.

Don't make the loops too large, and lashed together at the point through the plaster.
The nails or staples can be driven
where the loops emerge and it is a
good plan to put on a wire lashing into bonded joints, Fig. 4 showing

otherwise they are apt to get dragged

soldered to each lead casing to

a completed point ready for thy

ensure a continuous earth when the plasterers.
time comes to cut the loops. If this

INTER-ALIA.

Seeing When Distortion Occurs
IF all amateurs could see the simple
way in which a check is kept on
distortion with the B.B.C. amplifiers,
the sale of milliammeters would go

up by leaps and bounds !

For a

milliammeter, which, after all, need
not be very expensive, indicates
something more useful than the
amount of current passing in anode
circuits.
It is, of course, very useful to know

the anode current, for without this

however, the needle will flicker, the
degree of deflection approximating to
the deviation from the straight-line
working characteristics of the valve.
The reason for the flickering of the
needle is not generally known, however, but it is quite simple to understand. The working characteristic of
an L.F. amplifying valve is a straight
line, for the grid bias value should be
adjusted so that the curved portions
of the characteristic do not come into
the working range. The mean value

knowledge a valve cannot be adjusted
to the most economical working of the oscillating anode current is thus
point : but the milliammeter actually zero.
If the battery values are wrong, or
shows distortion by movement of the
needle. With the meter in circuit, and if the valve is overloaded, the work-

the set working under normal con- ing characteristic is not a straight

Fig. 4.-Completed joint ready for the
plasterers. If the loop is too long the
wire may appear much lower than it
should when the plastering is finished

ditions, the needle should indicate the line and the varying current is shown
exact amount of anode current by movement of the milliammeter
K. U.
passing. When distortion occurs, needle.
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Hints forSuccess on the ortWaves

THE new rule of the Postmaster
General that every British amaBy E. H. ROBINSON foil. The screen should, of course,
teur transmitter must be in possessioli
be earthed.
of a dependable wavemeter is
(5YM)
When we get down to io and 5
a
thoroughly good one; but it seems
metres very complete screening is a
qo,
20
10, and 5 metres, giving a great help. It is
to have been a. cause of trouble
to positive check
quite useful to screen
quite a number of stations.
on the very frequencies the whole cabinet,
if the receiver is
that are required.
Licences Withheld
With a good crystal in the grid boxed up, or, at any rate, put a sheet
I hear that there are a good many circuit of a valve and a milliammeter of copper foil under the baseboard.
iicences still withheld until the appli- in the plate circuit there
is no Filters Advisable
cant can satisfy the authorities
difficulty, save the initial expense,
Means of keeping the H.F. circuthat
he is so equipped that he can hold
his in setting up a crystal oscillator, and lating currents out of the L.F.
stage
transmissions to the narrow wave- such a piece of
length bands now authorised. Whilst ate continuous apparatus will gener- should also be incorporated. For
waves with only a short-wave receivers the most useful
one has every sympathy with
very minute
who have done good work inthose long periods. "creep" over very method is to put a resistance of about
.25 megohm in the grid lead of the
past, with the very minimumthe
of
L.F. valve. Choke -capacity
apparatus, there is no doubt that
Since the Igranic Company set
is a further refinement and output
us
considerable interference has
assists
all
agog,
over a year
been
with a in reducing body -capacity effectscaused by wavelength wanderings.
really efficient neutralisedago,
H.F. ampli- which are liable to be troublesome
Those whose interest in the short fier for short-wave
work,
a great on the very high frequencies.
waves is confined to the professional many enthusiasts
have
been
experitelephony stations must often wish menting with
There are now to be obtained
that other authorities were as strict the detector. amplification before
The screened-grid mercially made chokes that comas our own and that some of the pro- valve has
are
fessional morse stations could be simple; but made the - work fairly guaranteed to work well on all
neutralisation still seems wavelengths between 20 and 2,000
made to stick to their own bit of the to be necessary
if we are to get any metres and so our old troubles
ether.
useful signal
about
magnification much choke winding are, more or
less,
below about 3o metres.
Importance of Wavemeters
at an end.
The conventional circuits as
A good wavemeter is really
It should be noted, however,
used
an for screened -grid
that
essential for short-wave working. All
amplification on all shop -made chokes are not equally
broadcast frequencies are quite all suitable for short-wave
that a listening station needs is
the right, but
possibility of borrowing one
some form of reaction In some positions a chokereceivers.
every is necessary.
act
few weeks, since a good short-wave
This can be applied in a very strange mannerwill
if
the
most
usefully
to the coil in the grid operator is not well aware of
receiver is so built that it can be
of the detector valve
what is
calibrated.
If one is bought, an circuit
and it going on in his set.
does
not
seem
to
absorption meter will be found cheap
whether this coil is thematter much Reliable Chokes
and reliable within fairly close
tuned -anode
limits.
The amateur transmitter is in a coil or the tuned -grid coil of a shunt Generally speaking choke made
feed arrangement.
by a good firm and saidato
different case. Without a
constant
check on his meter he cannot
for short waves will be be suitable
be
quite all
Any
sort
of
sure that his operating frequency short-wave receiver is right when used in the anode circuit
of the detector in
really is what he supposes it to be. the better for proper
order to allow of
screening with
either copper or aluminium.
The best possible check is a
capacity -controlled reaction ;
good
In
the
but
usual
sort
of
crystal oscillator and if this
detector-L.F. receiver some of them seem to have peaks that
has a it is quite a good
plan to screen
cause blind spots when used
fundamental somewhere in the close
as part
neighbourhood of f 6o metres, strong detector from the L.F. side, and the of a high -frequency
amplifying
circuit.
to
provide
either
In such a case it is
harmonics can be picked up on 8o,
a metal panel
as well to wind a
ebonite panel backed with or an smaller choke,
copper in the tuning when the blind spot
will disappear.
NOBODY INTERESTED
IN PORTABLES
It will contain a complete
SHOULD MISS
review of portable
THE NEXT ISSUE
receivers, giving all the details
design
and no pains will
the prospective
buyer needs to know
it
complete.
be spared to make
making his
choice. This
There will also
will before
this issue particulars
be included in
appeal to
interested in feature
the development ofeverybody
of
a
-set for home
receiver super
special
portable
by J. H. Reyner, B -construction, developed
Z DON'T MISS THE
MAY " WIRELESS
.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
MAGAZINE
-
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THE LETTERS
OF
Stewcombe Manor,
Little Bodley, Nr. Hurdham.

Ai/Wily&

description, and the man who sees to
His references to a choked jet, a
our clocks and bells is laid up with dirty
plug and a missing cylinder did
19/2/1929.
influenza ; at least, so my housemaid
DEAR MR. EDITOR,
not enlighten me as to the cause of
tells me, although
personally I the fault, and I
Believe me, I should not have
was quite unable to
believe that his daily visits to the tell
written to you again so soon,
him whether we suffered from
but
for
Goat
and
Compasses
are too frequent "lack of juice," or not.
the fact that I have been, and
In the end,
am, in great trouble. My wirelessstill to be explained away as interviews saying he would call
set with prospective customers.
back another day,
-you know the one my nephew Tom
At my wits' end yesterday, I sent he forgot to drink the glass of dandeso skilfully constructed
lion wine I had offered him as refreshfor
mesuddenly stopped 1.__:Le days ago, and a message to the chauffeur at the ment, and left Tom's
Lodge
and
he
since then, notwithstanding
very kindly called on condition as he found set in the same
a close me during the evening,
it.
just at that
examination of all its intricate partsNow I feel sure, dear Mr. Editor,
moment when I particularly miss the
I never realised that Tom
that the details I have given will
clever a lad until now-I was so cheerful and enlightening talks which enable
you to advise
cannot
at
that
hour
find what is wrong with it.
so brighten the day's and I anxiously me in the matter,
await a few lines
programmes.
Do you think it could be the
proI very much fear that his knowledge from you, telling me what I can
grammes we have been having lately,
do.
which have upset it ? Is it at all
Ycu will readily realise how much
possible that the ultra -modern
I miss the delightful
SIR OSWALD STOLLmusic
so frequently included in the enterwhich are given to us. Didprogrammes
you hear a
tainments could break anything
very fascinating talk on "How to
vital; it is very discordant and truly
bring up a family of eight on
quite
different to the entrancing ballads
4d. per week," which was given 16s.
of my youthful days.
last
Saturday night ? It was most interestAnd then again, I learn that
ing, and I made notes of the daily
many
of the stations have been
remeasured
menus,
as I am certain they would
and now possess new wavelengths.
snit some of our villagers
Could I purchase a set of these
so well;
anypotatoes and beans are very plentiful
where and what would they cost?
in this district.
Also, if I am not intruding
on your
Most of these talks, as you will no
valuable time too much, must I
get
a
doubt
agree with me, contain a wealth
fresh supply of what the radio
of
useful
papers
information on everyday
refer to as frequencies, and if so,
matters, and truly constitute
would they suit my set as well as the
Mr. Goodacre, our dear Vicar,what
old ones ? I cannot believe
so
those
aptly terms " a beneficent shower of
originally embodied in the box can
uplift."
-who lifted the ban on broadcasting
be worn out for to all
appearances
from the Music Halls
Do please forgive this long
the wires seem quite all right,
under his control
letter,
and the
but
remember that I am
bobbins still perfectly clean.
a
regular
I wrote to my nephew Tom at of wireless has been somewhat con- subscriber and a great admirer of your
publication,
fused by his study of motor
once, but his answer seemed to
be curiously irrelevant; he me to after spending half an hourcars, for
Yours faithfully,
in my
replied
(Miss) PRISCILLA
very vulgarly, I thought, that whilst drawing -room where the set is inPLAYNE-SMYTHE.
stalled, he only succeeded in
at school he could do nothing,
if
I
soiling
an
insisted on " keeping all that punk"
antimacassar with ash
P.S.-Shortly after writing this
-whatever that may be-and that burning the top of a table withanda letter, I had a visit from Mr. Candlemas, our organist.
instead of listening to the "tripe" lighted cigarette; it was no doubt
Curiously enough,
broadcast I would do better to get fault for giving him permission my although he does not profess any
to
smoke
whilst
him two days hols. from the
knowledge of wireless, he found
at his work.
Head,
a
As I take so keen an
loose wire hanging
if-and this is what I cannot undernear
the
loudinterest
in
stand-I had actually " been bitten scientific matters, I could not restrain speaker. On placing this against what
myself from asking questions
I always took to be
by the radio bug."
This I consider a
endeavoured to diagnose thewhilst he knob, we heard " Londona disengaged
disgusting but I can
trouble,
and Davenexpression, and most certainly
assure you that his running try calling," and the set is now
uncommentary as he played
truthful as we have never
working well.
of these horrid things in thefound one receiver was pure Greek with the
On investigation I find that
Mrs.
totally incomprehensible, to me, and Muggins, the
I really do not know to house.
woman
who
whom
to
although
comes
in
as
you
know,
I
turn for assistance because in Little
religiously read through daily to do the rough work, took the
your adorable magazine
Bodley we have no experts of
from the loud -speaker down to dust it, and I
any title to the
presume that she was the
back page.
cause of
all the trouble.
Silly,
was
it
not ?
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Radio Quarrels
in the

United States
Demands for 382 Commercial Short-wave
Channels and only 165 Channels available !
GRANDFATHER
VALVES
Two film stars
take an interest
in,

giant trans-

mitting valves.

On the left

is

Arthur
with a 10 -kilo-

Jean

that these companies want to do. In
such respect the radio commissioners
realised that they must be circumspect in their judgments-not to
infringe on the surveillance and
authority of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Also there is the maintenance of

watt water- competition, the avoidance of monocooled valve and
on the right

Fay Wray is

inspecting a 10 kilowatt recti-

fying valve

r HE great 'U.S. communication commercial radio service in the
1 systems are (r) American Tele- world.

The I. T. & T. wants to make
phone and Telegraph Co. (telephones) ;
(2) International Telephone and Tele- such land wireless service cover the
graph Co. (telegraph, cable, wireless,
foreign telephone) ; (3) Western
Union Telegraph Co. (telegraph,
cable) ; (4) Radio Corporation of
America (wireless telegraph, radio
telephone). The four corporations
are separate units and compete
against each other for the U.S.
communication business.

which the Federal Trade
Commissioners like to oversee. Already the Postal Telegraph and
Western Union are sending telegrams
and photograms over Bell Telephone
wires. The International Telephone
and Telegraph Co. has not abandoned
its hope of buying control of the
Radio Corporation of America.
poly,

It demanded of the Competition to Persist?
continent.
Federal Radio Commission sixty
Yet the appearance of competition
short-wave wireless channels.
seems
certain to persist. TransThe Radio Corporation of America oceanic wireless has forced the reducdeclared that it needed thirty-two tion of cable rates until the two
point to point stations at once, services now charge practically the
wanted the right to sixty-seven, same price. What land wireless rates
would like one hundred and forty-

eight all told.
The members of the Federal Radio

will do to land wire rates no one

before the Federal Radio Commission
could
estimate.
A Badgered Commission
Commission listened to these demands.
All these demands, ideas, and
Their lust for business recently They listened also to two other implications the radio commission
befuddled the much badgered Federal similar demands --from Inter -city 'could not digest immediately. It
Radio Commission. Two of the com- Radio Telegraph Co. of Cleveland, adjourned for bureaucratic, secret,
panies-the I. T. & T. (through its for fifty stations, from Universal yet nonetheless conscientious, desubsidiary Mackay Radio and Tele- Wireless Communication Co. of Buf- liberation.
F. P.
graph Co.) and R. C. A. demanded falo, a new concern, for one hundred
the right to install wireless telegraph and twenty-five stations.
IF YOU KNOW OF ANY
stations and sell service between
In
A
Quandary
FRIENDS WHO WANT
cities in continental U.S.
TO START RADIO IN
These demands put the Federal
Heretofore, with a minor exception,
THE CHEAPEST WAY
they have kept their business to send- Commission in a quandary. Wireless
TELL THEM ABOUT
experts
figure
that
two
hundred
and
ing messages overseas-to stations
THE CLIPPER TWO,
abroad, to ships on the great oceans eight short-wave wireless channels
WHICH IS DESCRIBED
or great lakes, to coastal shipping can be used for communication within
IN THIS ISSUE, IT IS
the
U.S.
Of
that
number
forty-three
points.
AN EFFICIENT TWOThat one exception is on the Pacific are now being used by foreign counVALVER THAT WILL
Between Los Angeles, San tries and so are forbidden to U.S.
coast.
RECEIVE ON ANY
commercialisers.
Not
enough
channels
Francisco and Portland, Ore., the
WAVELENGTH BAND
Mackay Companies (now part of the are available to satisfy even the
INCLUDING
THE
I. T. & T.) operate a land wireless present four petitioners.
VERY
SHORT
WAVES
Then
there
is
the
interstate
business
system. It is the only continental
261
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AERIAL
ANODE
CONDENSER CONDENSER REACTION
CONTROL

A Screened -grid Valve Set for
Operation from
A.C. Mains : : Designed by the Direct
w
Technical Staff
AMONGST those living in houses
one is going to make

supplied with an alternating current (A.C.) lighting supply sets
operated entirely from the mains are
steadily gaining favour because of
their great convenience and utility.

No Danger in Their Use
Provided reasonable
precautions are taken
(such as putting off the
main
switch
before
changing coils) there is
no danger in the use of
mains -operated receivers
and their construction
can be undertaken by
the amateur without any
qualms.
With the exceedingly
efficient mains valves
that are now available

a mains -operated
receiver it should be a large
one with
four or more valves. Actually, how-

ever, mains valves are so efficient
that three of them will give results
comparable with a battery -operated
five -valuer.

This will

be evident
when it is mentioned that
the three
4110111 rarr.n tirm.
0-500.000
1

used

this particular receiver.
Experimental work on this set was
carried out for some weeks by J.
H.
Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., in the
Furzehill laboratories, who reported
excellent results. The finished design
has also been tested exhaustively
by
other members of the WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
Technical
Staff, who also record
great range and volume.
140
in

230
totrg5. TT
TO

in this country there is
no reason why " power socket" sets should not This is the circuit
of the Dynamic

soon become as popular
in Great Britain as they
have been for a considerable time in
the United States.
In this article we shall describe the
construction of a three -valve set that
takes its high-tension and low-tension
current direct from A.C. mains.
only battery required is a 161 The
-volt
dry one for grid bias.
It is sometimes

r
A.0

This is not the place
to digress at length on
the superior merits of

mains valves compared
with ordinary "battery"
valves, but the reader
can take' it for granted
that they are relatively
considerably more efficient.

ntort.,

Three, which
new A.C. screened-grid valvemakes use of one

valves used in the Dynamic
Three
have rated amplification
factors
of
1,200, 35 and ro
respectively
The circuit combination
employed

is a

screened -grid high -frequency
amplifier, a

detector, and

a stage of
transformer -coupled
low -frequency
amplification. Only Cosmos
suggested that if path A.C.
Short mains valves can
be
2(q

Non -inductive Heaters
In the valves em-

ployed in this receiver,

the " filaments " are not
heated directly from the
mains. .1 non -inductive
enclosed in a porcelain heater wire
supplied with a current ofinsulator is
r ampere
at 4 volts and causes
a
specially
pared coating on the outside preof the
porcelain to emit a stream
of electrons.
This method of construction
eliminates any trace of definitely
A.C. hum.
Such valves
are known as the

_
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"indirectly heated cathode" type,
sometimes abbreviated to I.H.C.
As far as circuit connections are
concerned the equipotential emitting

treated as the ordinary
filament, as a glance at the circuit
surface is

diagram on page 262 will reveal.

Great Amplification
Although the screened -grid valve
has a rated amplification of 1,20o this

figure is not obtained in practice, of
course, owing to various losses that
occur. However, even if the losses
are high it will be appreciated that
the actual amplification obtained is
still very much greater than is possible with normal valves.
Ignoring for a moment the purely

" mains " portion of the set, let us
trace out the ordinary receiving
circuit.

This view shows the Dynamic Three. Note the clips on the right
for the grid -bias battery

A further precaution against instaThe aerial is led through a semi - conjunction with a .000f -microfarad
bility
through high -frequency curvariable
condenser.
to
the
variable series condenser
An anode filter or " stopper " is rents passing into the low -frequency
centre tap of a two -pin plug-in coil,
which is tuned by a 0005-microfarad provided in the anode circuit. This circuits is the use of a .25-megohm
variable condenser. This coil is con- consists of a tapped resistance (having resistance in series with the grid of
nected across the control grid and values of ro,000, 15,00o, and 20,000 the power valve.
So much for the receiving side of
" filament" of the screened -grid valve ohms) and a 2-microfarad condenser.
the
set. Let us now consider the mains
In
this
way
stability
of
operation
is
in the ordinary way.

portion. Here a transformer with
ensured.
Voltage Regulation
Voltage variations set up across the one primary (tapped for use on zoo-,
In series with the screening grid anode coil are passed through a 210-, 220-, 230-, or 24o -volt mains of
is a variable resistance (o to 500,000 .0003-microfarad coupling condenser 4o to ioo cycles) and three secon-

ohms) to control the voltage applied. to the grid of the detector valve, daries is employed.
A i-microfarad condenser is connected which is led to a grid battery through Users of Secondaries
between the screening grid and the a high -frequency choke.
The first secondary gives 4 amAnother high -frequency choke is
" filament" to by-pass high -freprovided in the anode circuit of the peres at 4 volts and can be used to
quency currents.

detector valve so that reaction can heat four mains valves of the type
grid valve there is a double -tapped be obtained. The detector anode utilised in this receiver. The second
two -pin coil, also tuned by a .0005- circuit is also provided with a similar winding gives 2 amperes at 4 volts
microfarad. This coil is not tapped filter unit to that used in the first for heating the filament of a full -wave
or selectivity, but so that part of the anode circuit, but with higher values rectifying valve for converting the
alternating current into direct curwinding can he used for reaction, in of resistances.
rent for feeding the valve anodes
In the anode circuit of the screened -

and screening grid.
A third winding, which is centre tapped, enables 25o volts to be
applied across the two anodes of the
Smoothing is
full -wave rectifier.

carried out by two condensers of
4-microfarads and 8-microfarads respectively and a low -frequency choke.

Simplicity of Operation
It will be seen that there is nothing
especially complicated about the set
which is, in fact, extremely simple to
operate. A glance at the photograph

of the front of the receiver, reproduced on page 262, will show that
there are only three controls. These
are for aerial tuning, anode tuning,
and reaction. The set is always ready
Another view of the Dynamic Three-a set for operation from A. C. mains
263

for use simply by plugging the connector into a lighting socket or wall plug.
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The Dynamic Three

(Continued)
Before the set is tested, the proper
valves and coils must be inserted
in
their respective holders. While this
is being done keep the plug
-connector
well away from the mains socket.

Additional Rectifying Valve
Although the set is only a threevalver, four valves are needed,

Note the efficient screening for the high

the
extra one being the full -wave
rectifier
for supplying the high tension.
The valves used must be Cosmos
Shortpath's, as special holders are
incorporated in the set for these and
the whole receiver has been designed
expressly for their use.
Mains valves are not interchangeable to anything like
the same
extent as ordinary types.
-frequency valve in the Dynamic

Three
Characteristics of Valves
No. I (remember
that
insulated
Actually the valves to be used are
wire
is essential in a
mains -operated as follows :receiver) and then cross that
through on the blueprint. number High -frequency Amplifier.
Cosmos AC/S. Amplification facwith connection No. 2 andProceed
tor, 1,200; impedance,
through that number as soon ascross
800,000
the
ohms
wire has been fixed.
In this way it is Detector.
impossible to go wrong and the
Cosmos AC/G. Amplification facCopies of the blueprint can be will be built up in the mostwiring
contor, 35; impedance (at 120 volts),
obtained on application to Blueprint venient way from the bottom
17,500 ohms.

The full-size blueprint which is
available for half price, that is 6d.
post free, if the coupon on page iii of
the cover is used by April 3o, shows
the positions of all the parts and the
correct order in which to wire them;
it will be found of great help
by the
constructor and is a safeguard against
making faulty connections.

.

Dept., WIRELESS MAGAZINE, 58/61

Fetter Lane, E.C.4. Ask simply for
No. W.M.136.

Screening Box

or Raymond).

It will be observed that the high -

frequency valve is completely screened
in a copper box. This can be obtained

all ready cut out and drilled
one of the firms mentioned infrom
the

list of components.
There is no difficulty about the
assembly of the set. Reference to
the photographs and layout diagram
or blueprint will show clearly how
all the components are placed.
There
is no likelihood of the
constructor
going wrong in this respect.

How to Wire Up Correctly
When the time comes to wire up
the full-size blueprint will be found
of very' great assistance. If it
is

followed closely it will be impossible

to make a wrong connection.

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
FOR THE

1-Ebonite panel, 24 in. by 8 in.
(Parfait, Trolite,

A

brief inspection will reveal that each

wire is numbered; these numbers
indicate the best order of assembly.
For instance, first connect up wire

2-.0005-microfarad variable condensers with slow-motion
con-

trol (Gecophone,
Jackson, or
Ormond).
r-.000i-microfarad variable condenser with slow-motion
trol (Gecophone, Jackson,conor
Ormond).
2-Single coil holders
(Lotus,
Lissen, or

3-Mains valvePeto-Scott).
holders (Cosmos).
1-Standard valve
holder (Cosmos).
1--.0003-microfarad
denser (T.C.C., fixed conMilliard, or
Dubilier).
-T -m ierofarad fixed
condenser
Mullard, or Dubilier).

1-Semi-variable condenser,
.000025 to
(Formo type .0003-microfarad

J or lgranic).
i-o to 500,00o -ohm
variable

resistance (Clarostat
Volume
Control).
2-High-frequency chokes
(PetoScott, Wearite, or Omnora).
r-.25-megohm resistance
(GrahamFarish, Cosmos,
r-Low - frequency or Lissen).
(Ferranti AF5, transformer
Brown, 01Igranic G).
2-Anode-filter units
(Wearite,
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DYNAMIC THREE
H.F. and
-4-microfarad fixed condenser
(T.C.C. or Dubilier, 400 volts
working).

1-8-m i c ro fara d

fixed

(T.C.C. or Dubilier, condenser
400 volts
working).

I-Smoothing choke to carry 3o
milliamperes

(Parmeko, Ferranti, or lgranic).

r-Mains transformer
2-Terminal strips, 3 in. (Cosmos)
by 2 in.
(Parfait, Trolite,

or Raymond).
4-Terminals, marked
: Aerial,
Earth, L.S.4-, L.S.- (Belling
Lee or Eelex).

i-Pair grid -battery clips

-

1 -161,4 -volt grid battery (Bulgin).
(Siemens,
Ever Ready, Hellesen).
Insulated wire orfor
connecting
(Glazite).

2 yd. rubber

-covered flex.
Length of twin
lamp -socket lighting flex with
connector or wall
plug.
3-Wander plugs, i red and 2 black

(Lectro Linx).
1 --Cabinet with
ro-in. baseboard
(Caxton).
i-Screening box, 53/4 in. by 5%
in.
by 53/4 in. (Parex, Raymond,
or Ready Radio).

2-Spade tags.
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A Powerful Set for Operation from A.C. Mains
Power Valve.
Cosmos AC/R.

Amplification fac-

tor, io; impedance (at 120 volts),
3,000 ohms.

Rectifying Valve.
Cosmos SP421U. Maximum D.C.
output, 6o milliamperes.
As regards coils, two centre -tapped

and double -tapped two -pin plug-in
coils will be required. For the
medium waves two No. 6o coils will
be suitable, while for the long waves
two No. 200's should be obtained.

Checking Connections
Before switching the set on to the

mains for the first time make sure
that all the valves and coils are in
their proper positions and the leads
connected up.
The grid -bias tappings for the
Another view of the Dynamic Three with valves and coils in position ready for use
anode -bend detector and power valve
should also be adjusted. Apply i y2 to kept closed when the receiver is (aerial condenser) backwards and

forwards through a relatively wide
3 volts negative to the detector and "live."
Now carefully tune the centre dial arc.
41/2 to ro y2 volts negative to the
power valve.
It may be noted here that the comparatively small bias required by the

(anode condenser), whilst at the same
During this operation the vanes of
time swinging the left-hand dial the reaction can be kept out of mesh;

reaction will be needed only for the
reception of re; Hy distant stations.

last valve does not mean it is a poor

power type; its characteristics are

Reducing S.C. Voltage

such that it requires only about half
the input to give the same output as
an equivalent "battery" valve.

if there is any tendency for the set
reduce the voltage
applied to the screening grid of the
high -frequency amplifier by means
of the variable resistance fixed on thtbaseboard.
When carrying out these and
to oscillate,

Switching On the Set
When everything has been connected up, then, put the plug -connector into the mains socket ; this opera-

tion switches the whole set on and

similar adjustments it is the wisest
policy to break the main switch. In
fact, the operator should make it a

nothing should be touched inside the

cabinet, the lid of which should be

strict yule never to open the lid of the
Details of the screening -box

self-oscillation-unwanted whistling

ONE SMALL
GRID -BAT-

and squealing-the voltage applied

TERY -

to the screening grid can be increased
up to the point just before instability

H.T.&L.T.

occurs.

DIRECT

Quality of Reproduction

ARE OBTAINED
FROM A.C.
MAINS

PANEL 241'04

Should there be no tendency to

THIS SET

NEEDS ONLY

OPEN/Y6 TO TAKE

cabinet without first switching off.

The grid -bias applied to the detec-

tor and power valve should also be
varied until the very best quality of
reproduction, is obtained-remember
that the Dynamic Three will give at
least as good reproduction as any
normal battery -operated set.

Variation of the tappings to the
two anode -filter units may also be
made when the operator has some

Here is a suggested design for a
cabinet for the Dynamic Three
265
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The Dynamic Three

(Continued)

It's Better
with a Baffle !
T JOUD-SPEAKER experts and
enthusiasts woke up to the fact

that a baffle brings out the low notes
when they first had extensive experience of moving -coil instruments. If

you read various technical descriptions you'll find that it is considered
something of a crime to operate a

coil -driven unit "bare," and now it is

understood by most people that
baffles are not the prerogative of coil
drives.

Why Improvements Occur
Quite a number of ordinary cone

loud -speakers, in fact, are improved if
provided with a baffle. Why? Well,

just consider how a cone speaker
delivers sound energy.

The vibrations of the large diaphragm alternately push and pull the
air on both sides, but before sound

energy is transmitted the air must

This layout and wiring diagram of the Dynamic
can be obtained as a fullsize blueprint for half-price, that is 6d. post free,Three
if the coupon on
cover is used by April 30. Ask
page iii of the
for No. WM 136. Wire up in numerical
order.

not be shifted as a whole surrounding
unit, but must definitely be compressed and expanded. The pitch of
the sound is determined by the fre-

quency of these compressions and
experience of the receiver. At the mer accordingly.
expansions.
Connecting
a
240
beginning they can be connected as
volt supply to the 200 -volt tap means
At comparatively
shown.
sound frea 20 per cent. overload that may quencies, say those high
resulting
from
damage the valves.
Mains Connection
above middle C on the piano, the cone
And don't do what one WIRELESS diaphragm has no difficulty in proOne final note about the mains
MAGAZINE
reader did some months ducing this air -moving work on both
side of the receiver. In the blueprint and wiring diagram the mains ago-build a set for A.C. mains sides of the vibrating cone; but with
transformer is shown connected for operation and then discover that it the lower frequencies there is tin:
won't work because your supply is for the -dower-moving
a 210 -volt supply as that is the volt- D.C.
air compres!
sions to expand around the edge of
age on which the set was tested.
the cone, and in thus leaking round to
Ascertain the exact voltage of your
UNIT FOR SUPPLYING
TENSION TO A SET FROMHIGH
the other side the air is simply transsupply and connect up the transforD.C.
MAINS IS DESCRIBED
ELSEI('H ERE
ferred instead of vibrated, and there
IN THIS ISSUE
is thus a loss of the low frequencies.

\

SMOOTHING
REACTION
ANODE
H.F.
CHOKE
CONDENSER FILTER CONDENSER

FULL -WAVE \
RECTIFYING

VALVE

\,

ANODE
AERIAL
FILTER CONDENSER

'REENED-GRID

VALVE
SEMI VARIABLE

CONDENSER

GRID -BIAS

4 -MICRO -

MAINS
FARAD
TRANSFORMER CONDENSER

BATTERY
CLIP
DETECTOR
qg
8 MICROFARAD
INTERVALVE
POWER
CONDENSER
TRANSFORMER

\1)

VALVE

This plan view of the Dynamic
Three clearly shows

the layout of all the parts
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Preventing Wastage
The obvious purpose of a baffle is
to prevent this wastage of energy, and
this it does simply by preventing the
easy path of the vibrating air column

from one side of the diaphragm
spreading to the other side.
The argument has been put up that
as the coil -drive instrument is the
only one which really does give the
low notes, it is the only type worth
bothering about so far as baffles are
concerned. This is quite wrong, for

many cone -speakers give sufficiently
good low -note reproduction to make
it worth while fitting a baffle to prevent loss.
MAC.
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WhenAirliners
Talk bg Radio/

WIRELESS CALL -SIGN (GEBLO

You Can Understand What is Happening in the
Air If You Decode Aircraft Ether Messages as
Explained in This Article by W. OLIVER
THERE are two important full particulars about them on
branches of civil -aviation radio the wireless !
work.
One is the communication
You can easily identify the varibetween air -liners and ground sta- ous planes when you see them, as the
tions that is maintained on goo metres, wireless call -signs are formed from
and the other is the inter -aerodrome the registration marks which are
correspondence
in
wireless -tele- painted in enormous letters on the
graphy on 1,400 metres.
wings and body of each machine. A
glance at the diagrams accompanying

NAME OF
AIR I_

NATIONALITY MARK (G)
" G-EBLO" becomes " GEBLO" in
wireless telegraphy.
The following is a list of nationality

marks used by some of the nearer
European countries whose aircraft
you are likely to hear mentioned most

Telephonic Messages
this article will show you just where frequently in these messages :
The messages on goo metres are to look for the lettering when you
chiefly in radio telephony, and if see an air -liner in flight. (The letters Nationality Marks
you have a valve set that will tune on the wings are generally much Great Britain G
to that wavelength you are probably bigger than those on the body of the
quite familiar with them. But it is machine, therefore it is best to look
unlikely that you have even discovered at the former if the machine is in a
the transmissions that take place on position in which they are visible).
the higher wavelength, as they
are

all

in

continuous -wave

morse, which becomes audible
only when it is heterodyned,
and the stations are all sharply

tuned to wavelengths within

NATIONALITY NARK (G)
REGISTRATION NARKS

It is therefore very easy to
overlook their existence alto- -

even when you are

letter D (for Deutschland).
Now, suppose you tune in to
1,40o metres, adjust the reaction control carefully so that

"searching" for broadcasting

in the vicinity of that wave length.
Most of the 1,400 -metres
transmissions consist of "route

service" messages, relating to
the arrivals and departures of
commercial aircraft at the
various aerodromes situated

the set is just over the oscillation

WIRRESS CALL -SIGN (GEBLO)

on the network of air routes

which now extend over the Continent
like a gigantic spiders -web, linking
up all the principal cities of Europe.

H, followed by N
0, followed by B
C, followed by H
S, followed by A
Sweden
D, followed by
Germany
numerals.
You will notice that the
registration -marks used by the
German aircraft are an excep-

tion to the rule of four-letter
combinations, as they consist
of a number, preceded by the

a metre or two of 1,400.
gether,

France
Holland
Belgium
Switzerland

An ordinary pair of field -glasses

point

(in

order

to

heterodyne the incoming signals, thereby making them
audible in your phones), and
move the condenser knob to
and fro a little in order to
cover the wavelengths a few metres

will enable you to read the letters above and below 1,40o, what will you
quite easily, unless the machine is hear ? Probably something of this

flying at a very great height.

description :

Messages of Interest
The registration -marks consist of
If you have the requisite know- four letters, which are preceded by a Sample Message
ledge of the morse code to enable fifth letter indicating the nationality
you to " read " these messages, you of the air line which owns the
will find them very interesting but machine. On the plane itself the
especially so if you happen to live nationality mark is separated from

" FNB de GFK nr 5 w 20 1235GEBLF Smith d 123o 17 pp 1355
lbs bag and fret
. FAECU Deso-

Continent and can see the actual airliners passing overhead after hearing

Although that imaginary example
will serve to give you some idea of

near one of the air routes to the the remainder of the letters by a
hyphen, but in the wireless call -sign
this is omitted.
For example :
67

.

.

andso d 1234 To pp 376 lbs bag
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When Air-Liners Talk by Radio

!

(Continued)

the kind of thing you may expect to
hear, I think you will agree that it generally indicated before, instead of
All these route service messages
needs some explanation to make it after, the weight, and the latter is are acknowledged by the stations to
intelligible ! Well, the meaning of expressed in kilogrammes (abbrev- which they are addressed. The last
iated to "k"), thus :
of the examples given above, for
the messages would be as follows :
"GFK v FNB Nr 2 W 12 1237- instance, would be acknowledged
" To FNB, Le Bourget Aerodrome,
by
from GFK, Croydon Radio. Message GEBMM Brown d 1230 12 pp bag Cologne thus :
259 k fret 152 k AR K."
number 5, number of words
" GFK v AEK R Nr 5 R Nr 5 AR,"
in
When the air -liner mentioned in a meaning : " I
message 20, time 12.35 G.M.T. The
have received your
Imperial Air liner G-EBLF, piloted message is bound for an aerodrome message, No. 5," the abbreviation
by Mr. Smith, departed for your other than that to which the message "R" being short for "received."
If your hear a message giving the
aerodrome (Le Bourget, Paris) from
WITH THE CLIPPER
here (Air Port of London) at 12.3o
time
of departure of a machine from
TWO,
DESCRIBED
with 17 passengers and 1,355 lbs.
a
certain
aerodrome, and also the
IN THIS ISSUE,
of baggage and freight. The French
subsequent message giving the time
YOU WILL BE ABLE
Air Union plane, F-AECU, piloted
of arrival of the plane at its destinaby M. Desoandso, followed at 12.34
TO PICK UP ALL
tion,, you can not only see at a glance
with io passengers and 376 lbs. of
just how long the flight has taken,
THE AIRCRAFT
baggage. End of message," (indicated
but,
given this information, you can
MESSAGES DISby finishing signal, "AR" in morse).
measure the distance between the
CUSSED IN THIS
two places on a map, and calculate
A\
ARTICLE.
Composition of Message
approximately the average speed of
So you see the "departure" mes- is addressed (or when part of the the machine.
sages generally consist of the follow- passengers and load are to be landed
ing : firstly, the call-sign of the station at a destination en route), this fact Aerodrome Call Signs
to which the message is addressed, is indicated in the message, as you
When the names of the aerodromes
the letters " de " or " v " and the call- will see from the following example : between which the machine is flying
" FNI v FNG Nr 2 w 6 1236 GMT are not specified in the "
sign of the station that is transdeparture "
mitting the message; then " nr," -GEBZJ Robinson d pour Berck message, that indicates that
it has
short for "number," followed by the 1235 AR K," meaning, " a FNI, departed from the
aerodrome
that is
number of the message-in the above Abbeville, de FNG, St. Inglevert, transmitting the message, and
is
example, " 5 " indicating that this No. 2, etc., G-EBZ J, pilote Robinson, bound for the aerodrome
to which
was the fifth message sent from parti a 12 h. 35 pour Berck " (" G- the message is
addressed. As the
London to Paris that day; "w," short EBZJ left here at 12.35 p.m., bound call -signs of the
aerodromes in
for "words," followed by numerals for Berck.") Various abbreviations, question are giventwo
at
the beginning
giving the number of words contained such as " Ps " meaning Paris and of the message,
in the message; and four figures "Am" meaning Amsterdam, are tain the names ofyou can easily ascerthe aerodromes by
indicating (on the 24 -hour dial often used in indicating the destina- looking them
up in a list.
method) the time at which the mes- tion of aircraft.
It is very interesting to take down
So much for the departures. The the departure
sage was handed in.
message in morse on
This preamble is followed by the messages notifying the safe arrival 1,40o metres, giving
full particulars
"break sign," (-. . .-) and then comes of the air -liners at the aerodromes for of an outward
the message proper, commencing which they were bound are shorter then to tune in -bound air -liner, and
at once to goo metres,
with the call -sign of the air liner; and simpler, generally something and listen to the
messages in telethe name of the pilot is given next, after this fashion :-phony (or, in the case of German
then " d," short for " departed,"
" ONN v GFK Nr II w 3
147- machines, in C.W. morse) from the
with four figures giving the time of 0BAHG a 1147. . ONN v GFK pilot, reporting
his position as he
departure; the number of passengers Nr 12 w 3 1200-HNAEH a 1200 AR passes over various
.
landmarks en
on board (abbreviated to " p " for
. - AEK v GFK Nr 5 w 3 route.
1217
D356
a
passenger and "pp" for "passen1217 AR K."
These reports are checked back
gers "); the weight of the load in What It All
(repeated
word for word) by the
Means
pounds (" lbs ") followed by an indicaoperator
at
the ground station to
The meaning of this is as follows
tion of the nature of the load, that
which
they
"
To
ONN,
of
are
sent.
is, " bag," short for
" baggage," Croydon; No II,Ostend from GFK,
By
listening
to these messages,
"fret," short for "freight," or " po "
etc., the Belgian
finding on a map the
places
short for "post" or mail. Finally, Sabena machine, O-BAHG, arrived and
mentioned, you can follow the
prothere comes the finishing signal, at its destination at 11.47 a.m. The gress
of the aeroplane throughout
" AR," and the invitation to transmit Dutch K.L.M. Air Liner, H-NAEH, its flight,
and then finally you can,
arrived at 12 noon ; end of
reply, " K."
messages if you like,
to
you.
To
AEK,
tune back to 1,40o metres
You will find that, in the case of
Cologne, from GFK, again,
and pick up the arrival
messages from the Continental Croydon, No. 5, etc. The German
in morse, stating the time
stations, the nature of the load is Luft Hansa plane, D356, arrived at message
at which the machine reached its
12.17 p.m."
destination.
.

:
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Use this
wonderful NEW

Cossor

Transformer
It has a
marvellous

performance on all
notes from the highest

to the lowest

.

.

improve the tone of your Receiver-use
the wonderful Cossor Transformer and

hear the sonorous double-bass-hear
the piping clarinet-hear all the notes
from top to bottom of the musical scale
reproduced with amazing fidelity. The

superb reproduction of the famous

Cossor Melody Maker is largely due to

its Cossor Transformer. The Cossor
Transformer will give your Set a
better tone than it has eveTh7d before.
See one at your Dealer's.

Price 2v.

FREE

Double your Radio enjoyment --get the Cossor

Broadcasting Map. It gives positions, wavelengths and dial readings of 200 European

stations. And it tells you how to identify them too !

Write for it at once, enclose 2d. stamp to cover

postage.

Send at once
7281

Advt. A. C. Comor. Ltd.. lizghbury Grove. London. N.5
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Amp Solves the Tuning Problem
THE door

of the laboratory
opened almost noiselessly and
young Amp crept in, followed by a
stranger who stood, cap in hand,
looking round with awe. Megohm
looked up from his work and, seeing
Amp there, started in surprise.
" Why, whatever is the matter,
Amp ? " he exclaimed. "Are you just
recovering from 'flu, or what?"

right, so they do.

But I have no

doubt, however, that young Amp here
successfully got you out of your
difficulty ? "

The boy looked rather crestfallen.
"Well, er-no. I-I had not looked

at the matter in that light

before

and I did not quite see the way out
of the difficulty. And then," he
rambled
on hurriedly, " there was
" I don't quite get you," stammered
another
nasty
one that he put to me.
the boy.
If
you
have
an
aerial
"Well, I never heard you come in,
"Wait
a
minute,"
broke in the
and usually everyone for miles round Professor, "let
us get to the bottom
is aware of your entry."
of one difficulty first; we can then

Professor perused the circuit, which is

reproduced in Fig. f , and then said,
"Yes. Well, now, let us start in the

middle."
" The middle ? " echoed Amp.

Assuming an Oscillating Current

" Why, yes. Have you never done
that before? It is often quite a useful
proceeding. Here I suggest that we
'assume an oscillating current in the
aerial circuit without
come on to your other problem later the moment how it hasworrying for
In Search of Enlightenment
got there.
Amp grinned, feeling at once more on. Now," he added, turning to the This will induce currents in the
at home. Truth to tell he had been a wireman, who was standing there, secondary coil coupled to it just like
little nervous, because he had brought drinking it all in, "I take it you are an ordinary power transformer. That,
with him a friend who was anxious familiar with the ordinary ideas of I take it, is quite straightforward,
Mr. Plarz ? "
to obtain enlightenment on certain
" I guess I can see that all right,
wireless matters.
Professor, but then it looks to me as
"Er-this is Mr. Plarz, who is
if the transformer was an open cirmaking some alterations to our eleccuit."
tric wiring for us."
" What have you got to say to that.
Megohm nodded. "I see. So you
Amp ? " queried Megohm.
thought you would like to bring him
over here to see what a delightful
Amp looked up in surprise, but
muddle professors can get in when
seeing that the Professor was in
earnest he scratched his head.
they really start?"
" Well, " he said, "of course, there's
Amp and the newcomer both
Fig. 1.-Amp's explanatory circuit
laughed. "No, not exactly," replied
the condenser across the circuit. I
the boy. " 'S'matter of fact, Mr. Plarz
mean the coil and the condenser
is frightfully interested in wireless alternating -current circuits. I mean form the circuit by themselves."
understand that if two coils are
and we got talking about it, but we you
" Well," broke in Mr. Plarz, " I
together, one of which carries
got rather tied up over one or two placed
can't
an alternating current, a similar I see see that quite. A condenser, as
points."
it, will store voltage, but I
current will be set up in don't see how
"I see," Megohm said, encourag- alternating
you Can have a circuit
the next coil."
ingly. "Well
" Yes, I understand that all right," through it."
Megohm looked at Amp, but seeing
was the reply.
All Open Circuits
"And, of course," continued Meg - that no explanation was forthcoming
he proceeded to elucidate the
"Well," continued the lad, "you ohm, " you
point
are familiar with the himself.
see, we were talking about tuning and
ordinary
ideas
of
circuits, but you
I drew out a simple wireless circuit
rather puzzled by the apparent
to try and explain what I meant and are
Charging a Condenser
Mr. Plarz said he never could under- lack of completion. I can quite
" A condenser
stand wireless diagrams, anyhow, understand that. Now," he added, circuit to direct certainly offers no
turning
to
the
boy,
currents," he said.
" let's have a look " Suppose
because they were all open circuits."
we apply a voltage to the
" That's right," chipped in Mr. at this circuit which you drew."
Amp delved in his pocket and pro- condenser, however. The condenser
Plarz, speaking for the first time, duced
a once resplendent notebook, will charge up, but, as you probably
" they're all open circuits to me.
know, it will not reach its full charge
which
he
opened and proudly
Don't go anywhere."
disat once, but will take a certain
played to the Professor. "There,"
Megohm smiled. "You mean the
he amount of time
remarked,
"
quite
to do it. Actually, it
a simple, straight- will charge
circuits appear incomplete. Quite
forward circuit, you know."
up
something
like this."
The
IP

PI
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(Continued on page 272)
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STOP
BUYING
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POWER

YOU CAN'T USE!

AIR

AIR

AIR

AIR

OLDHAM Air -spaced H.T.

Accumulators have full
rated capacity.
They give you all that you pay for.

Air -spaced cell construction ends

electrical leakage and waste.

OLDHAM H.T.
ACCUMULATOR
Extra large Capacity
(5,500 milliamps]
Per 10 -volt Unit

6/9
Complete with two plugs and length of
connecting cable.

If you own a leaky, old -type monobloc H.T.
Accumulator you are paying for current you
can't use. When you get it back from the

charging station it is fully charged. But it
may not hold that charge for long. Electrical
leakage starts immediately. All along its

unbroken top, current creeps from cell to cell-current
for which you have already paid. And this waste may
go on all the time-even when the Accumulator is idle.
Electrical leakage is definitely prevented in Oldham
H.T. Accumulators. Look at the illustration. See the
air gaps between each cell. Air is one of the finest
insulators known. These air gaps form an impassable barrier to electrical leakage. Waste cannot
take place. Oldham Air -spaced H.T. Accumulators

hold their current-because that current cannot leak
away. They store up all the power put into them
when they are charged. And because they do this
they do not need frequent recharging. Send at once
for the latest booklet which fully describes Oldham
Air -spaced H.T. Accumulators-it will be sent you

Standard 10 -volt
Unit

Capacity 2,750 milliamps
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post free.

Wooden trays extra if required. Ask

your wireless dealer to show them to you.

Stop wasting power -use

.

.

Charge your
H.T. Accumulator
at home !
If you have electric light you can charge your
H.T. Accumulator at home with the Oldham
H.T. Charge,. It is simple, elfcient, has no
moving parts-nothing to wear out-nothing to
go wrong. See it at your dealer's.

OLDHAM H.T. CHARGER
A.C. Type

55/.

D.C. Type

40/.

Oldham & Sons, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.
Telephone: Denton 301 (4 lines).

H.T. ACCUMULATORS

London Office: go, It

Street, King's Cross, W
Telephone: Terminus 4445 (3 lines).
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Half Hours with the Professor
Here Megohm drew the curve shown said Megohm, gravely.

" Now you
know all about it."
Both his listeners nodded.
" I'm blowed if I do," was the reply.
"Now," he resumed, " suppose we
apply an alternating voltage to the "My frequency's 5o cycles, but
what's that got to do with it? "
condenser-that is to say, a voltage
" Oh, but it's got everything to do
which is continually varying from a
with
it," cried Amp, warming to his
maximum in one direction to a maxi- subject.
"The current flowing
mum in the other direction-and we through a condenser
depends upon
start with no charge in the con- the frequency at which
you charge
denser and consider the voltage sud- and discharge it.
mean, the more
denly switched on to its maximum rapidly you chargeI and
discharge a
value.

in Fig. 2. "Is that clear ? "

Discharging the Condenser
' The condenser will immediately
begin to charge up and the whole of
the time that the voltage is falling
from its maximum to zero the condenser will continue to charge.
Beyond the zero point, however, the
voltage will be reversed and we shall
tend to discharge the condenser.
" Thus the whole of the time that
the voltage is negative the condenser
will discharge and will charge up in
the opposite direction. During the
next voltage cycle, a similar state of
affairs will take place, so that we have
the condenser charging, discharging,
and recharging in the opposite direction continually in a similar manner
to a
the voltage applied

to it."

Amp Sees Light
"But," broke in Amp, "surely a

succession of charges and discharges
like that will constitute a current? "
" Exactly," said Megohm, " that is

(Continued)

" Well," said the other, scratching
his head, " explaining is not much in
my line, but if you have a synchronous motor running it generates a
'frequency proportional to the speed.
If you shut it down and let the motor
run down to rest, the frequency falls
gradually to nothing.

Possible Damage
" All that I know is that if you

leave it running and connected to a
condenser, the greater the current, long cable, you find that at some frequency on the way down you prob-

ably get resonance between the
inductance and capacity of the cable

which does a devil of a lot of damage."

CHARGE_

TIME -

Fig. 2.-Illustrating build-up on a
condenser

Amp listened in amazement. Here
was something outside his ken altogether. Megohm, however, seized on
the point at once. " Yes," he said,
" that is a well-known phenomenon
to power engineers, the reason for the

being the high voltages which
that's obvious, isn't it? " he added, damage
are
produced."
ingenuously, appealing

to the Pro-

fessor.

Megohm, however, said nothing,
seeing which Amp continued. " In
wireless we use frequencies of a million a second or more."
"A million a second!" echoed his
astonished friend. " How on earth
do you get that ? "
" Oh," continued Amp, " by resonance."
"Resonance," echoed the other.
AERIAL

the point I am driving at. As long
as we are applying an alternating

voltage across the condenser we shall
have an alternating current flowing

through it."

" Why ? " asked Amp.

An Oscillating Circuit
" You ought to know why," replied
the Professor severely. " The system
constitutes an oscillating circuit containing inductance and capacity in

series.

The capacity is charged up
and then discharges through
the

inductance; the inductance, however,
will not let the current die away at
once, but keeps it flowing so that the
condenser charges in the opposite
direction. A similar discharge
then
takes place and the condenser continues to charge and discharge on its
own account."
" An ordinary
oscillating circuit, in
fact," interjected Amp.
" Exactly," said Megohm, " the
rent oscillating at the natural curfrequency of the system as determined

A look of enlightenment gradually
Fig. 3.-How an aerial acts
spread over the wireman's face.
of a condenser as plate
" Ah," he said at length, " I begin to
by the values of inductance and
see now; but then," he objected, as " All I know
capacity.
about
resonance
he turned it over in his mind, " if I you mustn't leave
is that
a synchronous What Resonance
were to connect a tiddley condenser motor
Really Is
to a line when the
like we use in wireless across my power connected
"By itself, this effect would soon
is cut off."
mains. it wouldn't make any differdie away, but if the frequency at
It was Amp's turn to look
ence at all."
aston- which these
ished."
discharges take
happens to correspond with theplace
"I think you had better
Importance of Frequency
freexplain quency of the supply
that, Mr. Plarz," broke in Megohm
current, then,
Megohm looked at Amp. " Well, gently.
instead of dying away, the effect
" Our young friend here
my boy," he said, "what do you say
just discovered something he has builds up and we obtain very large
to that?"
does voltages in the
" Oh," exclaimed Amp, cheerfully, not know."
system. That is what
"You bet, it's all Greek to me," is known as resonance."
" that's because of the frequency."
" You mean when the natural
" And there you are, Mr. Plarz," said Amp cheerfully, ignoring the
frequency of the system coincides with
Professor's thrust.
(Continued on page 274)
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-AND THE CHEAPEST
WAY, TOO,
guaranteeing utmost satisfaction.

Just look at the prices belowmade possible by reason of the
biggest valve output in the world.
Radio without Dario can never be
radio at its best.
SUPERLATIVE FINISH-LOWEST CONSUMPTION
TWO VOLTS

.05P.
Ge1PurD:se,
.,.06amp.
R.

er-Power,

FOU R VOLTS
Gen
.05e

.

: ..5/6
5/6

Pu

,

Super -Power, .1 amp
Super H.F.
F&
.0.
.1 amp
Pentodi on, .15 amp.

SuperR

Pentodion, .15 amp.

l

2/116

516

7/6

.

7/6
21/..

From your dealer or direct :

IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.
Dept. B.

538, High Road,
Leytonstone,
E.11.
. BROWN, LTD Western Avenue, North Acton, London, W .3.

(W 7268
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Half Hours with the Professor (Continued)
the supply system," said Mr. Plarz. denser, doesn't it, the earth being
" That is quite in my line; I mean, I one and the aerial being the other? "
can understand that."
Megohm nodded.

Japan's
Pirate
Listeners

"Well," said Megohm, " the circuit
"Well, Mr. Plarz says that you
THE radio broadcasting stations
you have here is exactly the same put up your condenser and then you
in Japan, especially JOAK, in
arrangement, but the supply fre- proceed to short-circuit it by conquency here is that of the energy necting it to earth. I mean, here are Tokio, and JOBK, in Osaka, are surreceived on the aerial, which is one the two plates of the condenser (draw- prised at the imposing number of
unlicensed listeners -in.
million per second, and the induc- ing the diagram shown in Fig.
3) and
The Tokio and Osaka broadcasttance and capacity values are very here we connect it to earth-oh-of
ing stations roughly estimate the
much smaller than you ever deal with course, how stupid of me."
in your work in order to resonate at
number of these " freebooters of the
Megohm watched the boy with a air" to be about
this extremely high frequency."
150,000 and 6o,000
" What's the matter now ? " respectively.
" Then you actually want reson- twinkle.
It is considered that
he queried.
ance, do you ? "
" Well, 'tisn't short-circuited at all, these "fee dodgers" throughout the
it's simply connected through the country will amount to more than
Building Up Voltage
500,000. The control of these

" Certainly. The energy received is
so very small that we must make use
of resonance to build up the voltage
to a measurable amount. We deliberately encourage resonance in a wireless circuit by making the resistance
of the circuit as low as possible so
that the voltage built up on the circuit at resonance is many hundreds
of times greater than the supply
voltage originally received.

inductance, isn't it ? "
Megohm again nodded. " What you
have there is an exactly similar circuit to the original oscillatory circuit
which we discussed. In this case,
however, the voltage instead of being
induced by a transformer action

persons

is the problem that is taxing the

brains of each station's officials.
The JOBK station has for some time
been making every effort to discover
the unlicensed listeners-in, and persuade them to be officially enrolled.
from one coil to another actually As the result of this, a radica 1
appears in the form of a charge on the increase of filing applications has
been seen recently and about 400
condenser.
" The condenser, being of an ele- applications daily pour in 700 offices
vated nature, collects energy from in charge of receiving them in Osaka.
" This voltage we apply to our the wireless
Thus the total number of the
waves and is therefore
amplifying or detecting arrange- being continually
listeners -in of the JOBK up to Sepcharged and dis- tember amounted
ment. Here you see we apply the charged by the wireless
to more than
waves them- i8,000.
voltage developed across the con- selves. This is the voltage
JOBK is now expecting
which
is
denser to the grid and filament of a produced in the circuit,
that the number will amount to
and if we tune
valve, which is only a sensitive relay the arrangement
150,000 by the end of this autumn.
to
resonance
we
receiving energy at one end and pay- shall obtain,
It is alleged, in some quarters, that
as
we
have
seen,
a the way the
ing out a greatly increased quantity
relatively large voltage."
-broadcasting stations try
of energy at the other end."
to discover the unlicensed listeners -in
"
What
sort
of
voltages do we get, is too strict,
" Well," said the wireman, " I
or rather intruding.
must admit that the whole thing then, in practice ? "
These people declare that the inspecseems rather simpler if you look at it Signal Strength
tors attached to the stations intrude
from 2L0
in that light. It never occurred to
into many a home without notice to
" The signal strength from 2L0
me that it was the same sort of thing
at
investigate
if it has a radio set witha distance of about six miles on an
as ordinary electrical practice."
out a licence.
average
loo
-ft.
aerial
is
" That is quite a common fallacy. of 5o millivolts.
of the order
The reason of this, it is said, is
This may be ampli- that
As a matter of fact, the two forms of fied
each station
a hundred times by
engineering are essentially the same,
resonance, so agement money"gives some "encourthat
the
actual
to 'the inspectors
voltage applied to the
the only difference being in the frewhen
they
discover
grid
of
the
first
an unlicensed
valve is of the order listener -in, and
quency. Effects which are utterly
of
half
a
volt."
naturally
they become
negligible at power frequencies beNeither of the visitors spoke for over zealous.
come of great importance in radio
In this connection, Director Hiroe,
frequencies and vice versa. And some time, thinking over all that had of JOBK, has
the following to
now," he continued, turning to Amp, been said. Finally Amp said, " Well, say : " We are astounded
Professor, thanks most awfully for
at the large
"I imagine you will be able to put this
number of unlicensed
talk. I thought I
your friend right on any further
knew quite a present, our way of listeners -in. At
lot about wireless 'until this
controlling them
problems which arise."
man here started asking megentle- is quite reasonable, I think. If, how"Yes, I expect so, Professor," was tions."
ques- ever, an inspector
resorts to some
the reply, "but, oh," he broke off,
"
I
expect," answered Megohm, unreasonable act, we will not be slow
" there is one point, though, I was
to take the proper measure.
" that his questions will
going to tell you about before."
teach you
" The ' encouragement
more
about
wireless
" What is that ? "
money' in
than anything I
" Well, the aerial we use for receiv- have been able to tell you yet. So question, though it is criticised in
ing makes up two plates of a con- run away and get him to question some quarters, cannot be helped. We
pay it simply because it promotes
you some more."
business efficiency."
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Make certain
of your set's success
Build it with

Lotus Components
Every Lotus Component you use is to
be depended upon as a sound, well constructed unit, for it has been made from
the best available materials and by careful British workmen, and has been
examined and tested thoroughly before
it comes to you. Your usual dealer sells
Lotus Components.

Lotus Buoyancy Valve Holders, Anti -Micro phonic, 1/3; Lotus Variable Condensers from
5/- ; Lotus Vernier Dial, 419 ; Lotus Drum

Dials, Remote Controls, Jacks, Switches,
Plugs, etc.

BLUE "'POT
66K UNIT 25
Here is the wonderful loud -speaker unit that gives
such amazing results.
It is a completely discharged 4 -pole magnet with
adjustable reed and is capable of handling
any output without any trace of distortion.

Why not make-up a speaker of your own using
are given with each unit. Obtainable at 2/
all leading wireless retailers.
Price

`the famous Blue Spot 66K Unit. Full instructions

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED
204-6, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales:

-H. C. RAWSON (SHEFFIELD & LONDON) LTD., 100, LONDON
ROAD, SHEFFIELD: 1H5, PRINCESS STREET, MANCHESTER.
' Ideal Blue Spot Cott(' Speakers are sold under full protection of the patents

maned by Standard Telephones and Cables and the Hopkins and Lekiophone
Corporations_

Lotus Dual Wave Coils,
15/-,
16/6,
21I-.
Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Broadgreen Rd., Liverpool
Caution.
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BIWA IDCAST MUSIC
0 F THE Reviewed
MONTH
by STUDIUS

Leonard
Gowings

to broadcast from Marconi House.
Then Paul Raffman, a new -corner to
wireless concerts, but the leader of a
very picked body of players.
One would like to draw attention
also to the excellent performances of
Callender's Band, a group of amateurs
admirably conducted by Tom Morgan,

AT first sight, the
high -brows would

be said to have had
all their own way
this month, from
February r when

who has had a long professional
experience, and .who adjudicated for
the Brass Band Contest, Nov. 20.

the National Sym-

World-famous Artists as Soloists
This month has seen the appear-

phony Concert at
Queens Hall was
mainly devoted to
Berlioz' work The Damnation of
Faust, conducted by Sir Hamilton

ance of world-famous artists, as
Jeanne Chevreau, soloists. The B.B.C. is certainly doing
harpist of the one piece of good work, and that is to
B.N.O.C. (above)

Harty with his Halle Orchestra.

and not one for merely fiddling at

Cast Above Reproach
The names of the cast, however,
were above reproach, for they in-

dances.

In the hands of such masters as
Albert Sammons, Emilio Colombo,
Louis Godowski, and a few others,

cluded Lilian Stiles Allen, Tudor
Davies, Harold Williams, and Herbert Simmonds. As compared with
the music of Gounod's Faust there

is nothing to be said, but the music

convince the general public that the
violin is a melody making instrument

the pure singing quality of tone raises

it to be King of Instruments.
Albert Sammons, besides
being a noted soloist, was
the founder -leader of
the London String Quar-

Juliette

of Berlioz is at times impressive, and
McLean,
soprano
given adequate orchestral and choral
interpretation, makes interesting
hearing.
The concerts on February 15 and
February 23 announced as conducVery welcome Norman
tors Albert Wolff, Director of the to the great body Franklin,
Opera Comique and the Lamoureux of listeners have pianist

Concert of Paris, and Sir Henry
Wood. A great feature of the

first -

named programme was the inclusion
of Delius' pianoforte Concerto in G,
with Katherine Goodson as solo
pianist, and the famous Prelude to
Act 2 of The Wreckers (Ethel Smyth).

been

and

tet, one of the earliest
and most noted of all
chamber music players.
Godowski from a " child

prodigy " has attained
rank as soloist, on the

the bands

(Continued on page 278)

orchestras

giving us a little
lighter fare.
The arrangement of the dance
orchestras
has

given us substiNo Cause for Complaint
tutes for the famous Savoy Hotel
An equally famous pianist an- orchestra-many other
equally wellnounced for 5GB on February
23

known bodies of players.
was Johanne Stockmarr in the PianoNaturally, the orchestra under
forte Concerto No. 2 of Brahms. Emilio Colombo
at the Hotel Victoria
With the Halle Concert also relayed comes first to mind,
with those of
to 5GB on February 14, performing Moschetto, Albert
mhe Flying Dutchman, and the per- Tapponnier, Ciro's Sandler, Rene
formance of an abundance of Cham- Players, Abe Lyman,Club, Piccadilly
Jay Whidden,
ber music, lovers of the classics have Jack Hylton, and
Marius
B. Winter,
had no cause for complaint.
the last, one of the first dance bands
276

Muriel
Childe,
mezzosoprano
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Miles ahead

exactly to

Because it can be relied

on to give really good results under all conditions
this R. I. and Varley General Purpose Transformer
is one of the most popular
in this country to -day. It

Mr. W. James'
specification
Whiteley Boneham & Co., Ltd.,
are the sole makers of Mr. James'
Moving -coil
remarkable new
Loud -speaker, specially designed
for " Wireless Magazine." The
aluminium moving coil incorpor-

ated in " The Lodestone "

is

far and away the best

transformer at its price. It

costs only 15/-, yet it ensures practically uniform

amplification at all audible
frequencies.

is a

novel feature in Loud -speaker design that needs wonderfully careful manufacture. Another notable

feature is the very low current
I. and Varley
consumption of 0.5 Amp. The R.
General Purpose
Lodestone is sold as a kit of Transformer

parts for £4 : 4 : o, and can be
assembled with perfect ease by

151-

anyone.

Demonstrations given daily at
21, Bartlett's Buildings, Holborn.
Circus, E.C.t. Literature from here
or Nottingham Road, Mansfield,
Notts.

WHITELEY BONEHAM & Co. Ltd.,
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

arley

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

Kingsway House, 103 ingsway, London,
Telephone ; Holborn 5303.
1,77
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Broadcast Music of the Month

(Continued)

tcr, Seth Lancaster, a clever provin- as Dora Labbette and Ben
Davies.
cial soloist, while of more unusual
Many other artists have been heard
instruments, the harpsichord was to advantage, including
Dorothy

recently by Mdme. Wanda King, a capital soprano
Colleen
and the harp by Clifford, the well-known
actress
and
Jeanne Chevreau, the harpist of the singer; Mildred Forster,
Alice
Fettes,
B.N.O.C. and a noted Parisienne a soprano and member of
the Radio
player.
Players and Station Choir at AberIn the vocal art, of course, the deen, Muriel Childes,
number of singers becomes legion. Doris Price, Juliette a mezzo-soprano,
McLean, also a
Doris Sylvia For choice one must member of the Aberdeen Radio
Price, of the distinguish the op - Players, Jenny Wynne, and John
plave V

Paul
Raffman,
conductor

t, of his own
orchestra

;

Landowska,

eratic singers, for Rorke, a fine baritone.
their delivery and music, the, Harmonic For concerted
Singers have
diction make them featured well.
ideal broadcasters.
This month, lis- Variety Features
teners have been
This is probably the most popular
fortunate, for they item of each
programme, and apart
have had oppor- from the preponderance
of syncotunities not only of pated work, the
hearing the two been fairly diverse. programmes have
great English op- is the relay from theA popular feature
eratic companies, halls, the Alhambra two big variety
the B.N.O.C. and with the addition of and Palladium,
the Coliseum.
the Carl Rosa ComOn the personal side, at the studio
pany; while on the Roosters
are always sure of a
welcome, and their appearance this
month came from Kingsway Hall on
TELL
YOUR
FRIENDS
March
they had the support
ABOUT THE
of
CLIPPER
Alice Lilley, Allan Brown,
Grace Ivell and Vivian Worth, with
TWO-FULLY DESCRIBED
Barrington Hooper as vocalist.
ON PAGE 211
Artists of the month have included
AT
Norah Blaney and Ronald Frankau,
tour at Bradford and
Mario di Pietro, Wish Wynne, Dora
Glasgow, but also the
!Vaughan and Walter Fehl,
with
singers themselves
Herman Darewski for a
in the studio and
special programme.
concert hall.
Cardiff station

classical platform, making
a welcome re -appearance
at Wigmore Hall late last
month, as well as broad-

casting again on the
ith. His tone is full

and warm, possessing
a singing quality that
makes his playing of
especial value over
the ether;
Some excellent work also has Leen
heard from Frank Cantrell, the
leader and deputy conductor of the
Birmingham orchestra ; Wynn Reeves,
Kneale Kelley, Maud Gold, one of
the few violinists whose playing

records well, as witnessed by her
Brunswick records Harold Fairhurst, Pierre Fol and David Wise.
;

Pianoforte Exponents
The

piano,

often

termed

the

SSA

1.112111111SIOIMIN

With a

"national instrument of Britain,"
Helen
Ogilvie
has had its fair share of exponents. played
the
part
of
The big names which literally jump Marguerite in the
to notice are Solomon, Pouishnoff, first relay of the
Arthur Rubinstein, the last one of
the first of the classical pianists to Carl Rosa Company
some months ago,

introduce the works of the American and is heard again
composer MacDowell, Irene Scharrer, in various roles
Johanne Stockmarr and Katherine during the tour.
Goodson, while others include Una
Baker is
Truman, Norman Franklin, a clever George
another
wellyoung Bournemouth soloist, and known operatic
Angus Morrison, also an early broad- and concert hall
caster.
vocalist.
Very popular broadcasters
Pianist and Composer, Too
are
Leonard
one of our finest
For lighter work at the piano of tenors,Gowings,
Fear, Rosa Alba,
mention must be made of Toni who madeArthur
her first appearance
Farrell, who is also the composer of
in
England at a Promenade Concert at
many well-known songs.
Queens Hall. The special
The 'cello has had clever exponents
concert
in the hands of Carl Fuchs of Manches- at Newcastle City Hall on March 9
engaged the services of such artists
278

few

judicious

" cuts " made in the list of

heavy plays and operas,

even despite a plethora of
talks, there is much
improvement shown.
Colleen

Clifford,
commedienne

Dorothy
King,
soprano
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SUPER

BUILD IT YOURSELF

THE GRAMOPHONE THAT GIVES THE
PARTICULAR TONE YOU DESIRE
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VALUE
TRANSFORMER

Thousands of satisfied listeners who use Weilo, will tell
you that now it is no longer necessary to pay high prices
1

to secure that perfect design and quality essential to
good transformer performance. Specify Weilo and
obtain one of the finest all round jobs on the market.
Weilo is built by Transformer Specialists and guaranteed

two years and gives a remarkable purity of maximum
amplification. Tested and approved by the greatest expert of all-the listening public ! Send for yours now and
really transform your reception. Hundreds of testimonials.

WEILO
4- POWER

Complete kit with blueprint and full instructions, price

L6

6

TRANSFORMERS
Model 10

o

Mode 3

11/6 8/6

Write for Leaflet No. 1

Supplied in Ratios
1-1, 3-1, 4-1, 5-1.

THE ALESTRIAN

21-1

Supplied

Ratio.

la

3-1, 4-1, 5-1

.'end for vitally interesting and
useful Radio catalogue of com-

plete range of W. S. E. and
Weil° Components free. Stocked
by Harrods and most good

GRAMOPHONE COMPANY
Stour Road, Old Ford, London, E.3

dealers. Obtainable by post direct.

S . W. LEWIS & Co., Ltd.

Telephone: East 6266

Dept. W.M.
39 Victoria St., London, S.W.1

PORTABLE Ik or,

CABINETS

IULTOGRAPH
4

The
Wireless

DUBILIER
MIDGET CONDENSER
A

Picture

variable

mounting. Especially

appropriate for use

as a reaction condenser, it can also serve

2 .30 p.m.,

in our

0'

small

condenser for panel

Receiver
'=/iai
demonstrated every
day, 2 -

when a neutralising
condenser for panel

window.

Details on
request.

mounting is required.
If unobtainable from your

dealer write direct to
Beautifully covered n leatherette. Choice of six colours, antique, dark
claret, black, blue, brown, green. Complete with inside chassis for aerial
and set, carriage extra. Outside size, 17 in. high. 9 in. wide, 141 in. length.

IlICISW1110 TMDI MM.

SUITABLE FOR MULLARD MASTER FIVE
Linen diaphragm loud -speaker parts.

DUBILIER FOR

ALL COMPONENTS ABOVE £5 SUPPLIED ON GRADUAL PAYMENT
£1

DEPOSIT

9/

DUBILIEP
CONDENSERS

Including woodwork, linen, dope,

fixing screws, screwed rod, brackets, 66k Blue Spot unit, E2
-12-9
reed adaptor and nut
.
'YSTEM

us

giving his name and address

DURABILITY

PER MONTH FOR TEN MONTHS

Write for full particulars.

WILL DAY, Ltd.,

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser CO.

(1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, N. Acton, London, W.3

(THE BEST IN THE WEST)

19, Lisle Street, Leicester Square, London, W.C.2
Telephones (2 lines): Regent 0921 and 0922. 'I elegram, Titles, II estrand, London

Ci) 179
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N TUNE \MTH TH ETRAIDE!
FETTER LANE'S Review of Catalogues and Pamphlets

Pentones Please!

There are circuits of loud -speaker
HAVING now learned to call output and valve push-pull arrangeMullard five -electrode valves ments, battery -value recommenda"Pentones" and not "pentodes," I tions, valve curves which tell the
turned kindly to a new folder which whole story in a nut shell, and a
deals with the latest addition to the wealth of good advice on loud-

Milliard range, the PM26.
This is the six -volt Pentone, which,
according to the figures ,given, shows
a marked dislike for "juice" in any
shape or form. Par example, it needs -

the fun of translating from French,

and so on, an all -English leaflet (No.
28) can be had for the asking.
The chief claim of Atlas battery
eliminators is keine bewegliche teile
and keine flussigkeiten vorhanden
speaker reproduction.
sind (I beg your pardon ; "no moving
Finally, realising that batteries are parts, no liquids"), and the
range of
rather an expensive proposition in models, both for courant continu
and
the case of some large H.T.-con- courant alternatif, is comprehensive.
sumption sets, the booklet gives full

19

only 15o volts H.T., and eats up details of Osram rectifying valves, Lotus Look at This !

only .17 ampere at 6 volts. A reason- suitable for getting H.T. from A.C.
able fellow in its demands, and its mains.

creators are the Mullard Wireless

Service Co., Ltd., of Nightingale
Lane, S.W. 12.
16

Unconventional H.T.
COLUMBIA is certainly an unusual

H.T., and it seems to me that

there is a great deal in the argument

put forward by the makers of the
Layerbilt battery, namely, that for
many purposes it is better to arrange
the battery
horizontal
layers, rather than the usual cylindrical cells.

The Layerbilt range of Columbias
is made up in this way, while other

congratulated on their effort to help through an illustrated folder from the
the constructive amateur, for a goodly Lotus people, dealing 'with the Lotus
proportion of the 2,600,000 -odd remote -control, and it is worth

listeners would appreciate and benefit looking at.
by further advice, such as is conWithout going into technicalities, I
tained in this booklet.
am moved to recommend remote
control, because I am very convinced
by the simplicity of the way in which
" We .Speak . . . "
the Lotus control is carried out.
ON pane francais, mann sprecht
This folder gives a wiring diagram
deutsch, and American under- showing how any typical
stood ! Excuse the trilingual ver- remote -controlled from set can be
any number
bosity, but I am moved to it by a of rooms, and it is certainly
folder in a fearsome assortment of difficult to arrange the controlno more
wiring
Continental tongues, from H. Clarke than it is to arrange an ordinary
and Co. (Manchester), Ltd., of Atlas extension from room to
room.
Works, Eastnor Street, Old Trafford.
And, as the cost is very moderate, I
The folder, need it

18

batteries in the Columbia gamut have
"internals"of the usual form. But
be said, deals
Columbias do not limit themselves with Atlas battery eliminators, A.C.
to H.T.'s, which is a fact of which I or D.C., and if you want to read about
was not aware until I received a them in your mother tongue, without
folder dealing with all of the A, B, and
C batteries from J. Morris, of 15-19
A NEW SERVICE FOR
Kingsway, W.C.2.
READERS
A is the -U.S. equivalent of L.T.,
As a keen wireless

B is H.T. and C is grid bias, but it

will all be very explicitly explained to
you if you read this folder.
17

Purity and Power, Please
ry-,HE last stage being proverbially
1 worse than the first, the G.E.C.,
to whom we are thankful for Osram
valves, have issued a most helpful
booklet dealing with valves for power

enthusiast you
naturally want to keep abreast
of all the
latest developments and this new
will enable you to do so with thefeature
minimum of trouble.
Here we review the newest booklets
and folders issued by six well-known
firms. If you want copies
of any or all

of them just cut out this coupon and
send it to us. We will see that you get
all the literature you desire.
Just indicate the numbers (seen at
the end of each paragraph) of the catalogues you want below

:-

My name and address

A vast organisation, such as the

Osram booklet.

20

TN the list of components for nearly
A. every
WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

receiver you will find Eelex terminals

featuring either as standard or as
alternatives. Judging by a pamphlet
which I have just had from the Bun hill Row folk, I fail to see any use

to which one or other gadget from the
Eelex range could not be adapted.
The treble -duty terminals with
coloured tops, wander plugs, sockets,
multiple connectors and all the host

indications available for the terminals.
You can get Eelex gadgets from any

Send this coupon

in an unsealed envelope, bearing id. stamp,
Service," WIRELESS to "Catalogue
58/61 Fetter Lane, E.C.4, MAGAZINE,
April

280

Eelex Terminals

" bits and pieces " beloved by
enthusiasts are all " starred."
Get it, because ignorance is not
always bliss, and I myself did not
know the wide range of colours and

amplification with cone and coil -

when I carefully perused this new

cannot see any reason why radio

should be confined to one room.

of

are :-

drive loud -speakers.

G.E.C., should have heaps of helpful
hints at its finger tips, and, expecting
this, I was not a bit disappointed

the poor pun in the

PARDON
heading ! I have been glancing

The folk at Magnet House are to be

wireless shop, but the pamphlet I
have mentioned was sent to me direct
from J. J. Eastick & Sons themselves,
of 118 Bunhill Row, E.C.I.
21
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Little
before
mend

EFFICIENT

t
a

fit

$ ayes

/1P-Ny-7

-y1

EBONITE PANELS

SPECIFIED FOR

Tile;

FOUR
$pend DOMINIONS
(Described in this issue)

CLUE
Xi[TE
simplifies all soldering
FLUXITE is sold in tins,
price 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.

Another use for Fluxite : Hardening Tools
and Case Hardening.
Ask for leaflet on
improved methods.

and for all other popular circuits
GUARANTEED.

SOLDERING
SET Complete

Write for BECOL handbook on Wireless Circuits giving

7/6
or LAMP

general data and illustrations of windings. Price 4d. Post Free.

only

2/6

READY FOR USE.

LOOK FOR TRADE -MARK.

SOLE MAKERS :

11

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO. LTD.

FLUXIT7 LTD

HANWELL, LONDON, W.7

(Dept. _

Rotherh the,

/15

KEEP

"IN TUNE WITH
THE TRADE"
by reading every
month FETTER
LA NE' S review
of catalogues

1/6
BULBS 6d.
EXTRA

and pamphlets,
in

MINIATURE MILLIAMMETEFtS

Handsome and accurate these British -made
Meters are worth ineorrorating in your
"they should be wired in series
Receiver.
with the anode of the last valve. They inchoate distortion, overload-

connection

with which we
offer our readers
a special service

ing and
biassing.
RUBY REFLECTOR
FITTING
Gives a warning signal when

the Set is switched "on."
Use with an L.C. Bulb-this
only consumes .06 amps.

TURN TO PAGE
280 BEFORE
YOU FORGET!

kFB
9/101,

correct grid
PRICE

aw
"mirmomilaw

BASEBOARD SWITCHES

A useful Switch for baseboard
mounting. Can be used for

various purposes and is an
ideal experimenter's component.""terminal connections.

N &CO.,

RsocgkiiST R E ET,
CHANCERY ANEIIILON DON, EC4
TELEPHONE Nos.:

HOLBORN 1072 & 2072

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvT,
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Leaves from A Listener'sLog
QINCE I last contributed to these heard a few words in Italian
on this
pages I have added further
but I could not swear
stations to my log, one of which I wavelength,
to it.
have confirmed as being the new
On the other hand, both Leningrad
Italian transmitter at Turin. At the and Moscow have been
time of writing, I have only been log as stations capable ofentered in my

able to pick up the broadcasts clearly
when Kaiserslautern has been off the.
air, as the latter station comes in at
my home at such great strength that
it swamps the newcomer.

Reminiscent of Milan and Rome
When the Bavarian is silent, Radio

Torino is well heard and possesses
all the characteristics of both Milan
and Rome. So far, from this studio, I

have only picked up a male voicethe staff may not yet be completebut the announcer puts a call over at
frequent intervals " Allo Stazione
Experimentale di Torino," with, now
and again, a French translation.
This 7 -kilowatt transmitter, I am
informed, is the one which had been
:

erected in 1927 at Como for the
period of the Volta Centenary Exhibition, and of which the musical broad-

being picked

up in London on any moderately
favourable night. I should add that

these additions to my list are due to
the fact that I am using a receiver
with two stages of screened-grid H.F.
amplification, and their capture has
only been possible, in view of their
respective wavelength proximity to
Hilversum and the Eiffel Tower,
by the adoption of a small and highly
directional frame aerial.
Leningrad, for your guidance, puts

In these notes JAY COOTE
discusses developments in
Italy, Russia, Luxembourg,

Belgium, France and Ice.
land ! He discusses his

logging of new stations and
explains what transmissions

casts had been well received in the
you can expect to pick up
British Isles. Its new site is on the
on your own receiver
top of the Torre dell 'Eremo, a hill
two thousand feet high, which
dominates the Italian city.
out excellent musical concerts, and
The studios are at Turin, and by apparently possesses a studio
of welllandlines are connected to most of balanced acoustic properties.
the theatres, including the well- many nights, also, I have listened On
to
known Teatro Regio, in which oper- this station when it has
relayed
atic performances are given nightly. operatic performances

When You Can Hear It
Possibly, by the time these notes
are in print, the.station will have been

formally opened and added to the
Italian broadcasting system, but in
any case in the meantime you should
be able to pick it up between 4.45
and 6 p.m., or between 8.25 and
If p.m. G.M.T. on a wavelength of
275.2 metres; if not found immediately, search around that wavelength,
for some of the French transmitters
have jumped into unauthorised positions and may be a cause of interference.

o

Although it is definitely stated that

Genoa has been regularly testing on
387 metres, I have failed to find any
trace of it. On one or two occasions
when pottering wound, I thought I

is

an abbreviation of Kommunist

International, and is a term applied
to a number of official Soviet stations

and not limited to the Moscow high power transmitter. In the same way,
Narkompotschtel, as the designation
of the long -wave Kharkov station,
merely indicates that it is a P.T.T.
transmitter, and does not refer to
the district.

Radio Luxembourg
Whether or not at some favourable

moment you will capture Radio
Luxembourg is a matter for conjecture. It is but a small station

privately owned by a group of dealers
in wireless apparatus in the capital

of the Grand Duchy, and can only
afford to broadcast three entertain

ments weekly.
Although by the Plan de Bruxelles

a wavelength of 220.6 metres was
allotted to it, Radio Luxembourg
decided that 1,200 metres suited it
better, and without thanking the
authorities for their kind consideration, it has broadcast on the higher
wavelength ever since.

It might be worth your while to
and 4 p.m., and on Tuesdays and

try for it on Sundays between midday

Thursdays between 9 and II p.m.
G.M.T. The call " Ici Radio Luxembourg" is given out both in French
from an out- and German, a dialect of the latter
side theatre, and have been struck language being largely used in that
with the quality of both voices and little country.
orchestra.
Moscow has given me less satisfaction inasmuch as although I have Activities in Belgium
tuned in at various times, I seem to
Two more little broadcasters have
have struck interminable talks, of
sprung
up in Belgium, with a view
which, I need hardly say, I do not
to
filling
a gap until the new high understand a word !
But I have heard the Kremlin power dual -wave transmitter is
erected in the neighbourhood of
Bells, and although I
did not Louvain.
Radio Arlon, situated in
recognise the strains of the Interthe
capital
of the Belgian Prcvince of
national, I put it down to the fact
that much of the interference was Luxembourg, is but a 1/4 kilowatter,
due to street noises from the famous and transmits at irregular times on a
square which the Spassky Tower wavelength of 312 metres, a particudominates. The relay of the carillon larly congested po: ition.
The second newcomer is in reality
appears to be a regular feature; if
you wish to hear it, tune in just before a revivalist, namely, Radio Wallonie,
situated at Liege; it has arbitrarily
9.55 p.m. G.M.T.
References are frequently made to thrust itself on 28o metres. Short
musical transmissions are given at
Moscow Komintern and it may be
interesting to know that this word 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. on Sundays, at
(Continued on. page 284)
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Beautiful
Homes
Add to the efficiency of your
Radio the fine beauty of the

RADIOLA, and you have
a combination hard to beat.
Up to date ! Stylish ! Modern ! The admiration of
all

Four Model,"
see January issue (back removed). For the "LODESTONE"-also any Mov-

ing -coil or Cone Speakers.
Baffle Board and removable
back fitted. Takes heaviest
batteries.

and Ericsson Phones

A fine Cabinet that will not

make a wonderful combination"

than the piano or the gramophone.
Used by. Radio
Press, Percy Harris, W.
James, etc.

" I've tried lots of short-wave sets and headphones, but a finer partnership than the
" CLIPPER TWO " and Ericsson Supersensitives
I never had.

!

fail you; an instrument for
music and entertainment at
a touch ! More often used

"Binowave

"The 'CLIPPER TWO'

Just slide

it

in-a

" Between them they pull in an astounding
few

seconds-nothing to touch.
Holes for all leads. Pickett's will adjust cabinet to

your own set-free.

"RADIOLA"

number of stations."

Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones are found in
every true short-wave worker's den, on the radio
society's bench, in the B.B.C. studios. Need we
say more? Their tone on ordinary broadcasting
is

wonderfully pure-the response to

all tonal

frequencies is amazing.

FULFILS YOUR EVERY NEED!

If you want your Wireless trouble -free.
If you want to rebuild or add improvements.
If you want to combine the Gramophone or
Speaker.
If you want to keep batteries and equipment

They consist of two aluminium -cased double -

If you want to have a fine drawing -room

prevent short circuits). Adopted in 1909 as
standard by the Admiralty and the R.A.F. in 1917.

watch -pattern

pole

receivers

with

a

double

" Duralumin " headband, with 6 feet 2 -way best
quality flexible cord. All terminals enclosed (to

dust -free.
Receiver.

OVER 3,000 DELIGHTED
USERS!

Three

The "RADIOLA" is sent ON APPROVAL
from the actual makers, who take all risks
and GUARANTEE satisfaction or money
refunded.
" RADIOLA "

resistances

One 1

(120, 2,000, 4,000) Price

DE LUXE MODEL "A."

Highest -grade Oak or Mahogany. hand french -polished. De

At all good dealers or direct:

Popular, from £3 15.
(Prices according to size and finish)

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, Ltd.,

Luxe, from £5 5 to £11

67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.

Write for further particulars and photos,
and let us help you !

PIC
Wireless
WORKS

f'1 Cabinets

PHONE '
BEXLEY HEATH 194

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

BEXLEY H EATH

NEAR LONDON

Aninememiniassi
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Leaves from a Listener's Log
7.3o p.m. on Tuesdays, Wednesdays,

musicians and second-rate artists.
Thursdays, and Fridays; Mondays
Gramophone records, I notice, are
and Saturdays being days of rest.
used much more on the Continent to
fill a gap in a programme than is the
For our lunch-time music-why custom in this country, and it strikes
should not we do the thing in style ? me that by so doing the foreign
-through the kindness of the B.B.C. stations greatly increase the interest
we are taken over to various London of their radio entertainments.
restaurants almost daily. It would
Personally, if there are a few
not be fair to mention names, but on
minutes
to spare, I prefer to hear
certain days I do not avail myself of something played by one of the big
the invitation ; on others I do, for,
symphony orchestras than to listen
as you may have noticed for yourselves, to the tinkle of a piano followed
by
there are such things as poor orches- the bashful announcement

to the
tras, and if these are playing to a effect that "I have just
played
you
noisy background of diners and the Watrotski's variations
on the Maiden's
clatter of plates and dishes the com- Prayer," or words to that
effect. In
bination is not a pleasing one.
some instances I have noticed that
THE FIRST SCHOOL FOR RADIO ARTISTS

(Continued)

From the mass of correspondence
received by the station it was clearly
demonstrated that the listeners actually noticed a difference between the
artist's personal transmission and

that of the record, although, as a
matter of fact, the consensus of
opinion proved that the difference in
quality was but a small one.

Unable to Discriminate
In the final test made, the announcer did not give out which of the two
broadcasts was being made; curiously
enough, correspondence referring to
this particular item showed that in
most instances the listeners were unable to discriminate.
Generally speaking, the studio
arrived at the conclusion that direct
transmission through the microphone

was of better quality and of richer
tone, in a studio possessing good

acoustic properties, if accompanied
by a selected orchestra, but, on the

other hand, the registered voice,
always recorded in favourable cir-

cumstances, showed to advantage in
comparison with an identical broadcast by the same singer in a small
and perhaps unfavourable studio in
which the accompaniment was effected by a strictly limited number of
musicians.

Although one hears but little of
I am assured that the
Reykjavik station broadcasts merrily
every night- It is doubtful whether
listeners situated in any part of the
Iceland,

Franz Adam, the artistic director of the Munich
station, has opened
school for broadcast singers, reciters and

Now, on these occasions I invariably turn to the Continent for the

midday transmissions, sometimes to
Radio Paris or Eiffel Tower, but much
more frequently to Hilversum, from

a

British Isles other than Northern
Scotland and Ireland would be succesFafter a statement that " I will now ful in picking up these transmissions.
play you
" both voice and music Moreover, the station works on alhave faded into oblivion to make way most the same wavelength as Naples,
for a talk or local announcements, a fact which, in view of the strength
"if any." Now, this is where the of the latter, might prevent
its
gramophone record scores.
reception.
dramatists

which, by experience I find I can
always get an enjoyable hour. The
studio does not make it a regular
Radio Toulouse recently carried Icelandic Standard Time
rule to broadcast a concert trio, but
On the other hand, a correspondent
very judiciously alternates these out an interesting experiment and informs me that
on a recent night
one which could very well be copied
programmes with a transmission of in this
when the Italian appeared to be
country.
On
a
certain
picked gramophone records, which, evening when the
working on just under 33o metres he
studio was in
to my mind, are always

welcome.
of a full orchestra of some distinctly picked up the call : " Allo !
I think you will agree with me possession
fifty-four musicians, as well as a noted Reykjavik" (pronounced " Ray-keythat good quality canned

music as
executed by well-known orchestras
or dance bands or the now almost
perfect reproduction of the human
voice are both more satisfactory than
the feebler attempts of mediocre

operatic soprano from Paris, the ahveek ").
At the moment the
announcer was struck with the bright station was closing down. This was
followed by nine strokes on a gong,
idea of broadcasting
gramophone
records registered by this particular and as his watch pointed to 10.3o
singer some few weeks before the p.m. he took it that Icelandic Standard Time was x hr. behind us.
concert.
JAY COOTE.
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STANDARD
CLAROSTAT

\

1

The Standard ClarOstat is a variable
resistance of UNIVERSAL RANGE,
practically zero to approximately
5 megohms. It will carry quite

I'!I,i
,

.

1\

.

r' '' 41 gilyffix,

17

This 28 PAGE

so

ELI
clesc

- and (getting the
BEST our OF RADIO

cheaper price), variable anode feed resistance (thus obviating the necessity of buying many resistors to find the one, and one only, which will be
suitable !), etc., etc.

WITH THE

There are all kinds of other special types of ClarOstats, too, such as
the DUPLEX (two -in -one), variable GRID LEAK (essential in short wavers), and the TABLE -TYPE (a distant control for volume and/or

FREE AT YOUR DEALER

OR POST. FREE FROM

CO* '

J,rr I 61 L. L,

6.

therefore extremely useful in
battery eliminators for varying
voltages. If your present eliminator
is

throttle control of reaction, adjustment of screen -grid voltage, as a
volume control (although there is a special model for this purpose at a

"ELIMINATORS"

CLAROSTAT
Gt

large currents in milliamperes, and

10/6

altering the wiring, to give one or more variable tappings.
The ClarOstat has also innumerable other uses in radio receivers, such as

all about D.C.CA.C.

Is

VOLUME
CONTROL
TYPE

has fixed tappings, this component can be added externally, withou.

WONDER BOOKLET

Even as

Made.

Micrometer
Adjustment.

erreR .C.

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.

(.....n.OLDHALL ST., LIVERPOOL

ii/e6aztot-

" tone ").

All described in our thoroughly interesting FREE LITERATURE.

SPECIFIED IN THIS ISSUE!
" DYNAMIC 3 "

" DOMINIONS 4 "

r Standard @ 10/6
SHOW THIS AD. TO YOUR DEALER AND HE WILL GET
Volume Control @ 8/6

THEM FOR YOU PROMPTLY. LARGE STOCKS. NO WAITING.

Advertisement of CLAUDE LYONS, LTD., 76 OLDHALL STREET, LIVERPOOL.

FINSTON 44 () " COILS

TO HOME

are a very efficient type of coil with a dual wavelength
covering 250/2,000 metres. Made to J. H. Reyner's
specification and officially approved. With Finston

CONSTRUCTORS!

BUILD THE

coils you are guaranteed the best possible results.

PEERLESS

BINOWAVE COILS

"RESONIC 2"

Made to specification and specially designed for circuits
employing Screened Grid Valves.

No drilling.
No soldering.

A change -over switch is embodied which gives you
imme,dately either Short- or Long -wave reception.
The coils are mounted on a base and have terminals

Regd. No, 456002

at side for connections.

Price complete 25/- per set.

COILS FOR THE

ALL BRITAIN THREE

Anyone can build this set in 6o minutes. Circuit

IS/.
Q.S.P. 22/-

Q.A

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET (B/A)

STONE MFG. Co., inigg,A E.

All wires
cut and bent.
Just assemble.

allows use of standard valves (1 H.F. and x Power).

1

Blueprint and easily followed Diagram of Coanections included with every set. Cabinet and
full Kit supplied in carton.

ONLY
Obtainable from all Dealers, or
THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO., LTD.

1

444

22 CAMPBELL ROAD, BEDFORD

WIRELESS CABINETS in SOUND QUALITY of WOOD

Highly Polished First-class Cabinet Work
MAKERS OF ALL DESIGNS FOR OLD AND NEW WIRELESS
SETS AS PERIODICALLY ANNOUNCED IN THIS JOURNAL
Special line of closed cabinets totally enclosing Batteries and Accessories

Thousands of satisfied users.

Send for Illustrated Price List

Money returned if quality and workmanship not equal to our guarantee

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH
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By KENNETH
ULLYETT

Loud-sp ethers from

A NewAngle

viated to c.p.s.), and
When you think how
that of a woman's about understand very softlyeasy it is to
whispered

256 c.p.s.

The famous

There are speech, in which the vocal cords do
not act at all, you will see that the

overtones, of course,
just as there are in

Brown HQ
loud -speaker

formations of the cavities of
any musical sound, and mouth, and not the vocal nose and
cords, give
experiments (conducted character to the reproduced

chiefly by the gramophone companies) have shown that these

overtones frequently extend up to

9,000 c.p.s.

speech.

This makes the loud -speaker's job
hard.
A woman's voice is harder to repro-

duce properly than man's, for a
You must take as a basis the fact woman's voice does anot
contain so
that a modern church organ covers

tones as a man's voice, and
the widest range, in practice, the many
therefore demands a less "con-

EVERYONE knows that imagination plays a most important part
in hearing, and even sight is not disconnected with the transmission of
the human voice. For example, it is
possible to understand speech even
if reproduced by a set or loud -speaker
which cuts off all the overtones, and

a deaf mute can read speech very
often by lip movement.

Loud -speaker's Difficult Task
Most people appreciate that loudspeakers have a very difficult task
to reproduce the human voice with
any degree of naturalness, and the

human voice is generally considered
to be the most fitting test of a loud-

speaker.
With the aid simply of a vibrating
cone or diaphragm it has to reproduce
something appreciably like the very
complicated traiismissious of the
vocal cords, the tongue, the lips, the
roof of the mouth and the teeth !

range from the bottom pedal bourdon trast y "
to the highest top F or C of one of membrane.response of the ear's
the flute stops (usually on the swell
manual) being about 16 c.p.s. to " Masking " Effect
4,000 c.p.s. Diapasons, and the piano
What is so frequently forgotten,
and harp tone, are characterised by a
and
I want to take as a standprominent first harmonic, which it is pointwhat
viewing " loud -speakers
important to "get in" in order to from a for
new
make the reproduced sound realistic. " masking " angle," is the so-called
effect, which is in live
This makes the effective range from
conversation one of the ear's faults,
i6 c.p.s. to about 8,000 c.p.s.
and in radio work one of its blessings.
Now compare the voice frequencies.
The masking effect is the result of
An average shows that (without
definite limits) the bass extends from the fact that owing to the shape of the
32 c.p.s. to 130 c.p.s., alto or tenor audibility curve (which I will mention
from 130 c.p.s. to 5,000 c.p.s., and later) the low notes tend to deafen
soprano from i,000 c.p.s. to 4,500 the hearer to the high notes. This
c.p.s. Various overtones widen the becomes more marked as the strength
of both is increased, and means that
range up to about 9,000 c.p.s.
I have checked over these figures when strength is really great the
very carefully with a manufacturer lower tones will be accentuated if the
of records for " talkie " purposes, reproducer has given equal amplificaand they tally in showing what are tion to all tones.
regarded by the technical recorders Over -accentuated
Bass

as being the limits for each type of
voice.

This means that, according to

Before showing just how all this the " masking " theory, a perfect microphone, transmitter, reaffects the loud -speaker I
must

mention a fact or two about the ceiver, and loud -speaker, giving
a very loud final output, will sound
Speech and Mouth Formations " receiving " side-the ear.
unnatural
owing to the over The ear, in ordinary speech, picks
What is so often forgotten is that
accentuated
bass-the
the frequency response range of a up most speech waves as pure vibra- tuation being done over -accentions
caused
by
by the listhe vocal cords.
loud -speaker has very little to do
are known as voiced sounds. tener 's hearing mechanism in the
with the naturalness it will give on These
middle and inner ears.
The unvoiced sounds are those
speech, for speech depends not on a
symAs you know, this is what frebolised
in
the
English language by
modest frequency range but a whole
quently happens in practice. Anode the
letters
f,
k,
p,
t,
s,
and
the
gamut of mouth formations.
com- bend detection,

generous R.C. ampliAs a matter of fact, the pitch of a pounds ch and sh, and th (soft), as in fication
and a moving -coil loudman's voice is something like 128 " thin " and not as in " the." These speaker, the
whole
cycles per second (afterwards a bbre- are all produced without the aid of give an unnatural,working " all out,"
the vocal cords.
boomy effect on
286

(Continued on page z88)
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Yet another proof of

TUNEWELL D UAL COIL
Supremacy

Selected for the

DOMINIONS FOUR

WIRELESS

ACCESSORIES
are specially designed to minimise the possibility of a wrong or accidental connection; and
each individual part is of a standardised size.
An Eye Connector (
specially suitable for

Price Per Coil - - 10/6 each
Price Per Base - - 2/- each
Price Per H.F. Choke 5/9 each

mcometeotriso. ttoo ascalcue:

a short circuit,

sleeve. Each 2d.

Make sure of success and fit T UNE W ELL parts

EELEX T14E

where possible.

Also

DUAL COILS

Red
Red or black

etc

This Pin is specially
su table for making
ection to t er!
connection

Red or

EELEX T14P

etc. Each 21.
black sleeve.

Spade End for immediatenaultiple con-

for

GLOBE DX 2, BROADCAST PICTURE 4,
COSSOR S.G. 3, LISSEN S.G. 3, & THE
CLARION THREE, 10/6 each.
MULLARD MASTER THREE DUAL COILS,
BANTAM THREE COILS, & ORCHESTRAL
FOUR COILS, 7/9 each.
TWO -PIN COILS OF ALL TYPES FROM

nection Nickel -plate 1.
Red2d.
or black slee Jes.
ch

EELEX T14S

Write for the new EELEX Booklet
X67 which gives full details.

1/6 each.

TURNER & CO.,

54 Station Road, New Southgate,

Cono
Spri
n
nector showing methodng
ot using a phone tag in
conjunction with a socket. Spring only costs
Id.
EELEXec;

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
EELEX WORKS, BUNHILL ROW, CHISWELL ST.,
'Phone, Clerkenwell 9282-3A.
LONDON, E.C.1.

N.11
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Loud -speakers from a New Angle (Continued)
speech. Moreover the bass seems so
accentuated as to give an unpleasant
sensation in the throat when an
organist is treading well to the left
of the pedal board !

used as a measure of " received that the ears of most people do give
loudness." This is not always con- a masking effect when the volume
venient, however, and when an heard is great, and the more you

arbitrary " loudness" scale

is re-

experiment with more -or -less perfect

quired units known as "sensation coil -drive job, the more you realise
units " are often employed. A sensa- what stress must be placed on volume
tion unit, as a matter of fact, is control.

Roomy and Indistinct

Moving -coil loud -speakers are not
times the pressure of the
the only apparent offenders in this twenty
sound in dynes, but you won't want Bass Unnaturally Loud
respect, for well -designed cone instru- to bother about that !
Formerly the argument used to be
ments, if used with a large baffle and
I don't like moving -coil speakers,
a reed movement capable of dealing
because they have to be worked at
with a large input, often give what
' open throttle' to give plenty of bass,
we term the " moving -coil tone,"
and that amount of volume is toc
and are boomy and indistinct on
loud for a small room." Now it is
speech.
becoming obvious that if any good
There is, too, a loss of the higher

loud -speaker

notes owing to the masking effect of

is made to give too

largely owing to this loss of brilliance

great volume the bass will be unnaturally loud in proportion to the

many cases where faulty design

will see how great is the need for
instruments which, like the Lodestone

the lower notes, and it is possible

rest of the frequency range.
With this realisation in mind you

by the overtones that some instruments are incorrectly accused of
lacking "attack." True, there are
results in an actual loss of " attack,"
but I believe that an audible illusion
due to the predominance of bass is
sometimes responsible for bad
" attack."

of W. James, when working at a
ICS

as e

.4000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES -PER SEC

How loud -speaker "strength" varies
with frequency

Cure by Volume Control

What is interesting,
It is interesting to see just where that at intensities abovehowever, is
about 20
" masking " starts and finishes, for sensation units sounds
can
obviously a cure can be obtained by and may hurt because of be felt,
their great
volume control, and not by wholesale strength.
Masking is most proscrapping of cone and moving -coil nounced when
this "threshold of
instruments !
A typical audibility curve is shown

pleasing volume for an average room,

give just the right proportion
bass to treble.

of

Importance of Volume Control
The pointer to note is that, when
a good amplifier and loud -speaker are
being used, the volume control knob

is most important. Not only does it
regulate volume, but by varying the

strength of sounds heard by the

listeners, it proportions for their
The curious point about masking defective aural apparatus the amount
is that it is at one and the same time of treble and bass !

feeling" commences.

here and this is plotted between
the co-ordinates of frequency and a boon and a bugbear !
" received loudness."
The curve that with simple reed It means
movements
drops almost in a straight line from and large cone diaphragms
the usual bottom point of about necessary only to increase it is
signal
16 c.p.s. (both lower and upper
strength in order to give an effect of
limits vary, of course, in different plenty
of bass, even
people) to the middle C frequency, brilliance is lost though a little
thereby.
This
has a shallow bend between 256 c.p.s.
accounts for the very natural results
and about 4,00o c.p.s., and then
rises

rapidly to the upper audibility lirhits. obtained with some large-diaphragm
loud-speakers-frequently a naturalWhen Volume Is Super -normal ness excelling, on speech, that evinced
by coil -driven jobs.

It will be seen that masking is
On the other hand it means that
most likely to occur when the volume the most cannot be
is super -normal, and the frequency drives, or, indeed, of made of coil below about r,000 c.p.s.; and in with a straight-line any reproducer
practice, fortunately, masking cuts directly the volumecharacteristic; for
of sound exceeds
off at about middle C.
a certain limit the bass notes, being
You will perhaps want to know

actually at the
what is meant by the co-ordinate of treble notes, same strength as the
the effect to
"received loudness." It is possible, listeners of overgive
-pronounced bass,
obviously, to measure the pressures owing to masking.
of sounds, and these figures can be
The more you prove for yourself
288

BUYING OR BUILDING

A PORTABLE
is a job not to be undertaken
lightly if subsequent disap-

pointment is to be avoided.
Various types of sets meet
different needs, and expert
advice is always of value.
Everything you want to
know about portable develop-

ments will be found in the

next issue of WIRELESS
MAGAZINE, which will con-

tain a complete buyers' guide
and constructional details of

a new set designed by J. H.
Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

Look out for the May
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

on April 24 !
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Make the Melody

LOUDER and CLEARER

Change now to Cossor Valves. They give

you full -toned melody-every note crisp

and clear. Cossor Valves made possible the
wonderful Cossor Melody Maker. Cossor
Valves improve any Receiver. Use them
in yours. Every Radio Dealer sells them.

with

Cossor
A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grote. London, N.S.

VALVES

Have you got your

copy of the COSSOR
Broadcasting Map ?
It shows positions and gives wavelengths and dial readings of 200

European stations. It will double
your radio enjoyment. Write for
it now, enclose 2d. stamp to covet
cost of Postage.

Send at once.
(WI 7287
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FOR

DRUM MAJOR

QUALITY
USE

A QUALITY FOUR-

INCORPORATES

VALVER CONSTRUCTED

SPECIAL

WITH THE

DEVICES AND OUTPUT
FILTER TO PREVENT

BEST

MODERN

HIGH-CLASS
COMPONENTS

THE military

SPECIALLY DESIGNED ,
BUILT AND TESTED
BY THE
!` WIRELESS

STABLISING

MAGAZINE "

" MOTOR -BOATING "

drum

major represents perfection in a particular
branch of musical art; the
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
Drum Major represents
perfection in the reception
of broadcast programmes.

TECH-

NICAL STAFF

valve, a leaky -grid detector, one stage of resistance capacity coupled low -frequency amplification, and one
transformer -coupled stage.

A particular feature of the set is that the first three
stages are provided with "motor -boat" stoppers and a
choke output is used for the last stage. (See the special
article by W. James on page 221.) This means that the

set can be used in conjunction even with the most

Without being particu- inefficient mains supply units.
larly elaborate, the Drum
Major

is

definitely

a

quality" receiver. Advantage has been taken of
some of the most efficient
components to be put on
the market in recent
months, and the result is a
set above the average as

Only Two Plug-in Coils are Required
Those who frequently desire to change from one wave-

band to the other will note with interest that only two
coils are required. A high -frequency choke is used in
the anode circuit of the first valve and the grid circuit
of the detector is tuned.
ReaCtion is obtained on the Hartley system by using
a centre -tapped coil in this position.
No high -frequency
20,000 TO c.50,000 mitts EACH

Hr +,

choke is used in the
anode circuit of the
detector valve, as the
resistance- coupling

far as quality of reproduction is concerned.

unit used incorpor-

Actually the circuit is an

ates a special device

extension of the system
utilised in the Standard -coil
Three and Standard -coil

quency currents

issues

the low -frequency

to stop high - frefrom

Four, published in recent
of

the

WIRELESS

MAGAZINE.

Use of Plug-in Coils
In these receivers a single
double -tapped plug-in coil is

CB -1

CB -1

CB -2

employed for aerial tuning
and neutralisation, the smaller tapped -off por-

tion of the coil being made to balance the high frequency valve capacity in the ordinary way
in conjunction with a neutralising condenser.

For reception on the lower broadcast it

Front view of the Drum Major, a fine
The aerial tuner
is on the left, and the H.F. condenser on
the right
four -valve receiver.
290

into

circuits.
In the case of each

This is the circuit of the Drum Major,
a four-valver with one stage
of H.F., detector, and two
L.F. stages

is possible to use a centre -tapped coil. Instead
of using a No. 6o double -tapped coil for the
25o to 500 -metre band, a No. 75 centre tapped coil could be used satisfactorily. On
the long waves a No. 25o double -tapped
coil should be used, as a No. 25o centre -tapped
coil will not give the required wavelength
range, on some aerials.
The combination used in the Drum Major
is a stage of neutralised high -frequency amplification, using an ordinary three -electrode

passing

(Continued on
page 292)
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RAM()

(-Imulmc
:EWES

ELECTRIC Colt&

SPECIFIED FOR THE

DOMINIONS FOUR
This wonderful receiver demands
a control which is utterly reliable
and deserves a handsome appearance. These features are ensured

by specifying Igranic Vernier Drum

Control. Very silky and positive
in action, it has the usual thumb
control for coarse tuning and a
knob for fine vernier adjustment.
A bulb at back of scale may be
lit from L.T, battery.

17/6

IGRANIC
DRUM CONTROL

IGRANIC
LOK VANE CONDENSERS
Now famous for absolute constancy and low loss characteristics. The vanes are rigidly
spaced and braced by a locking
bar while double self -aligning
bearings secure smooth turning
with no chance of slip.
As illustrated

.0005 mfd.
Twin Gang, [.0005
mfd. each section]

0/6

5 0/ 6

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C° 1,7
149 QUEEN VICTORIA ST., E.C.4

Works : BEDFORD
Apply to your dealer. If he cannot supply you, please write to Dept. J.821.
41111INIIIMINIFIRMINEW
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The Drum Major
The Drum Major complete
and ready for reception

(Continued rom page 290)
appears on page 290, will show how

Full-size blueprint neat is the completed receiver.
available for 9d., Apart from the two rheostats already
post free, until April mentioned,

there are only three
tuning
controls.
coupon on
30.

Use the

page iii of the
The thumb control on the left is
cover
for the aerial -tuning condenser, while

that on the right tunes the detector valve grid circuit. The small knob in
the centre is the reaction control.

Mounting the Variable
Condenser
Looking at the back of the set, it
will be seen that the variable con-

The use of two aerial terminals
allows the connection of the aerial
direct to the tuning coil or to a '0001microfarad series condenser. The latter

densers are mounted to the right pf
their respective drum dials. The
manufacturers intended them to be
the other way round, but in order to
keep the wiring of the tuned circuits
reasonably short, we found it neces-

position is best for long aerials and has the sary to reverse the positions.
This necessitates the use of small
nuts for making the connections, as
of the first three valves the stabilis- porated; this not only gives
increased the terminals supplied would foul the
ing device or. " motor -boat" stopper stability, but prevents the
heavy
effect of giving greater selectivity

takes the form of a high resistance direct current in the power -valve
anode circuit from doing harm to the
For the high -frequency stage a loud -speaker windings.
resistance of about 30,000 to 50,000
All four valves are controlled
ohms is suitable, while for the detec- master rheostat, which is used by a
as an
tor a value of 20,000 ohms should be on -off switch, but in
addition
a
sufficient to stop all traces of insta- separate rheostat is supplied
for the
bility.
high -frequency valve ; this acts primarily as a volume control and also
Use of Good Valves
enables the valve to be switched off
The value of the third resistance, for ease in neutralising.
in series with the primary of the
A glance at the photograph
the
intervalve transformer, depends to front of the Drum Major, of
which
some extent upon the actual valve
used, for the increased efficiency of
IT IS HARD
modern valves (especially in conand a 2-microfarad condenser.

junction with such a good trans-

former as the Brown) tends to set up
" motor -boating" where an old valve
would not.
Readers should note that the

TO BEAT THE

DRUM MAJOR
FOR QUALITY !

presence of "motor -boating" in a
set, unless special precautions have
definitely been taken to overcome it,
is a sign of efficiency rather than of
inefficiency.

High-tension Supply
A common terminal is used foi
supplying high tension to the first
three valves, so it will be seen that

the value of the stopping resistance
to some extent controls the voltage
applied to an individual valve.
In the anode circuit of the power
valve a choke -output filter is incor-

Note the axes of
the two plug-in coils

are at right angles ; this
arrangement minimises the
coupling between them and helps
towards stability

292

dials with the condensers on the
right-hand side.

Efficient Components
It would be a difficult matter t.
pick out more efficient components

than have been utilised in the Drum Major, and those who believe that
the best is always the cheapest in the
long run will find it a most satisfactory four-valver to use.
As regards the actual construction,
little need be said. As is the case with
Continued on page 294)
Another view of the

Drum Major
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Particular attention is called to the specifi-

cation of Ormond Components for the" Drum Major " Receiver ,as indicated in this issue of
" Wireless Magazine." To ensure the best possible results always fit Ormond
Components and enjoy the utmost precision at the lowest price.
THE ORMOND LOGARITHMIC CONDENSER. Designed to meet the demand

for a smaller type of Condenser and to give the greater efficiency where space is limited.
Adaptable for " one -hole fixing " baseboard mounting, or " along panel mounting " for
drum control.
.00025 ..
Capacities :- .00013 .. 7/6

7/6

.0005
.. 8/ .. 7/9
THE ORMOND SLOW MOTION DRUM DIAL. This dial is of very attractive
.00035

appearance, designed for simplicity and ease of attachment. No slip and
no back lash. The control knob moves in the same direction as the dial. PRICE 5/ Leaflets and Booklets on request

The ORMOND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
199-205 Pentonville Rd., King's Cross, London, N.1

Grams
" Ormondengi, Kincross."
Phone : Clerkenwell 9344-6.
Factories : Whiskin Street, and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents : Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., " Phonos House," 2 and 4
Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.

Build your own 1-1.1% Unit
Build your own H.T. Unit and put end to all

the troubles usually experienced with dry
batteries. The " Safe H.T. Unit for D.C.

Mains," described by Mr. W. James on page
233 of this issue will give you an ample supply

of silent, trouble -free H.T. continuously and
without variation. But you must use the
" Parmeko" Chokes specified by the designer.
" Parmeko" Chokes were chosen because of
their high inductance, ample current carrying
capacity and robust reliable construction.

" Parmeko " 5o Henry

Write for full particulars of the above and other
" Parmeko" Products. We are specialists in
Mains Radio Components, and if there is not a
standard component to meet your requirements
we shall be pleased to quote you for any type of
Transformer, Choke, or Rectifying Apparatus.

Smoothing Chokes.
Price 30/- each.

PARTRIDGE L MEE, LTD.,
12 Belvoir Street, LEICESTER
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The Drum Major (Continued from
The Drum Major is a

page 292)

the lower wavelength band, with a
No. 6o centre -tapped coil in the
detector grid circuit.
For the long waves use a No. 200

quality " Set

or 25o double -tapped coil in the aerial
position and a No. zoo centre -tapped
coil in the second holder.

The valves for use in the Drum
Major must be chosen with care, not
because the set is critical as regards
valves, but because the best results
will not be obtained unless the valves

match up properly with the components used.

Only two standard plugin coils are required to cover
each wavelength range in the Drum

Major and many prospective constructors will already have the appropriate sizes
in their posession

High -frequency Amplifier
The high - frequency amplifier
should have an impedance between
about 20,000 and 50,000 ohms; the
value is not at all critical. For the

detector stage a valve with an
impedance between 50,000 and
oo,000 ohms should be employed; a
all WIRELESS MAGAZINE receivers, a full-size blueprint value between these figures will give the best result with
is available ; this can be obtained for half price, that is the zoo,000-ohm
anode resistance included in the
9d., post free, if the coupon on page iii of the cover is Mullard resistance -coupling
unit.
used by April 3o.
For the first low -frequency stage a valve with a low
Ask for No. W.M. 137, and address your inquiry to
(Continued on page 296).
Blueprint Department, WIRELESS MAGAZINE,
58/61, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

What the Blueprint Shows

LAYOUT AND WIRING OF THE DRUM MAJOR

This full-size blueprint (a reduced reproduction
found alongside) shows clearly the
arrangement of all the parts. Each connection is
will be

numbered in order of assembly, and all drilling
points and sizes are clearly indicated.

Little need be said about the actual construction of the receiver, which will be found quite
straightforward if the blueprint and photographs
are referred to constantly.

As soon as all the parts are firmly fixed in
position, wiring up can be started, and at this
stage the full-size blueprint will be found of
particular benefit. On this, and on the reduced
reproduction of it on this page, every wire is
numbered separately and in order of assenilly.
If the wiring is carried out as recommend( d, the
leads will automatically take their most con v( nient
positions for the baseboard upwards.

Coils Tapped at Socket End Must be Used
For each wavelength band two plug-in coils
will be needed, of course. The set is wired for a
Lewcos coil in the aerial holder, as these coils are

tapped from the socket end. If other makes of
double -tapped coil are used, make sure that they
are also tapped from the coil end or neutralisation
will not be obtained until the aerial -coil holder is
reversed.
A No. 6o double -tapped or No. 75 double tapped coil can be used in the aerial position for

This layout and wiring diagram can be obtained for half.price
that is, 9d., post free) if the coupon on page iii of the cover is used
by April 30. Ask for No. WM137
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WRIGHT &

wEA

WEAIRE, LTD.
740, High Wad

COMPONE TS

TOTTEHAM

W. James Special 3 Coils
Coils
, Binowave
Q COILS

per pair 25/-

N.17N

25/-

19

Aerial, 15/- each. S.P. H.F., 21/- each.
S.G. H.F., 21/- each. Reinartz, 21/- each.
Mullard Master 3 Star, 15/- each.
Q Coils for Simple Screen 3 per pair 36/ each 3/6
Screen for
9/
per pair 30/ Coils for Lodestone 3 ..
.. each
3/6
Screen for Lodestone 3
ANODE FILTERS (see this issue)
L.F., 9/6 each.
H.F., 8/6 each.

each 6/6

Standard H.F. Choke ..

500-w. or 600-w. Resistances

1/2k

Paxolin Tubes, 3 by 3,12-

2 by 4 ..

19

1/6

1/-

All Coils and Screens as published in "Wireless
Magazine" and "Amateur Wireless."
WRITE FOR LISTS.
TELEPHONES TOTTENHAM 3847-3848.

4

4

4
4

4

4

PRICE

REDUCED !

4

4
4
4
C.

Hear the radio programmes with Mullard P.M. Valves

in your receiver. Let them put life and colour
into the performance, bringing it to you clean, clear
4

4
4

PERMANENT CHARGER.
With L.T. Coupler

'/ amp. 47/6
r amp. 70/-

and well defined.

Without L.T. Coupler
1/2 amp. 42/6

Get a set of Mullard P.M. Valves to-day-all radio
dealers sell them.

Mullard

i amp. 65/ -

-4

I

THE *MASTER. VALVE
Advt.-The Mullard Wireless

Service

Co., I,td., Denmark House,

Denmark Street, W.0 . 2

The Regent Radio Supply Co., 21 Bartlett's Bldgs, E.C.4
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4 NIERS attP
OS A. agAscomWHY 'CELEST IO
IS THE MOST
POPULAR LOUD
SPEAKER AMON&

The Drum Major
MASTER
H.F.
RHEOSTAT CONDENSER

(Continued from page 294)

REACTION
AERIAL
CONDENSER CONDENSER

AERIAL

COIL

THE MANY

THOUSANDS

OF LISTENERS.

UV US

WED
Ife,120g0
one Loudas the which
speaker howshows
good
you just
Trans Broadcast
mission re ally is

H.F.
COIL

STABILISING RESIS-

TANCES

H.F.
CHOKE
L.F.

TRANS-

NEUTRAL-

FORMER

ISING
CONDENSER

OUTPUT

CHOKE

POWER
VALVE

cELESTION
THE VERY SOUL OF MUSIC

Models front £5. 10. 0. Made
under Licence. Insist on your
dealer demonstrating, or call
at our showrooms, one minute
from Victoria Station, where

you can also hear the finest
sets.

Write for illustrated
booklet to

CELESTION, LTD.

(Dept K

L.F.
VALVE

impedance is desirable, say, between
8,000 and 12,000 ohms. The power
valve should have a very low imped-

UNIT

VALVE

SIX -VOLT VALVES

loud -speakers is 2,50o ohms.
To be more specific, we give here

details of suitable valves of three
representative makes

:

6ioHF, 61oRC, 61oLF,

COSSOr

ance, certainly not more than 3,500 6ioXP.
()smut
ohms. A good value for most cone

HL6io, DEH6io, DEL

61o, P625.
Mullard : PM5X, PM5B, PM6D,

P1\1256.

(Continued on /,age 299)

COMPONENTS REQUIRED FOR THE DRUM
MAJOR

KINGSTON -on -THAMES

SHOWROOMS:
106 VICTORIA STREET,
LONDON
S.W.1.

2-.0005-microfarad variable condensers (Ormond Midget, Burn dept, or Jackson).
2-Thumb dials (Ormond or Utility)
I -15 -ohm panel rheostat (Lissen,

(Becol, Radion, or Trolite).

Peerless, or Igranic).

I -6 -ohm panel rheostat (Lissen,
Peerless, or Igranic).
r-.000l-microfaracl reaction condenser (Bulgin, Peto-Scott, or
Cyldon).

2-Single coil holders (Magnum,
Lissen, or Lotus).

i-.000i-microfaracl fixed condenser (Trix, Dubilier, or T.C.C.).

t-.oi-microfarad fixed condense!
(Trix, Dubilier, or T.C.C.)
I-Neutralising condenser (Gam
brell or Jackson).

WHEN A BETTER LOUD -SPEAKER
IS MADE CELESTION WILL MAKE IT

-

DETECTOR

This plan view clearly shows the layout of all the
the Drum Major. There is no crowding parts in

1-Ebonite panel, IS in. by 7 in.

Model C12

'

R.C.

H.F.
VALVE

I-High-frequency choke (Lewcos,

Wearite, or Bulgin).
2 -2o,000 -ohm resistances with holders (Graham-Farish, Ediswan,
or Igranic).
1 -30,00o -ohm resistance with holder (same makers).
296

1-Combined .0003-microfarad fixed
condenser and 2-megohm grid
leak (Mullard).

4-Anti-microphonic valve holders
(Benjamin, Formo, or Lotus).
4-2-microfarad fixed condensers
(Mullard, T.C.C., or Lissen).

1-Resistance - capacity coupling
unit (Mullard).

I-Low - frequency transformer
(Brown).
1-Output choke (Alarcon iplione

Ideal, Igranic, or Parmeko).
2-Terminal strips, 31/2 in. by 2 in.
and 61/2 in. by 2 in. (Becol,
Radion,

Trolite).

9-Terminals, marked :-Aerial i.
Aerial 2, Earth, L.T.+, L.T.-H.T.+
H.T.+2, L.S.-L

,

L.S.- (Belling -Lee, or Eelex).

2-Spade tags (Lectro Linx).
3-Wander plugs, 2 black and 1 red
(Lectro-Linx).
Length of rubber -covered
(Lewcos).

flex

Stiff wire for connecting (Glazite).

4-Two-pin plug-in coils (Lewcos)
-Cabinet with TO in. baseboard
(Carrington).
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K. RAYMOND

A Cone Loud -speaker

27 & 28a LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C. 2

Tested by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

This address is at the back of Daly's

ACONE of suitable material and a centre of the 81/a in. cone. This unit has
balanced armature unit are two an adjusting screw and is fitted with a
important items in the design of a good short length of flex.
cone loud -speaker. Judging from the
When placed on test, the sensitivity
popularity which this combination has appeared to be up to standard for cone
enjoyed recently, the reproduction ob- loud -speakers, whilst the reproduction
tained from such an assembly is pleasing
to the general public.

n Goods despatched Cash on Delivery

at slightly Increased
Cn
elliU (pay postman)charge.

S.G. VALVES

Q COILS

Q.A. 15/- Q.A.M. 21/. Mullard
Q.A.R.21/- Q.S.P. 21/. Six -Sixty

..
..
Cossor
..
CLEARTRON

Q.S.G. 21/-

This is manufactured in Germany under

Lewcos or Finston.

The cone is

firmly fixed to a wooden baffle, 151/2 in.
wide and II 1/2 in. high, which also forms

a case 33/2 in. deep. The cone is pro-

Eloden Cone
Loud -speaker

appearance of the speaker. A balanced
armature and cone unit is securely was quite pleasing, the speech being clear
mounted internally and clamped to the and free from undesirable drumming.

Readers' Questions Answered
set and negative H.T. A similar reser-

voir condenser should also be connected
across the L.T. terminals on the s3t.

As the long leads from the house

Post 6d. (3 free).

4-v.

RIGID ALUMINIUM CRADLE, FLOATING CONE,
BOARD ASSEMBLED AND

arrange for a voltmeter to be connected
permanently across the L.T. terminals of
set to ensure adequate L.T. voltage
usually satisfactory, but where a low - the
supply
at the terminals of the receiver.
resistance moving coil is used an output
transformer is generally required.

H.T. and L.T. from House Lighting Cells

Q.-I wish to obtain my H.T. and
L.T. from the house lighting system,

Our model 97 is supplied assembled complete with duplex
,voveu floating cone, clamping board AND 0 Kit <I Parts for
making Kraft cone. Diameter of cone 90 Ins.

HANDSOME

OAK POLISHED
SPEAKER CABINETS. 13x13xo

12/ 1 1 P1';3t
Cannot guarantee exact
pattern of front panel.
but all good designs.

Blue Spot
66K (101) fm°
4 POLE BAL. ARM OR
THE LOT WITH BUCKRAM COBH 12 in.

Carriage 35V_ Paid

ALSO TO TAKE ASSEMBLED SQUIRE

CRADLE.

17/6, post free.

CLIPPER TWO

W.M." April, 1929)
SET OF PARTS
0005 Formo, 5/-,
mid. DitbIlier or Lissen,
Dial, 3/-, Coil Holder, 3/6, 20,000 ohm. Edi.0001 Reaction, 4/-. swan, 2/6, holder, 6d.
Q.-What is the best value for the 1/-.
15 ohm. Igranic, 2/, 2 L.F., R.I. & Varley,15/-.
choke used in a filter circuit attached to Spring Valve Ho'ders, (ANY OTHER, add
2/8. 3 meg. and Holder, balance). 60 C.T. Lissen.
1/6,
.0002 fixed. lf-, 2 6/4. 250 C.T. Llssen, 9/9.

Click? for Filter Circuit

the output of an amplifier?-R. V.
(Glasgow).

A.-No definite value can be stated

which consists of a 150 -volt battery of
cells, which are charged periodically by

to be best. It all depends upon the D.C.

purpose or not? If such is needed, can
you advise what components are neces-

whilst the A.C. resistance or impedance
should approximate that of the valve in
whose plate circuit it is connected.

means of a private generator. Do I resistance of the choke being low, so that
require an eliminator system for this the voltage drop across it will be small,
sary?-K. O'D. (Maidstone).
A.-There is really no need for an

15/6

SPARE CONE KIT FOR

for L.T., whilst if 6 -volt valves are used,

As far as high -resistance moving coils
are concerned, an output -filter circuit is

Post 4d. (10/- free).

LATEST SQUIRE 97

A.-It is not absolutely essential in
all cases to use an output transformer
or filter circuit between the receiver from the house battery for your L.T.
and the loud -speaker, but, in view of supply. If 4 -volt valves are used, then
the fact that the A.C. resistance of the tap off 6 volts from the house batteries
between the set and the speaker.

12/6

9ARIO
TRIOTRON VALVES
2-v. and 4-v. G. P., 5/6; H.F., Det., R.C., 5/2
Power, 7/6; H.F. Super, each. Power, 6/9. 2-V. or

system batteries to the set will create a
certain voltage drop, it will be necessary
to allow at least a 2 -volt drop for the
L.T. supply circuit. In other words, if
you are using 2 -volt valves in the set,
then tap off two cells, equalling 4 volts,

mates to the A.C. resistance of the tap off 8 volts or, if necessary, to volts,
output valve, it is very advisable to from the house batteries for L.T. supply.
use an output circuit of some sort
In all cases it would be a good plan to

22/6
22/6
22/6

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen,
Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B.,
Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard, Dubiller, Listen, Lewcos,
Utility, Magnum, Pato -Scott, Peerless, Burndept,
Pye, Marconi, McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum,
R.I.-Varley, Gambrell, Browns, Sterling, Amplions
-in tact, everything it is possible to stock in Radio
Components.

7/6.

moving -coil windings in no way approxi-

Components,

for at a special price, where possible.

ham's, of 13 Victoria Street, S.W.I).

mingham).

Illustrated all Latest

Any list of components over 25/- quoted

have sufficient internal space to prevent
box resonance.
We have received for test an Eloden
loud -speaker (submitted by Lessing-

Q.-When using a moving -coil loudspeaker is it essential that an output
transformer or an output -filter circuit
be interposed between the receiver and
the moving -coil winding?-H. D. (Bir-

Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

and Price Lists FREE FOR CARD.

cabinet, which should be sufficiently
large to make an effective baffle and

Moving -coil Loud -speakers

Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

ALL DAY THURSDAY. Sunday morning 114.

'140p. CATALOGUE

and housing of the cone in some suitable

tected by an attractive brocaded silk
covering, which adds to the general

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY EVERY DAY.
ALL DAY SATURDAY.

LEADING HOUSE for KITS of PARTS
See weekly Advts. all wireless papers.

There are, however, other matters
which have an important influence on
the final results, such as the mounting

various British patents.

Come to Leicester Square Tube.

Theatre. Phones: GERRARD 4637 6,2821

Generally speaking, a 20 -henry or
3o -henry choke are found to combine
the above desirable features, and chokes
of the above values by reliable makers
Should you have a
from the house batteries to the respec- are suggested.
tive H.T. and L.T. terminals on your preference for any particular manufacset and then make sure that you have a turer's choke, then a letter to the service
large -capacity reservoir condenser be- department of that firm would elicit the
tween each positive H.T. terminal on the information you require.
eliminator system as your house -lighting
batteries supply a smooth direct current.
You will only need to run separate leads
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ALSO

Strip 7 x 2, 7 Engraved Terminals, Battery Clips,
9-v.

G.B., Plugs, Spring (lip, Flex, Panel 6 In.

square, Baseboard 12 x 6.

The Lot 63/- C.O.D. 1/- Extra
VALVES-Power 12/6, H.F. 10/6
Short-wave Coils, Set (4) 7/6, 10/ -

COUPON. "W.M." SPECIAL!
For every 30/- you spend you can buy for 3d.
extra ANY ONE of following Lots :

S.M. Dial, 100 ft. 7/22 Capper Aerial, 12 yds. Lead -In, Fuse
and Holder, 12 Nickel Terminals. 1101( Coll, H.P. Choke,
Permanent Detector, flattery Switch, '0003 and 2-meg. Leak,
9 -volt Grid Bias, Pawl Brackets, 0 -pin Coll Belie, 100 ft.

insulated Aerial, Loud Speaker Silk Cord, 30 ft. Covered
Connecting Wire, 12 yds. Twin Flex, 100 t. Indoor Aerial,
100 It. Silk Frame Aerial Win..
See Advts, in all Wireless Journals
COUPONS AVAILABLE at K, RAYMOND'S ONLY
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Using the Melody Maker
on the Short Waves

-

---'1=-7

Atclzs

A
(V

1

-

THOSE readers who run a Cdssor night to see what we could do in
Melody Maker will be glad to the way of the American short-wave
know that the short waves are now stations.
accessible to them, since a set of
We found at first that the handling
of the set on these wavelengths was
rather tricky owing to the necessity

-

for keeping the two condensers in
step; after a little while, however,

THE SECRET OF
TROUBLE -FREE
RECEPTION

.

Trouble -free reception is

.

we were able to pick out the various
stations without much difficulty.

.

Soon after II p.m., we picked up
the carrier wave of 2 XAF and soon
obtained music and speech at good

what

every listener desires, but finds
difficult to obtain. The source of
most trouble is H.T. supply. Dry
batteries are associated with crackling and are an unknown quantity

as to length of life, and, on the
average, cost anything from 50s.

to £3 per annum for renewals.

Accumulators require re -charging

-often when you least expect.
The solution to these troubles is a

Clarke's " Atlas " Battery Eliminator. The first cost is the last,

Cason Short-wave Coils for the Cossor
Melody Maker

loud -speaker strength.

We found that a little care had to
be exercised in operating the reaction

suitable short-wave coils has now control owing to the fact that there
been marketed by Cason Mouldings,
of Chiswick Road, Lower Edmonton,
N.9. The coils are plugged in in place
of the ordinary coils.
To test the coils we stayed up one

is a noticeable hand -capacity effect
on the short wavelengths. Another
station, 2 XAD, on 19 metres, was
also tuned in, but with less volume.
These coils can be recommended.

and even on the largest set the cost

of current consumed is not more
than 2d. per week.
The model illustrated is D.C.50, a
super model for use with receivers
requiring large output current, and
has two variable tappings of 0/180
volts each and two fixed tappings,
one of which is 120 volts and the
other 200 volts.
Maximum output varies from

New System of Focused Radio
FREDERICK AUGUST
Its shape, size, and attachments all
KOLSTER, who has contribu- concentrate the short waves from the
ted as much to radio as any man now transmitting valve in a straight,
alive, has invented yet another radio narrow beam, much like the beam
DR.

device, a machine for shooting a radio

beam at whatever point on earth he

20 m/A. to 60 m/A, according to
voltage used. Price £7 15s.

pleases.

All "Atlas" Elirdnators are backed by

Previous Inventions

the "Atlas" guarantee. and the full range

covers every need and purse for either
Alternating or Direct Current.
Ask your dealer or send direct for beautifully illustrated Brochure No. 32. which
gives full details of all

lengths and dampens radio oscill-

TAMS COILS
are specified for " The Clipper

Two ' Set described in this
issue. Send for descriptive
Leaflet and Price List.

Tangential to Earth's Surface?
By lay supposition, such a straight -

going beam would be tangential to
His previous inventions have been the earth's curvature and so never
the invaluable radio compass, the reach distant earth points where
radio fog -signal system, the mobile radio stations may be. By scientific
radio beacon to protect ships in fog, theory, two possibilities exist. Tir.
the decremeter which measures wave-

BAT! ERY
ELIMINATORS

from a search -light.

ations.
He created the Bureau of Standard's

Kolster beam may be skilfully aimed
at the Heaviside Layer and be reflected
down to its receiving station, just as a

billiard player bounces a ball from
radio section in America and is its cushion to pocket. The other possi-

chief. He is chief research engineer of bility is that gravity will drag the
the Federal Telegraph Company and beam to the proper curve of the
its allied companies.
earth.
News of Dr. Kolster's latest invention developed recently as work went How It Differs from Marconi's

on to set up an experimental station

Dr. Kolster's beam differs from

near his home in Palo Alto, California.

Marconi's. In the Marconi system the

number of wires at each side of the
sending aerial keep the waves from
The transmitter consists of a para- spraying sideways, but not from up
bolic reflector, at whose butt end is and down. It is not properly a beam
an enormous vacuum valve. The at all.

Arrangement of Transmitter

H. CLARKE & CO.
(M/CR) LIMITED

ATLAS WORKS

OLD TRAFFORD

MANCHESTER

valve looks like the heating element of
It is a very narrow sheet of
the common portable electric heaters. short waves that go round the earth

The heater's reflector is so vast (2o
feet across the rim) that it resembles
a funnel.
293

like a ruff. They suffer the same
troubles, in less degree, that the
diffuse long waves do.
F. P.
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The Drum Major
(Continued from page 296)

THE SET BUILDERS -SUPPLY STORES

Two -VOLT VALVES

2 I °HP,

COSSOI, :

2 I 0 RC,

220P,

230XP.
HL2ro, DM -12m, DEP
215, DEP24o.
Mallard FM1E-IF, PMIA, PM2,
Osram

:

:

PM25 2 .

Before the set can be used the
appropriate valves and coils must be

inserted in their respective holders
and the batteries connected.

On the terminal strip there are
points for two high-tension positives
and low-tension positive, high-tension and low-tension negative being
common to one terminal.

THE WIRELESS
WAVE -WIZARD
BANISH STATION INTERFERENCE --LISTEN

IN CLEARLY TO THE STATION YOU WANT
TO HEAR WITHOUT DISTRACTION FROM
OTHER STATIONS.
GET STATIONS YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD

BEFORE-HOME AND FOREIGN.
HEAR CLEARLY EVERY WORD, EVERY

NOTE YOU LISTEN -IN TO-AND WITH
GOOD VOLUME,

ELIMINATE MORSE INTERFERENCE.
MAKE YOUR RADIO A REAL ENTERTAINMENT,

ONLY ONE WIRELESS COMPONENT WILL
GUARANTEE TO DO THESE THINGS FOR

YOU WITH YOUR PRESENT RADIO SET
AND THAT IS THE

HARLIE WAVE SELECTOR

12/6 ONLY
10,000 SATISFIED
It definitely converts an old type set into
the most modern and makes the most
modern more selective, clearer and
louder. It equals the performance of
many screen -grid valve sets. All you
have to do is just plug your aerial into
the socket provided on the Harlie Wave Selector.
No
Instructions supplied.
alterations to your set are necessary.
The selector is neat and small, being
only 4% inches high and 33/4 inches in
diameter. It is finished throughout in
black crystalline.
10,000 SOLD

OUR £100 GUARANTEE
ASSURES YOU SATISFACTION OR MONEY RETURNED
If found unsatisfactory and returned to us
within 7 days of purchase, we guarantee
to return your money in full, or forfeit the
sum of XI 00. This is providing it is
purchased direct from us, but a similar arrangement can be made with your dealer.
If unobtainable, either model will be sent
on receipt of 12/6, or per C.O.D., on
receipt of P.C.
TWO MODELS SUPPLIED
(a) Normal Waveband -200 to 700 metres.
(hi High Waveband -700 to 2,000 metres.
Writs to -day to:

HARLIE BROS. (Dept. X.) BALHAM RD.,

LOWER EDMONTON, LONDON, N.9
isie5hone . Tottenham 3446

High-tension Supply
To H.T.

z apply about zoo volts

(for the first three valves), and to
H.T.

apply I20 to 150 volts (or
the maximum for the particular
power valve used). No terminals are
provided for the grid -bias battery, as
it is intended that this should be
mounted inside the cabinet by means
of clips.

Build the DOMINIONS FOUR
as described in this issue.

1 Phillips L.F. transformer ..

There is no difficulty at all about

6.

..

5
1
1

1 11 -volt battery U.W.3
..
..
1 41 -volt battery U.W.3
..
..
3 Grid battery clipsasspecified
..
3 Terminal stripe as specified
..
7 Belling -Lee terminals as specified
1 Special screen with baseboard foil
1 Pair Magnum panel brackets
..
Glaxite connecting wire ..
..

3 ft. R.C. flex ..
..
..
3 Spade tags and 2 wander plugs
1 Tunewell aerial coil..
..

2
3
15
1

..
..

d.

0
0
3
9
0
6
0

6
5
6

10

2 Tunewell anode coils

10

8

1

0

£14 14

0

..

+2

Operating the Drum Major

2

.. 1 5 0
..
1 Cabinet with 10 in. baseboard
1 Mahoganite or Black panel, 20 in. by 8 in.
..
9
0
..
..
ready drilled
..
..
10 6
1 Lokvane .0005 variable condenser
1 Lokvane twin gang .0005 variable condenser 2 10 0
. .
1
0
1 2 -in. dial for aerial condenser
..
17 6
1 Igranic Vernier drum control
6
1 Lissen 7 -ohm panel rheostat
6
1 Lisaen 15 -ohm panel rehostat
0
1 .0001 reaction condenser ..
0
3 Magnum 6 -pin coil bases ..
7 0
..
2 Screened -grid valve holders
..
3 6
. .
2 Lotus anti-microphonic valve holders
2 0
1 Formodenser, type J
:: 1 9 0
4 Marconiphone H.F. by -pass -unite. ..
19 6
3 Wearite H.F. chokes
..
..
2 Fixed condensers, .01 -mid.
.
..
5 0
1 Clarostat variable resistance, as described
10 6
1 Dubilier fixed condenser, 2 -mid. ..
3 6
1 Ediswan 20,000 ohm resistance ..
2 6

1

1 Set of valves for above
..
. 23 8 0
Any of the above parts supplied separately as required.

The "DOMINIONS FOUR," ready wired and
tested, including valves and cabinet
.. 220 0 0
We can supply as constructional Kits or ready wired

and tested all Wireless Press receivers.

OMNORA LTD. H09p,C,Itailitsrtusction
258 NEW CROSS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.14

Phone New Cross 1273.

1.1.111111MNIMIIMMIEMMENIMMI

the operation of the Drum Major.

BERCLIF COILS

For many stations the reaction control need hardly be adjusted, while

TOUCHSTONE &

the thumb control used with the
new Ormond condenser gives fine
control.

Switch on the set by turning the
knob of the master rheostat to the
right as far as it will go. Now turn
the thumb control of the right-hand
condenser until the local station is
picked up. Normally this will be
received without any adjustment of
the aerial condenser, which can be
brought into tune afterwards to give
the maximum signal strength.

Neutralising the Set

FOR THE

LODESTONE THREE
INTERCHANGEABLE
Long and Medium Wave
SET OF FOUR
COILS & BASES

Specialists

SIMMONDS BROS.,
SHIRELAND

ROAD, SMETHWICK

Illustrated List Free.

Ponstree Rakehte

noted Mock/fog,
!Red oreacE

denser on the baseboard until the
station previously tuned -in becomes
inaudible. At this point the valve

Recess for bucletre

Revell

Brass Insert

Standard'

Aaomotatr thnort

and turn off the left-hand rheostat
Next adjust the neutralising con-

Trade Supplied

Prevent that Acid Creeping !

At an early stage it is desirable to
neutralise the high -frequency valve.
To do this tune in a station strongly

(on the ]eft of the panel), but do not
remove the valve from its holder.

L3-1,. 6-6

Made by the original EVERYMAN

CLIX KNOBS on your accumulator means an end to

corroded terminals, bad contact, noisy reception and all
the troubles and damage caused by the creeping of acid.

THE VASELINE TRAP in the Clix Knob makes

corrosion impossible and ensnros clean contact. Connection is made by inserting Clix-Lox or Clix Parallel Plugs

into the socket provided.

Red or Black Sd. each.
Extension stems for countersunk type. 1d. each.

LECTRO LINX, LTD., Eld'trad2 IVY

capacity is neutralised or balanced
and the set can be used in the ordinary way. Neutralisation must be BUY " AMATEUR WIRELESS "
carried out on each waveband.
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ireless Magazine
REFERENCE SHEETS
Compiled by J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
Month by month these sheets can be cut out
and filed-either in a loose-leaf folder or on

cards-for reference.

The sequence of filing is

a matter for personal choice. In a short time
the amateur will be able to compile for himself
a valuable reference book.

WIRELESS MAGAZINE Reference Sheet

No. 116

Grid Current in Detector Valve

A

THE resistance of the grid -filament path of with in every test shown below and it would
a detector valve has an important bearing
on the quality of reproduction where a cumula- therefore appear that a quarter tap is the best

Real
DRUM
DIAL

It has been left to J.B. to improve on models

of recent years and to produce a perfect
Drum Dial-the only real Drum Dial.
The design is most ingenious, the control

knob being placed just under the scale, which
is thus flush with the panel plate and easily
readable. Positive Friction Drive eliminates backlash. This new product reaches
that high standard of finish and precision
found in all J.B. instruments.

The Condenser may be mounted on left or
right of Dial. The drive will handle a
heavy gang condenser with ease. Panel
Plate in either bronze or oxydised silver.
PRICE

10 6 COMPLETE

The Drum Dial
is designed so that
it can convenient-

ly be used as a
Dual Gang Unit
by

adding

one

left - hand Con-

denser and
bracket.
complete,

fx-xo-6;

Price,
.0005,
.0003,

PR ECISION
INSTRUMENTS
N*#Nmiimmommirr''
Advt, of JACKSON BROS., 72, St.
London, S .E a.

Thomas' Street,
Telephone : Hop 1837.

tive -grid detector is employed, as also upon the
sharpness of tuning of the preceding circuit.
These points were discussed in Sheets Nos. 513
and 114, the latter sheet containing-information
regarding the approximate order of resistance
obtainable with modern valves in the two -volt
series.
The table given herewith indicates the average
order of grid -filament resistance to be expected
with 4 -volt and 6 -volt valves. As in the previous
instance, both H.F. and R.C. valves have been
tested, a number of samples being tried of different makes, the results given below being an
average value.
The resistance increases as the positive potential on the grid is increased and consequently
number of results have been taken correspond-a
ing to the connection of a z-megohm grid leak
to I,

on 4- and 6 -volt valves.

that if the frequency characteristic is to be
maintained uniform up to 5,000 cycles per

R.C. (6 -volt)

and the full way across the LT.
The formula quoted in Sheet No. 113 shows

Potential of
grid, con-

Type of Valve

nected
thr( ugh 2megohm

Resistance of
grid -filament
path (ohms)

leak

H.F. (4 -volt)

..

1.0

2.0

R.C. (4 -volt)

H.F. (6 -volt)

..

..
..

3.0
4.0

I.0

2.0
3.0
4.0
.5

3.o
4.5
6.o
1.5

3.o
4.5

second, the grid resistance must not be greater
than 600,000 ohms. This condition is complied

6.o
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300,000
210,000
140,000
100,000
170,000
95,000
65,000
55,000
250,000
135,000
90,000
75,000
200,000
130,000
100,000
85,000

No. 117

Multi -layer Coils, Inductance of
N approximate form-

ula of the calcula-

tion of the inductance
of all types of coil was
given in Reference Sheet

No. 555. Single -layer
coils are best calculated
by the use of Nagaoka's
formula, which involves

simple
depending
a

calculation
upon the

dimensions of the
coil together with
the application of a correcting factor, also depending upon the dimensions of the coil, to
allow for the departure from the ideal infinitely
long solenoid. Details of this formula were
given in Sheet No. 49.

tical results assisted by theory. It only applies
to multi -layer coils and is not accurate if extended to single layer coils by putting c =0. The
formula is as follows :9.87 n2d2
L- o.2.317a±
o.1.4b+ o.39c

Where L= inductance (microhenries).
d= mean diameter of coil. ,
b-= length of coil.
ems.
winding depth.
It will be observed that here the diameter is
the mean diameter of the coil which is obtained
from the expression
D1+ D5

d (mean)
For multi -layer or slab inductances, it is
2
possible to evaluate the inductance to an accuwhere
D1
and
De
are
the
outside and inside
racy of 1 or z per cent, by the use of what is diameters.
known as Perry's formula. This is again an
The other dimensions are as shown on the

empirical formula being worked out from prac- figure attached.
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The Panel to match

READY RADIO

Modern Components

SUPPLY COMPANY

and High Efficiency Circuits
Made in Six finishes

159 BOROUGH HIGH STREET
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1

Malt. Semi -Polished Mahogany, Semi -Polished Back,
Cube Surface, Highly Polished Mahogany, Highly Polished Black.

if any diffieldiY in
obtaining locally, write for llama of neatest stockist to:
Stocked by most wireless dealers.

3 Minutes from London Bridge Southern Rly and Tube Stations.

H. B. POTTER & CO., LTD.

Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).
Telegrams : READY HOP 5555, LONDON.

Station Buildings, ROCHDALE

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
OF

ALL CORRECT PARTS FOR

DOMINIONS FOUR
I

Ebonite panel,

s. d.
20

1 Philips L.P. trans-

by 8 in. ...
...
10
Igranic
Lokvane
.0005 var. condenser
10
I Igranic
Lokvane
twin gang .0005 var.
condenser
... 2 10
1 Cyldon 2 in. *dial ...
2
Igranic vernier drum
control
...
17
1 Lissen 7 -ohm P/SI
rheostat ...
2
1 Lissen 15 -ohm P/Sf
rheostat
...
2
1 Ormond .0-0.01 re-

0

6

1 Ready Radio copper

4

0

6

0

1 Pair Panel brackets
30 ft. Glazite

1

0

0

1

.

.

action condenser ...
Tunewell six -pin
bases

2 Parex screened grid
valve holders
...
2 Lotus valve holders

3

t Form° " J " semi-

var. condenser ...
Marconiplione H.F.
by-pass units
...
3 Lewoos H.F. chokes
Dubilier .01 fixed
condensers

Clarostat

5,000,000

6

6

6
0

2

0

1

2

1

7

0
0

4

0

100

resistance ...
Dubilier 2-mfd. condenser
...
1 Graham
Parisi)

8

6

3

6

2

3

1

.

.

20,000 ohms resistance

5

1

66
1

(2 G.B.6, 1 G.B.2)

3

9
1

6

3

6

17

6

2
2

6

..

.

10

6

Tunewell dual range
...
anode coils

1 Ready Radio

1

0

15
5

0

3

0

1

6

1

...

Full of Useful Information.

Order front :

6

" AMATEUR WIRELESS " OFFICE
58 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.

pol-

ished oak or mai-M...
any cabinet
Screened grid valves
Valves (1 det., 1
power)

99

Prices : 1/6 and 2/6

1 Tunewell dual range

aerial coil ...

AMATEUR WIRELESS
NOTEBOOK DIARY

88 -page Reference Section.

als (insulated)

...

Letts's 1929

0

6

3 Terminal strips ...
7 Belling -Lee terminscreen

3

to
variable

former
-.
1 Siemen's
volt
battery (Type GT)
1 Siemen's 4+ volt
tapped battery (C. I)
3 Bulgin battery clips
.

6

Now on Sale.

s. tl.

...

1

2
1

3 spade tags, 2 wander
plugs, 3 ft. rubber
Ilex. screws. etc. ...

0

FAMOUS

I

Total tv'Tg18.11.9

CONDENSER-S-1

THE CLIPPER TWO

AS SPECIFIED in this month's "Wireless Magazine"

Complete set of parts (exact to specification) as
described and PRICED on page auI.

" CLIPPER TWO "
"1928 " LOG (mid -line) M

A reliable Two Valve receiver which covers short,
medium and long wave -bands.
EFFICIENT
but INEXPENSIVE.

.0005

.00035

.00025

fa

each

"DE LUXE" Model with

DYNAMIC THREE

NOISELESS INTERNAL " PIGTAIL"
.0005
.00035
.00025
.00015
6/- each

All parts Supplied for this remarkable ALL
MAINS RECEIVER. Price list free on request.

"DOMINIONS FOUR"
and "DYNAMIC THREE"

READY RADIO SCREENS

Also obtainable
Type F .0001-.0000075 2/-

Type " J " Specified, 2 /G .001-.0002 2/H .002-.001 3t-

SPECIFIED IN ALL CIRCUITS.
Made exact to specification of best untarnish-

ANTI-MICROPHONIC
VALVE HOLDER

able copper.

1/3

FREE BLUEPRINT with all orders over £2.
ALL COMMISSIONS RECEIVE IMMEDIATE
PERSONAL ATTENTION.
Send for our 144 -page Illustrated General Catalogue, price
One Shilling. Sent free with all orders if requested.
INLAND : All orders post free. OVERSEAS : Consignments carefully packed and insured, charges forward.

First grade Bakelite throughout,
including baseplate.

Practically dustproof and
indestructible.

THE FORMO CO., Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2
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Simple Vailve Tester

TO PERFECT RADIO
In addition to their own extensive range,
PETO SCOTT offer YOU Every Known
Radio Receiver or Component --all on

EASY TERMS !

The following list is merely representative, and we ask you to fill in the
coupon below or send us a list of your
requirements.

COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Send only 10/.,
balance in 11 monthly instalments of 14/7.

MULLARD MASTER THREE STAR. Send

only 10/-, balance in 11 monthly payments of
15/3.

LEADING MAKES OF H.T. ELIMINATORS
from 4/7 down, Balance in 11 monthly payments
of 4/7.

ULTRA DOUBLE ACTION AIR COLUMN

LOUD SPEAKER. Send only 8/3, balance
in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.
BRANDESET THREE.
Send only 13/4,
balance in 11 'monthly payments of 13/4.

NEW MARCONIPHONE 3 VALVE SET, with

No. 118

THE importance of repeated checks of the
efficiency of valves in use cannot be overestimated. The' experimenter who uses his

valves in all types of circuit is liable to be seriously
handicapped if his valves are working unsatisfactorily, and a periodic test of all the valves in one's

cir-

The

cuit shown
can
be

.50 OR GO
TURF COILS

easily
connec-

ted up and
will consti-

stock will indicate an appreciable proportion of tutes simple
poor samples.

tester which
If a circuit is not found to be operating satis- is always
f ictorily it is very convenient to be able to check in readiness.
each valve rapidly to make sure that it is efficient The correct
as otherwise considerable time may be wasted
before the source of trouble is discovered. A should be
simple valve tester for this purpose is illustrated applied to
Circuit of Tester
herewith.
An oscillating arrangement is the the filament
simplest because most modern valves, of what- terminals of
ever characteristics, will usually maintain a good the arrangement and the suspected valve plugged
oscillation in a suitably designed circuit, and this into position. If the valve is operating satisoscillation is indicated by an increase in the factorily a large milliamp indication is obtained,

voltage

anode current flowing.

If a simple test of while if the valve is weak or is not functioning

milliamp consumption is adopted, it is necessary
to have a somewhat complicated arrangement
owing to the very small emission of an R.C. valve

and the relatively great emission of a superpower valve.

properly little or no current will be indicated.
The valve, therefore, is tested under actual
working conditions for if it will oscillate satisfactorily, it will usually rectify and amplify
with equal satisfaction.

valves, batteries and speaker. Send only 20/-,
balance in 12 monthly payments of 17/4. Also
available for mains operation,

ADAPTA-GRAM-OPHONE to your Radio Receiver. Marvellous new instrument. Inexpensive
and simple to fit. Send coupon for full details.

Build your own set the Easy Way NOW !
Our Catalogue contains all leading makes
of Receivers, Accessories, Kits of Components

for the Home Constructor.

Mail Coupon in uns-algid envelop- under 4- cl

PETO SCOTT

To:

Please send me your big Illustrated Lists.

NAME

WIRELESS MAGAZINE Reference Sheet

Shunt Resistance, Effect on Tuned Circuits
TT is often desired to estimate the effect of a circuits where the resistance of a crystal is
" shunt resistance across a tuned circuit. low and considerable damping is otherwisevery
This introduces damping which may usually be troduced. The reason for this is that the inminimore conveniently estimated if it is expressed misation of the damping allows the voltages
in terms of a series -resistance. This is quite the circuit to build up to a higher value and in
easily accomplished, the equivalent series -resis- may more than compensate for the loss duethis
to
tance being obtained from the expres-sion:the tapping down the circuit.
R

ADDRESS
W.M.1/ 4

Free Demonstrations & Advice by Qualified

Engineers at our Shops :-

77 CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
62, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1,
4, MANCHESTER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
33, WHITELOW ROAD, CHORLTON-CUMHARDY, MANCHESTER,

No. 119

L
cp

The optimum tapping (where there is

where L= inductance in microhenries.
0= capacity in microfarads.
P= shunt resistance in ohms.
Re- equivalent additional resistance in
ohms. This must be added to the
normal circuit resistance R.
If the resistance is only connected across a
portion of the circuit, the damping effect introduced is proportional to the square of the tap-

no
step-up effect) may be obtained from the
express ion :-

Optimum tapping is r/ri of the way up the coil
where

L

CRP

L, C, and P have the same values as above,
while R-.= H.F. resistance of circuit in ohms.
It may be found that this expression gives a
tapping greater than unity, which indicates that
ping: thus with a centre tapping the effect is no advantage will be obtained in the particular
equivalent to the connection of a resistance four circumstances by tapping down the coil.
times as great as the whole circuit and the addiThe expression may be written n= Re!R

tional damping introduced into the circuit is so that it does not pay to tap down the coil
one quarter of its previous value.

SCREENss

unless Re is greater than R ; that is, unless the
From this point of view it is often convenient extra damping introduced by the shunt resisto connect the detector across a portion of the tance is greater than the original circuit resiscircuit only. This particularly applies to crystal tance.

PAREX

COILS

are again used in

WIRELESS MAGAZINE Reference Sheet

THE DOMINIONS 4
Set

of screens and foil

specified

...

...

17/6

polished 4/6

DYNAMIC THREE
Screening Box with foil
specified

...

Capacity ridge

as

"PAREX " valve holders, matt. 3'6

AA SIMPLE capacity bridge for the measure-

ments of capacity may be made up as

Ci

shown in the diagram herewith. This has two
x
C,
arms consisting of two capacities in series. The
top arm is known as the ratio arm and the two
All the factors of the right-hand side of the
capacities here must be known in value. The expression are known so that the
capacity can be
bottom arm contains the standard condenser, evaluated.
which is variable and is calibrated in series with
the condenser of which the capacity is known.
DLIZZE.R

An alternating voltage of audible frequency

as

...

No. 120

12/6

obtained from a buzzer or other suitable source
is connected across the ends of the bridge while
a pair of telephones is connected between the

junction point in the top and bottom arms.
SCREENS FOR ALL CIRCUITS

"SIGNAL BOOSTER" SCREENS 7/6
"LODESTONE 3" SCREEN
4/6

From your Dealer or direct from
E. PAROUSSI

10 Featherstone Builfings
London, W.C.1 Phone C.1. Mil

The variable condenser is then adjusted until

a

silent point is obtained when the division of
voltage in the top and bottom arms is exactly the

same so that no voltage is applied across the
telephones.

20-1'

When this condition of affairs obtains, the

ratio of the two condensers in the top arm must
be the same as that of the two condensers in the
bottom arm. Thus, the capacity of the unknown
condenser is obtained from the expression:-

302
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Circuit of Capacity Bridge
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Equal to Three
Ordinary Batteries

NORTHERN gOW WilV1 coSSoR
ottri928-9SsioU
RADIO CO.
WE CAN SUPPLY

:0
£6 17

£13

...

THE FIDELITY FOUR

...

LODESTONE THREE
SIGNAL BOOSTER

0

3
6010

ODY
MEq
SAN

6

RAO

A$

£3 10 0
27

S.G.NORTHERN

0

112 10
212 0

KILOGRAM FOUR ...
BINOWAVE FOUR ...

0
0

0

Further details on application. All sets are wired
up, aerial tested, and guaranteed. Royalties paid.
We undertake to wire up free of charge any
set published in the radio press if parts
bought from us.

THE CLIPPER TWO.

No.
4780

Set, wired up, complete with Valves

65 Volts.

...
and Coils
H.T. Battery (free),

New Reduced

Price, K.

Columbia
RADIO BATTERIES

The Columbia No. 4780 Triple
Capacity H.T. Battery possesses the
emission, the lasting power, and
the quality

of

three ordinary

batteries.
For the man with the good Receiver,
this Columbia battery is indispensable. It's as essential as the good
valves he uses.

J. R. MORRIS,

Accumulator,

£5

0

0

2 10

0

£710

0

Ideal Blue Spot Cone (37/6), and
Headphones (12/6)
TOTAL

...

...

AND NUMEROUS

OTHER SHORTWAVE STATIONS

Coils for short waves, 11/-.

T H ROUGHOUT
THE
WORLD

FREE.

During Match and April a 100 -volt H.T.
Battery will be supplied free to each cus-

DEFINITELY, and for

tomer buying a wired -up set.

1 2/ 6

get
America, Africa and Australia
only,

on your

SUMMER'S COMING. A PORTABLE !
Let us send you details of the best Portable on the

you

can

now

1928 -2 9

COSSOR
MELODY MAKER

market to-day-bar none.

RADIO PORTABLE
Imperial House, 15, Kingsway, LONDON, THE 5 -VALVE NATIONAL
Price £15 cash, or pay as you listen.
W.C.2.
SCOTLAND-J. T. Cartwright, 3, Cadogan Street, Delivered on receipt of 20/- deposit and 30/ -

by just interchanging your present
Cossor Coils with the amazing
NEW CASON 1928-29 ULT4A
SET
SHORT-WAVE
Full instructions for tuning in

per month.

Glasgow.

4

SCREENS.

Supplied in copper or aluminium, for any
circuit. Quotations given for any pattern.

short-wave Stations sent with Coils.

THE TITAN THREE. P.W. 2/2129.

Using S.G. Valve. Extraordinary results; outstanding simplicity ; inexpensive; bang up to date.
compact, and powerful. Price £4 15 0.

See test report on page 298 of
this issue where these coils are

THAT OLD SET OF YOURS.

If built two or three years ago, it's now as
out of date as the crinoline. Let us quote
you for modernising and making it a

If unobtainable from your Dealer,
these special coils will be sent on
receipt of 12/6 or per C.O.D., on

THE DOMINIONS FOUR.

CASON MOULDINGS,

' Twenty

on
Receiver.

Stations

recommended

Loud -speaker "

receipt of post card.
write for free folder.

Dept.

As described in this issue.
Price £12 10

B,

CHI S WICK ROAD
N. 9

LOWER EDM jATON,

Completely wired, with three Dual Coils.

Telephone

0.

Ask for alternative set of parts.

Tottenham 3446

THE SIGNAL BOOSTER.
IL your receiver is not sufficiently selective, or if
your range is not wide enough for you to receive
distant stations with ease, get the "Signal Booster," which will add punch to ANY set. Increases

Type "B"

Range, Volume, and Selectivity.
. Price £3 10 0.

THE CLARION THREE. A.W. 9/3/29.
Even when their heads are engraved, lei
minals are apt to be very muddling-il ih,
tops come off.
The tops of Belling -Lee terminals canno
possibly come off-one of the many advantages to be gained by using these excellen

A real distance getter. Dual range coils, with
waveband changing switches on panel. Extremely
selective; local station can be received free from
any interference. Really amazing results. Easily
twenty stations on speaker. Let us send you full
details.

little products.

Type ' B" 6
Type " M" 40. Type " R" 3d.

Made in Three types.

ED' Lee, Ltd., Queensway War,
Ponders End, Middlesex

NORTHERN
RADIO CO.
Temple Row, WREXHAM.
303
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A Free Broadcast Map !
COSSOR'S OFFER

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.

WIRELESS PICTURES

4
IN view of the great success attending the transmission of wireless
cast map which Cossor, Ltd. have pictures, the Fultograph Company, 4
just issued. This shows all the in co-operation with the B.B.C.,
chief broadcasting stations within announce more convenient times of
normal receiver range, and also gives transmission, as recommended in the .4
a full list of the foreigners in last issue of the WIRELESS MAGAZINE. .4
4
order of wavelength.
It will be possible to receive Fulto- 4
The map is certain proof that there graph pictures at the following times :

ALL foreign -station listeners will
want a copy of the new broad-

is a wide field for conquest by the
From 5XX on Tuesdays and
D.X. enthusiast. The map can be Thursdays, 2 to 2.25 p.m.
obtained free, by mentioning the
From 2L0 and 5XX on Monday 4
WIRELESS MAGAZINE, from A. C. and Friday evenings, 12 (midnight)
Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.5,

to 12.15 a.m.

postage.

Saturday evenings, 11.15 p.m. to
1145 p.m.

but 2d. should be sent to cover

From 5GB on Wednesday and

sheet itself with a pen; we do not

think there is any need to republish
the sheet.

NEW MULLARD VALVES
IN our last issue we promised

further notes this month on a

LOUD -SPEAKER CABINET
CONSTRUCTORS of W. James'
already famous Lodestone
moving -coil loud -speaker (on which

further notes appear on page 224),
will need some kind of baffle or cabinet

to use with it. Those who prefer the
latter, which undoubtedly has a
better appearance than a bare baffle
board, will be interested in a model
supplied by Hobbies, Ltd., of Dereham, Norfolk.

number of new Mullard valves. At the
time of going to press, sample valves
had not been received, however.

EVISON & PAYNE
83 Borough High St., London Bridge, S.E.1.
'Phone: Hop 1221
Can supply at once correct parts for any
of the sets described in this issue.

Before purchasing your parts see our

price lists free, on application.

Hear the "Lodestone Three"
Demonstrations

hours up to 7 p.m.

This consists of a supply of wood
and details of assembly for the home -

during broadcast
by appointment.

or

construction of the cabinet by the
amateur, and will appeal to a large

Inland: All orders post free. Abroad: Carriage
paid over E5
Cash, C.O.D., or Easy Terms
Blueprints free with each order for complete kits,

number
readers.

WIRELESS, TELEVISION & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

WIRELESS

Of

Panels drilled free.

MAGAZINE
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Belling & Lee, Ltd.
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..

Brown, S. G., Ltd.
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206, 273
Bulgin, A. F., & Co.
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28 t
Cason Mouldings ..
303
Caxton Wood Turnery Co.
.. 285
Celestion, Ltd. ..
.. 296
Clarke, H., & Co. (M/c), Ltd. .. 298
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269, 289
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279
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OBIEMNIE"
HOLDER CABINET

303

British Ebonite Co., Ltd., The .. 28,
British Thompson Houston Co.,

Fluxite, Ltd.
..
Formo Co.
Garnett Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
Harlie Bros.
Hobbies, Ltd.
..
Hughes, F. A., & Co., Ltd.
Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.
Impex Electrical, Ltd. ..

this new form of entertainment.

This can easily be corrected on the

Page

Alestrian Gramophone Co., Ltd. 279
Bedford Electrical & Radio Co.,

Evison & Payne

A CORRECTION
Many amateurs will benefit by
AN unfortunate printer's error being able to receive the pictures in
occurred in the formula which the evening, and we anticipate that
forms part of Reference Sheet No. 113 still greater interest will be taken in
(see page 199 of the March issue). The
expression " 0.71 " should read " .071 "

INDEX TO
ADVERTISERS

Imo llllllllllllll

14% ins. WIDE
1484 ins. HIGH
12% ins. DEEP

When you have made up the " Lodestone," house it in this
handsome cabinet. Any handyman can make it. Sound
quality mahogany boards are supplied planed and cut true
ready to fit together for the Cabinet and the loud -speaker
support as shown. A piece is also included to cut the fret-

ted front to a simple design movement. You cannot go wrong because all necessary construction
details are given on an illustrated leaflet in the
parcel.

A special bargain for " Lodestone " builders.

Obtainable from

any

of

branches in London, Glasgow,

cheater,

Birmingham,

Hobbies
Manetc.

Sheffield.

Or send a P.O. or Cheque for 13/9 to

Dept. 28, Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, Nor folk,

for one to

be sent post free.

Postage 1/3

HOBBIES,

LTD.
IUUIIII
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BLUEPRINTS
FULL-SIZE REQUIREMENT
FOR EVERY
construction a simple
Each blueprint shows the position of each component and every wire and makes
descriptions of
"Amateur
Wireless"
containing
and of
matter. Copies of " Wireless Magazine"and
4d. respectively, post free. Index letters "A.W." refer

all these sets can be obtained at 1s. 3d.
sets.
to "Amateur Wireless" sets and "W.M." to "Wireless Magazine"
.. WM124 Connoisseur's Six (zHF, D, RC, Push-pull)
..
The
Q3
(I),
RC,
Trans)
CRYSTAL SETS
... WM 129
Lodestone Three (HF, D, Trans)
, . WM ion

All these 6d. each, post free.
..

Two -programme Set
Centre -tap Set ..
Super Set
" best -yet" Set ..
)929 Crystal Receiver

Simple Screen Three (HF, D. Trans)

*Dynamic Three (SG, D, Trans)

WM 25
WI\150

.

Split -primary (HF, D. 'Trans) ..
Modern Tuned -anode
..
'Tetrode 3 (HF, D, Trans)
Special (D, zLF)

AW 64

AWI, t 14

AW[ 65

.,..

Economy 3 (D, 2RC))

ONE -VALVE SETS

WM151

.. WM136

..
..
..

AW 24

AW 36
A

Short-wave (D, RC, Trans)
Ether -searcher (D, RC, Trans)
..
Standard (D, 2 'Trans)

SEVEN -VALVE SETS

d-h6et) post
i -het)
48Simpladyne (Super

- AW so
.. AW 52
.. AW 56
.. AW 63

..

Eagle Six (3HF, D, RC, Trans)
Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, Trans) AW 67
Adaptor for above (see miscellaneous list) AW67a

free.
..

PORTABLE SETS

..

WM22
Price

.. WM12,1'0811;7.
Springtime 2 (D, Trans) ..
1/6
Countryside 4 (HF, D, 2 Trans) .. WM t7 1/6
RC, Trans) .. WMSo
ChummyLa i4447ith modification.... for.
WM8oa 1/6
.. WM94 1/6
Pilgrim Portable (D, Trans)
AW3 2 x /..
..
Holiday 3 (D, 2 Trans)
AW93 1/6
'Table Grand 4 (HF, D, 2RC) ..
AW96 1/ ..
Attaché Portable 2 (HF, D)
Daventry Portable (D, Trans) .. ANVio5 ii Daventry Loud -speaker Portable
AVVio7 1/6
(2E1,, D, RC, Trans) ..
Town and Country (HF, D, RC,
AW t 1 t 1/6
Trans)
House and Garden (SG, HE, D,
.. AW n6 t/6
"Best -yet" Portable
(SG, D, 2 Trans) AW136 z/6
House Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW [68 1/6

i6Chummy
4
(HF,
D,
Reinartz OneSelectus
All these Is. each, post free.
.. WM54
..
..
Long-range I lartley
.. WM66
Reflexed One for she Loud -speaker
- WM1
..
.,
..
Special One
All -wave Reinartz

.

..

-

_
II:flaky DX
..
Economy One ..
I oud-speaker Special . .
Ultra -sensitive Hartley One

'

..

..

AW 78

ANV103

Optional
Two -three (D, 2LF)24
"Simpler Wireless "Mains Three (D,21_,F) AW1 26
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF.
- AW13.2
..
..
..
D, Trans)

AAANV5\T712197

Wi4o

..

.

WM44RC, 'Trans)'Frans)
..
..
" Proms" Three (D, 2 RC)
..
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans) ..
New -style Baffle Three (D, RC, Push -

WA.156
WI\ I 62

..

..
..

.. AW Si
..
3 (HF, D, Trans)
AW
..
Q-coil 3 (D, RC, Trans)
.. AW 88
..
Clarion 3 (D, 2 Trans)
.. AN '1 io t
..
Miniature Hartley Three
Summer -time DX Three (HF, D, Trans) A Wioii
Three -valve Mains Receiver (HF, D. 'Trans)
AWro9
British Station Three (HF, D, Trans) .. AW122

WM127

All these 1 s. each, post free.
..
British Broadcast z (D, Trans) ..
..
Two -programme 2 (D, Trans) ..

..

Broadcast 3 (D, RC, Trans)

.. AW 2
.. AW 27
.. AW 71

..
..
..
Fan's Short-wave One ..
:.:
..
..
Super Reinartz One
..
Beginner's One-valver ..
TWO -VALVE SETS
..
Q -coil 2 (D, Trans)
..
Crusader (D, Trans)
Flat -dweller's 2 (FIF, D)

Hartley DX (D, RC, Trans)

..

pll-Price t/6)

W iVi 6 9

AW [37
39
AW t39

- AWI41

..

Mains Three (HF, D, Trans,
.
AW144
Rectifier-Price 1/6) ..
Rectifier-Price
All-purpose Short-wave Three (D, RC,
AW147
..
..
..
Trans) ..
Screen -grid Q -Coil Three (HF, D,

W\176

.. WA197
Two-Daventry Two (D, Trans)
WM99
'I'etrode Short-wave Two (SG. D)
Key -to -the -Ether Two (D, Pentode) .. WM107
_
.. WM114
Meteor Two (D,
.. WM135
*Clipper Two (D, Trans) ..

AMPLIFIERS
All these Is. each, post free

Trans)Gramo-radio
Amplifier (2 v.)
-

Wide -world Short-wave (L`, 'Trans)
..
Empire Short-wave

..

Next Step z (D, 'Trans) ..
Centre -tap 2 (D, Trans)..
Rover 2 (I -IF, D)

..

..

..

.-

General-purpose 2 (D, Trans) ..
..
..
Yule (D, 'Trans)
..
3o/- z (D, Trans)
..
Economical 2 (D, RC) ..

..
Two -wave (1), 'Trans) ..
Ultra -selective Hartley (D, Trans)

Oceanic Short-wave (D, Trans)
Trapped Reinartz (D, Trans) ..
"Q" z (13, Trans)
Long Distance Two +IF, D,) ..
Three -waveband 'Two (D, Trans)

"

DX Headphone Two (HF, D) ..
..
Ace of 'Twos (D, Pentode)
..
Flume Two (D, Trans) ..

..
..
..
All -Round Three (D, RC, Trans)
Price 1/6)

1

4d. free with copy of "A.W."
Binowave Three (D. RC, Trans)
Clarion Three (SG, D, Trans) ..

AW 99

Revelation (HF, D, RC. 'Trans)

AW i 12

-IF,

. ,

2

.

_ ..
Astral (I -IF, D, z RC)
Trapped 3-4 (D, zRC Paralleled)

AW143

..

WM 103

Super -power Unit (2. v.)
Signal Booster (HF Unit)
Auditrol Amplifier
..
One -valve DX Unit
Utility (RC, Trans)
..

WMI28
WM132
AW 37
AW 68
AW 75

Screened -grid HF Unit ..
..
One -valve LF Unit

Super -power Push-pull ..
..
Hook on Short -waver

..

AAAWWWi870694

..
Purity Amplifier..
AAWWrt87
Add-on
.
AW138
Screened -grid HF Amplifier ..
"A W." Gramophone Amplifier (3RC) AW i62

-

MISCELLANEOUS

WM24
WM49
WM55

.. WW1

Gramo-Radio .1(D, RC, z Tran's Push-

AW 146

WM47
WM72

True -tone Amplifier (3 valves)

.. AW172..

.. AW169
.. AW175

All these Is. 6d. each, post free.

- AW134
.

..

FOUR -VALVE SETS

AWPr ?)12

AWito
.

AW[ 5t
AWI55
AW156
AW158

..
All Britain Three (HF, D, Trans)
- AW16o
Bantam Three (D, RC, Trans) ..
Hartley Dual -range Three (D, RC, Trans) AW166
Listener's Three (HF, D, Trans) Price

AW 90
....

..

James Special(HF, D, Trans) ..

AW 53
AW 55
AW 59
AW 61
AW 66

.

- AW 1 so

..

New -style Mains Three (HF, D, Trans -

AW i
AW z8
AW 34
AW 42

.

..

Trans) _

..
A.C. Mains Eliminator ..
..
..
Cone Loud -speaker
A.C. Adaptor for "Simpler Wire .
..
..
less" Sets

..

Moving -coil Loud -speaker

Price

Post Pros

WM4 t
WM55

1/ -

wWM587

i

t/-

.. WM59 1/ ..
.. WM70 D.C. Mains..Eliminator
pull)
.. WM64 1/ ..
..
- WM7) Wavetrap
Q -coil 4 (HF, D, Trans, RC) ..
.. WM73 1/ Portable
Cone
Loud
-speaker
_ WM77 "Junior" Moving -coil Loud -speaker
Screened grid 4 (HF, D, 2RC) ..
1/ Five -pounder Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) WM91 Universal Short-wave Adaptor .. WM8r
WM82 1/ .. WM85 Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker .. WMoo
Frame -aerial Four (HF, D, zRC)
If
.. WMIOQ Valveless A.C. Power Unit for L.T. WM too -16Touchstone (HF, D, RC, Trans)
Reynees--Purzehill Four (SG, D, 2
Unit for H.T. WM101 -/6
.. WM t 1 2 Valveless A.C. Power
..
.. ..
..
Trans)
- WMi 1 t x/..
..
Simple Cone
Economy Screen -grid Four (SG, D, RC,
.. WMizi -/6
Buzzer Wavemeter
Trans)
H.T. Unit for A C. Mains WMvi t2A /Binowave Four (SG, 1:) RC, Trans) .. WM119 James
Loud -speaker
.
WM122 Lodestone
Standard -coil Four (HF, D. 2RC)
H.T. Unit for D.C. Mains WM133 1/ *Dominions Four (2SG, D, Trans) WM134 *James
.. AW 7
Wavemeter ..
*The Drum Major (HF, D, RC, Trans) WM137 Heterodyne
" Simpler Wire.. AW 43 Rectifting Unit for ..
All-purpose-*(HF, 1), RC, Trans)
- AW 62
.
6 A\V 67a -/6
:: jAlk/V 707 Adaptor for Short-wave *Super
: .
..
"Q" 4 (HF, D, RC)
..
.. AW 73 1/
H.T.
from
A.C.
Mains
Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, Trans) .. AW 1 zo "AW" Moving -coil Loud -speaker
Sumthertime Searcher (2HF, D, Trans) AW128 HT. Eliminator for A.C. (zoo v. AW 97 1/ Overseas Shortwaver (HF, D, 2 Trans) AW133
.. ..
.. AW ioz 1/ output) ..
.. AW145
Ranger Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
AW 123 1/ and H.T. Mains Unit (DC)
Facility Four (HF, D, 2 RC-Q-coil) .. AW[ 54 L.T.
AW 131 -/6
Knife-edge
Wavetrap
Broadcast Picture Four (HF, D, 2RC) AW163 All -metal Eliminator for H.T. ..
..AW
,13.5 i/The Orchestra Four (D, RC, Push-pull) AW167 Duplex-diaphiaith Loud -speaker
AW 142 If.. AW173
All Europe Four (2HF, D, Trans)
.
..
AWt49
1/Power -plus Loud -speaker

Chapman-Reinartz
Two (D, Trans -4d.. ..
.
.. AW148
with copy of "A.W.") ..
.. AW i 57
..
Globe DX Two (SG, D,)
East to West Short-wave Two (D, Trans) AW159
.. AVV171
..
Beginner's Two (D. Trans.)
- AWT74
..
Auto Two (D, Trans)

T H R E E -V A L V E SETS
All these Is. each, post free.

-

.. WM29
Five -guinea 3 (HF, D, Trans)
. _ WM34
Mains Three-valver (D, 2LF)
Tuned -anode from the Mains (HF, D, LF) WM43
.. WM48
..
Metropolitan (D, 2 LF)
.. WM52
..
Everyday (D, 2 Trans) ..
.
WM6o
Music Charmer (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM67
Britannia (D, RC, Trans)

Special 4 (HF, D, zl.,F)I
I

,

Pole -to -Pole Short -waver (D, RC., Trans) WM89
.. WM92
Glee -singer Three (D, 2 RC) ..
.. WM95
Aladdin Three (HF D, LF) ..

Inceptor Three (SG, D, Pentode) Price

.. WM los
is. 3d. with copy of "W.M." ..
All -wave Screened -grid Three (HF, D,
..WM110
..
Pentode)
. WM115
Gramophonehree
(D, 212C)
-T
Standard Coif 'Three (HF, D, Trans)... WM117
Festival Three (D, 2 LF-Dual Imp) .. WM i 18
Wide -world Short -waver (SG, D, Trans) WMI20
WMI21
New Year 'Three ISG, D. Pentode)

-

FIVE -VALVE SETS

All these Is, 6d, each,

5 (214F, D, RC, 'Frans)
A blueprint of any one set described Exhibition
Phwnix (zHF, D, aLF)
in the current issue of the "Wireless 1928 Five (211F, D, 2 Trans) ..

Magazine" can be obtained for halfprice up to the date indicated on the
coupon (which is always to be found
on page iii of the cover) if this is sent
when application is made. These
blueprints are marked with an asterisk
(*) in the above list and are printed in

bold type. An extension of time will be
made in the case of overseas readers

All -the -world 5 (21 -IF, D, 2RC)

free.

..
..

..

WM33

WM46
WM63

.. WM79

Linen -diaphragm Loud -speaker
.
with Baffle ..
..
Pedestal Cone Loud -speaker

AVV164

Listener's Speaker, price 4d. with copy
of "A.W '

ti

Send, preferably, a postal order
(stamps over sixpence in value
unacceptable) to

Cataract 5 (HF, D, RC, Push-pull)
.. WM96
Empire nye (2SG, D, RC, Trans)
Fidelity Five (HF, D, 211C -parallel) .. WM13o
.. AW 25
Individual 5 (zHF, D, 2 Trans)
.. AW 85
..
Schooi 5 (HF, D, 2RC)
"Q" Gang -control Five (2HF, D,2Trans) AW161

Wireless- Magazine

SIX -VALVE SETS

Blueprint Dept., 58/61

Is. 6d. each, post free.
Nomad (zHF, D. RC, Push -Pull, Trans) WM5 I

Fetter Lane

-

E.0 .4

*****0........................................................................
Half. BLUEPRINT
price

Coupon Valid until

April 30, 1929

kW.: ANY ONE SET CONSTRUCTIONALLY DESCRIBED IN TELLS ISSUE.

Fee
1a. of INFORMATION

Coupon Valid until
April 30, 1929

NOT MORE THAN TWO GAUESTiUS3 TO Be, ASKED AT A 1:14V

Wireless Magazine. April, 1929

TESTES once
-fqr

TES TED duke

1r/

vINNENsor

TESTED 3 times
IPT
Not only are all components of
Marconi Valves tested at every
stage of manufacture, but before
they can get into the purple bo,,

bearing the name Marconi the
completed valves have to pass

the following triple test.
The "qualifying " or Factory
test.
The "passing out" or Stock
test.
(3; The "third degree" or
headquarters test.
Marconi Valves are consistently
good because they are triple
tested.
(1)

P44A.R.CONI
DEP
215
TRIPLE TESTED

The

Marconiphone

Co.,

Ltd.,

210-212

Tottenham

Court

Road,

London,

W.i

MV S3 151
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